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ABSTRACT  

An investigation has been carried out into the 

mechanism of propagation of small, laminar, coal-dust/air flames. 

New technieues for the preparation, handling and characterisation 

of suitable dispersions of dust in air have been developed and 

are described. New methods for the study of dust flames are also 

noted. 

It has been shown that small flames burning Siikstone 

Coal are only stable in the presence of some form of hot-gas 

pilot. Apparatus has been devised to test the theory that such 

instability is the result of radiant heat loss from the flame. 

It has been shown that this is not the case. 

An inductive examination based on the calculation of 

adiabatic flame temperatures is described. Flame temperatures 

have been calculated on different theoretical models of the dust 

flame. It is shown that the propagation of the small coal-dust 

flame is controlled b7 the combustion of the volatile material 

liberated by the coal drring pre-flame heating, and it is 

suggested that a stable flame can only result if the pattern of 

volatile evolution conforms to certain requirements. These 

observations are correlated with the experimental results of this 

and other investigations. 
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CHAPTER I 

General Introduction 

A knoelede of the mechanism of combustion of finel7 

divided eaterials is of some economic importance as well as beine 

academically desirable. The controlled combustion of powdered 

fuels offers some of tee advantages of oil—spray combustion. Tee 

fuel may be stoked by a fluid conveyance, good fuel/air mixine 

and hence high combustion intensity can be acnieved quite easily-, 

while slag and ash removal can also be facilitated. Mechanised 

mining tends to produce increasing quantities of small coal better 

suited for pulverisation than "lump" burning. 

Dusts also provide a combustion hazard. reXplosions in 

mine galleries derive ;c_h of t. dr destructive potential from 

inflammation of airborne dust, and research aimed at defining 

dangerous dust conditions and their control has a long history. 

Many industrial dusts constitute fire hazards when dispersed in 

air flowing in — for example — a ventilation duct, 

The two main fields of dust flame study are thus widely 

divergent. On the one hand the commercial user is concerned with 

enhanced combustion efficiency achieved perhaps by sophisticated 

aerodynamice and mixing arrangements. His interest is normally in 

highly turbulent flow regimes often with deliberate and massive 

intermixing of hot products with reactants. The safety expert, on 

the other hand, concerns himself with tue problem of propeesatioe 

through clouds which, whilst not quiescent, are raised in consequence 
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of the explosion alone, since in this regime will be found the 

minimum safety limits. His interest also devolves on the ignite-

bility of the dispersion, something the furnace dssiemer may almost 

take for ea.antsd. 

Both practical apelicetions of dust comoustion tend to 

crow aeuy from the fundamentals of combustion typified by the 

classical unidimensional flame models. Ir rresixed gas flames, 

those practical systems which come closest to the unidimensional 

fl 	 es idealisation have shown themselves to be capable of producin 

data of real value to the commercial user. 2erms like 'Limits of 

Inflamaabilityl, 'Otoiohiometryl, 'Most Inflammable Mixture' and 

':Final Flame Temperature' have meanines equally intelligible to the 

scientist and the engineer, yet their precise significance usually 

derives fro-  simple laboratory scale experimentation. !Owl. of t,e 

sueoesu of this inter-relationship derives from a measure of under-

standin now achieved with re,,;ard to the combustion process. 

Frequently highly simplified reaction schemes can be written which 

adequately express the behaviour of complex fuels. The most 

convincing vindication of such simplificatiohs is also frequently 

found in simple, laboratory scale experiments; indeed, until such 

elementary proof is obtained the simplification remains little more 

than a rule of thumb whose limits of applicability must be 

indefinite. 
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For dust flamJs in Eeneral, -nd particularly those in 

wUch evolution of a volatile phase prior to or during combustion 

provides an additional oomplication, such -round—work experiments 

are comparatively rare. The complexity of coal dust both chemically 

and physically makes the correlation of work in this field most 

hazardous. The relevant file' flame temperatures are unknown; this 

means that the thermodynalrics of th) flans, process cannot be fully 

resolved, and the appropriate stoichionv-try is to a large extent 

bidden. Lack of positive knowled -e of dust flame thereto--chemistry 

forms the most glaring deficiency in attempting correlation. 

further, much fundamental work has been complicated by scale effects 

so that results tend to be as mucha function of the experimental 

system as of 	mixtllre concerned. 

k:ainet this background it seems dcsirable to attempt 

the study of a articular dust flame taking great care to ensure 

that the experiments made and the deductions therefrom should be of 

general significance. In this way an understanding' comparable vath 

gas flames would be furthered. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

2.1 Division Of work 

The study of dust combustion fails into two broad 

categories. Firstly, there are the studies of actual flames. here 

experiments closely related to as flame studies are encountered 

and familiar parameters such as burning velocity, flame speed and 

limits are measured. Secondly, the burning of suet per so can be 

studied outside the context of flame. These studies are ̀ souped 

under the hsading "Sin le Particle udies". Single particle 

studios have this in common with the etude of gao oxidation reactions 

under non-flame conditions; in each case relevant data may be 

obtained but in neither case does ti-, study constitute an adequate 

substitute for flame measurements in resolving flame behaviour. 

The study of dust flames can a:coin be divided into two 

classes. Flestly there are those experiments in which flame 

propagates into an essentially stagnant body of unburned material. 

The material must be confined in soma way foe experimsntal purposes, 

and the familiar pattern of flame propagation in enclosing duets 

emerges. This oliees of experiment contains the bulk of dust flame 

studies to date. 

The heading "71arees in Galleries and Tubes" indioates 

t'ee division of work between field scale research and laboratory. 



experiments. A second method of flame study involves the use of a 

mass flow of reactants, coupled with a suitaLle aerodynamic 

confieuratioe, to produce a stationary, stabilised flame. For flame 

study, such burner stabilised flames have certain advantaees. - ork 

in this field has been considered under the heading "Eurner-

Stabilised Dust Flames". 

The divergence of interest indicated in the introduction 

is aeain apparent ie the distribution of work between the three 

headings described. Tube and gallery work has been carried out 

ely by organisations concerned in the main eith te9 control and 

prevention of dust flame. The copious literature of the Safety in 

Hines Resea ce fstablishment in this country and their counterparts 

ie the United States and Durope (especially, perhaps, Poland) is an 

obvious example, Darner work has been reeorted iron establishments 

concerned with fuel usage - for instance the work of the Department 

of Feel Teohnolo,7 at Sheffield University. Finally, single particle 

work has been carried out by corkers with a full sp-otrum of 

interests, reflactin_ again the apelicability of fundamental study 

to a wide ran .9 of practical problems. 

2.2 names in galleries and tubes  

There are three configurations in which flame propagation 

in tubes can be studied. The tube may be horizontal with the flame 

spreading from an open or closed end into an open or enclosed bulk 



of mixture. Mine gallery ana gallery replica experiments — as for 

example the work of the S.M.R.E. and the U.S.B.M. — fall into this 

class. T'ee tube ma_,- alternetively be vertical, and the flame 

spread from toi or bottom. For dust work the latter is the elo.ee 

usual arrangement, chile tee former appro: imates to upright burner 

conditions. 

rill or ne :r scale gallery experiments are, of course, 

valuable in providing data relevant to mine accident ex-losions. 

Methods of preventing the generation of inflaereable dust clouds 

and of minimisin, the destructive effeots of dust explosions can 

indeed only be studied ie t. is wayo ReproducibiAty is often poor, 

particularlee perhaps, becauee of t;e di'e;'icult:,  of producinh an 

even dispersion conoentration over many meters of ;gallery. Vertical 

variation in concentration and in flame spread are almost 

unavoidable and burning velocities and other combustion parameters 

are uncertain. The establishment and standardisation o' a suitable 

Jellition procedure is difficult on t,is scale. Finall, the cost of 

instrumentation and of day to day operation of such facilities is 

extremely hi,h. Copious results, perticularly limit data, have 

been obtained in eallery experiments although it seems that freeuently 

such results are more a function of the gallery than of the fuel: 

1980f  for example, Mason, Jones and Fryer (1938), Cyi;ulski (1954). 
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Experionnts wit. dust flames in vertical tubas have 

normally involved a slow17-  falling cloud produced at the top of 

the tube and ignited at the bottom. Ignition may be a hot wire 

(Essenhigh 1958), fusing wire (Kislig and Schlapfer 1950) or by 

gas torch (S.M.R.E. 1961). Propagation velocities can be measured 

photorap ically (e.g. Cassel, des Gupta and Guruswamay 1948) and 

limits determined. Gesoner and Zinden (1952) studied ignition 

limits by this method. They failed to ignite coke dust or antLracite 

dust but observed a propagating fiale with "a cituAnous coal". 

- )rkers at 6.M.H.E. (e.g. Powell 1958) have observed interesting 

scale of effects. with 3" and 6" tube arrays. Coal dust(0.1kstone) 

failed to propaate flame at any concentration in the 3" tube but 

Propagated flame easily in 	" tube. Cork dust and lycopodium 

propai?;ate flames in snail diameter tubes. Because of the downward 

flo!r of dust - and entrained air - and because of the progressively 

varying radial distribution of the dust in the air column, 

propagation velocities cannot be easily related to barnin 

velocities. 	e determination of limits in such apparatus also 

requires a ciitical appreciation of the scale of the experiment. 

For routine safety testing of small quantities of material the small 

vortical tube is, however, very useful. 
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2.3 Burner stabilised dust flames  

In 1912, Taffanel and Durr published data obtained from 

an investigation of flames stabilised in a large tapering ceramic 

duct. The duct was heated by the flame, probably providing a 

stabilising. influence. Early work was with dense clouds oontaining 

upwards of ti bee times the probable stoichiometric concentration of 

fuel. Although Taffanel and Durr published no quaetitative results, 

Be Gray in 1922 published flame speed vs. concentration curves for a 

range of coals reputedly derived from Taffanel's work. These 

curves have enjoyed repeated reproduction (e.g. Spiers 1959) 

although the values of flame speed mean little outside teeir 

experimental context. Taffanelte woek, apart from its 'elstorical 

interest, is significant in that his flames were, albeit aided by 

wall radiation, self maintaining. 

In contrast, Sherman (1931), Orning (1942), Orning and 

Amori (1950), Choeb (1951), Atkins (1951), Kear and Wittinston (1954), 

Long (1956), McCann and Orning (1961) have studied smaller flames 

contained within independently heated furnaces. Burning velocities, 

ignition lag, and the influence of stoichiometry, particle siee, 

coal ran, and pressure have been studied in this way. 

Antibert (1924), Beer Thring and Esserthigh (1959) and 

workers at Ijmuiden have studied "burner" flames in scaled-down 

pulverised fuel combustors, with controlled air admixture, 



turbulence and product recirculation. As indicated ix the 

introduction, such researcM is more relevant to industrial 

installations than to the fundamentals of dust combustion. 

Small laminar flames have been studied using gas flame 

stabilisation. The method involves the production of a dust flame 

in associmtio 	a gas flame  pilot, which may be around the 

dust jet or ,laced in it. The dust flame is thus provided with energy 

to offset heat losses at the edge and subjected to hot reaction 

products as the pilot and dust streams imterdiffuse. Such pilots 

are not merely ignition devices but must be maintained to stabilise 

the dust flame. Puhrmann and Kott,em (1934) studied the temperature 

distribution in piloted dust flames anci co_loluded that as the 

particle sine of the dust was reduced, tme flame increasingly 

approximated to a gas flame. Scartazzimi (1950) measured the 

maximum particle temperatures by a line reversal method originally 

applied to magnesimm dust flames. Scartazzimi also measured 

radiation temperatures by a pyrometric metmod. 

In 1957, three accounts of burner stabilised flames 

appeared in the 7th International Combustion Symposium. Ghosh (1957) 

determined stability limits on an open burner in extremely dense 

suspensions. His flames were al?parently self—supmorting but resemble 

diffusion flames it, a certain degree of turbulence. Hisao 

Hattori (1957) determined burning velocities on a burner with a 

central stabilising gas jet. Both these papers describe experiments 

with remarkably simple dispersion equipmmmt, and, in the light of 
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present experience the fi UTEIS quoted for dust concentration must 

be viewed with caution. Cassel (1957) and co-workers report flames 

with coal dusts. Cassel has used his results with a range of burner 

sizes to assess the part played in flame propagation by radiatio:l.  

This is shown by an approximate treatment to be a function of 

flame area although limiting values for i:ifinite area flames ca:Jot 

readily be deduced. 

McGann and Ornin,, (1961) have used a furnace to stabilise 

coal dust flames of approximately 6" cross-section. The furnace 

vas heated elecrioally, the recirculation, of hot product gas beil 

Recently Amenhigh (1962) has reported work with a dust 

burner i ,nich a plane flame front is stabilised. Essenhigh has 

a,_alysed the propaation on a Triodel involvin, energy transfer by 

radiation alone. C,'ood colTelatipn is claimed but, at the time of 

writing, detailed results have not been published. 

2.4 Single 1psticle studies 

Dust flames offer a facility not possessed by all-gas 

systems in that individual dust particles can be examined. Both 

practical and theoretical studies have bea::. reported. 

Nusselt (1924) considered the thermal equilibrium of 

a particle L-  a radiation field with conductive and convective heat 

loss. Traustel (1941) elaborated this treatment, and specific 

cases have been treated with the Kusselt model by Orning (1950) 
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and Chukanov (1950). 

Coal particles can uncferco a raL.;..e of changes on 

heatini-s - e. L. volatilisation, cenosphere formation and coking, 

all all these processes can be studied in single particle 

experiments. Particles may be dropped through furnaces and 

photo..raphed (e.g. Orniri -;.  (1942) tlac't Griffin (1929) ) or they may 

be sampled after predetermined exposure times as in the classic 

.:ork on oenosphere formation of Sinnatt and oo-workers (1922-9) 

and in the work of Atkins (1951). Alternatively, the particle may 

be held captive on a fine fibre and its istory follo-,:ed by p1oto- 

graphy, weighing and the onset of inflammatio.:i, as 	the work of 

Essenhigh and Thring (1958). 

In single particle studies, the inflammation of 

volatile material to leave a coke residue, which burns over a more 

protracted period, is commonly observed. Usually the volatile 

combustion occupies a very small fraction (10% - Essenhigh and 

Thrinz (1958) ) of the whole burninz time. Inevitably, volatile 

combustion a,::fects the fo7:_ta of residue while the initial surface t‘ 

volume ratio of the dust to some extent controls the rate of 

volatile combustion (Codbert and Wheeler (1932) ). 

Single particle studies usually involve combustion iri 

an infinite excess of oxygen. The pattern of diffusion-controlled 

reaction around_ the particle is easily soluble (Godsave (1952) ), 

Spalding (1950), and Long (1962), LAer alia). Such treatments can 
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be checked at the single particle stave before extending them to 

allow for oxygen depletion. Spalding suggests that the combustion 

of the residue is by a pseudo volatilisation involving CO so that, 

with an appropriate Lift of transport properties, the same model 

can be applied to all stajes of t-a combustion. Arthur (1949-1951) 

and van Loon (1930) have found reasonably conclusive evidence to 

show that at temperatures above 60(PC the overwhaning primary 

oxidation produc‘ is carbon monoxide. 

Jor flames and dust explosions, alloy anoe must be made 

for ex-A:en depletion out most treatmen- s care be extended to include 

t:is factor. 

The predicted burning times, obtained by integration 

of expressions involving the rate of diameter decrease between the 

of Jriginal diameter and zero, are in reasonable agreement 

cith sxperimenal values. 

Irrag:Ilarities in the observed burnin; times can be 

attributed to various causes. First, the treatments app y strictly 

to ash-free coals. p':- econdly, a spherical particle whose surface 

decreases regularly is post-lazed. In fact Crone and .6owring,  (1950) 

ha c;-e shown that the area available to attack mayr increase due to 

the exposure of internal fissures alia craCks. Tirdly, extensive 

cenosphere formation can destroy the -oriole basis of the theoretical 

treatment. 
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In the combustion of a soli) surface either of teo 

staees can peove rate controlling. These are (a) the diffusion 

to, and absorption on)  the fuel surface by the oxidant species 

(02, CO2) ory (b) tee actual rate of chemical reaction at the 

surface. Since these two stages are temperature dependent to 

differing extents it is to be expected that either may be rate 

controlling depending on the temperature reeime. In practice 

(Beer and Essenhigh (1960) ) it is found that above 1100°K the 

reaction rate exponential term ceases to be rate controlling and 

tee process is then diffusion conerolled. Yeeei and Kirnii (1954) 

Lave seoem that under certain conditions the controlling factor 

is turbulent diffusion to anJ from the particle boundary zone. 

This would only apply in highly turbulent jet flames or in fluidised 

beds. 

205 Critical summary and attempts at correlation  

In attempting correlation between results obtained in 

widely different experiments the question which is beine asked is — 

;:low fax are tee results a product of the fundamental processes 

involved. A failure to find correlation beteeen the results of 

experiments apparently ooncerned with essentially the same physico—

chemical phenomenon oan only mean that the experimental differences 

subjugate end outweigh the basic similarities. Under these conditions 

the use of any one set of results to make fundamental predictions 

is obviously hazardous. 
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Unfortunately, such lack of correlation is all too 

common in dust flame studies. In gallery experiments the effect 

of scale is still to some extent unresolved. The results in tubes 

of different cross sections do not agree very well, and the trend 

to larger cross sections in the hope of reaching a state in which 

the results ere no longer sensitive to tube radius, multiplies the 

cost of the project in time and money. The length of gallery 

necessary for the establishment of a steadily propagating flame 

also detracts from the analytical value of some of the work in 

tis class. Clearly sc long as the r.ode of initiation influences 

the rate-constants of propagation, steady state conditions have not 

been achieved. 

The value of the smaller scale work in tubes is also 

questionable in tee context of true flame-process investieetion. 

Radial heat losses are known to influence the propagation rate of 

flames in gas mixtures, and, when the transport properties here 

operative are coupled with heat loss by radiation, the results of 

eotk with comparatively small tubes are clearly suspect. if scale 

effects are still apparent in a 4 ft. gallery, they must certainly 

detract from the usefulness of work in tubes of 1/10 the diameter. 

It seems therefore that both propagating flame systems 

are unlikely to provide data on which a workable model of the flame 

process can be built. Order of meenitude agreemert of the type 

noted by Long and Murray (1958) is possible, and, as in the work of 



ArtinGstall (1960), eredictions can be rade based on the particular 

practical system in tote, but neither of these procedures constitute 

a useful test of any model of flame process. It is perhaps 

necessary to stress that the body of tube and , aliery work is here 

being criticised only aE e fundamental research procedure; it the 

majority of such work no such fundamental approach was envisaged, 

the experiments being designed eo reproduce known practical 

conditions. 

The results of barrier experiments are in general open 

,o question in the matter of scale. The observation that scale 

effects occur in tubes several times larger than the usual 

laboratory burner is obviously disturbing. Essenhigh (1962) has 

recently su3gested that in experiments in which the unburned dust 

dose not have at least 1 metre's unobstructed approach to the flame—

front, tee flame will not exhibit "fundamental" properties; such a 

sugeestion sets an exacting scale for laboratlry work, and indeed 

makee any low Reynolds number regime virtually inaccessible. 4.0 

is notewoethy that, ,:its: few exceptions, dust flames have only -oeen 

sta-oilised on open burners by some form of pilot, either in the form 

of a pilot flame or as an arraneement for providing thereat ellezy 

in another form. The influerce of such pilots must be closely 

examined. 
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Long (1956) used an annular pilot flame and recorded 

a schlieren image to illustrate the extent to which hot gas 

might penetrate into the central stream. He also observed the 

influence of the pilot on the values of burnina velocity determined. 

for methane/air flames on the same burner and argued from this that 

in. his case the pilot had a negligible effect on tie flame as a 

whole. Inevitably, however, the bulk of the heat loss from the centre 

of a small dust flame must be by radiation, and by conduction in the 

temperature gradients established by differential radiation loss 

from the different parts of the flame. To make good this heat lose 

by the injection of hot gas at the edge of the flame, hot gas 

which can be sown to have no influence" on the .central zones is 

a process of arguable validity. Hisao Hattori (1957) used a burner 

with a central pilot flame, a process ahich must accentuate the 

thermal asymmetry of the small flame. The burning velocity results 

obtained are in any case suspect because of the flow divergence 

observed in flames stabilised in this way (Chase 1960). 

The stabilisation of small flames in furnaces would 

seem a more legitimate procedure, since at first sight it would seem 

that heat transfer in the flame will be predominantly by radiation. 

The temperatures achieved in the furnaces, however (e.g. 1WPC - 

Long 1956) are appreciably lower than the final flame temperature 

of the dust. Viben allowance is made for the 4th-power radiation law 

it appears that the heat balance in the flame is much logs faT:u-Jabla 
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than mieht at first appear, the furnace radiation being only 1/5 

of that which the flame would experience. 

It seems, in fact, that for burner flames too, 

experimmtal conditions may still largely dictate the mode of 

burning, and that teeory, based on ideal contitions, cannot be 

tested with ezistine7 data. 

Finally, single particle combustion must be examined. 

Are sie :le particle study inherently ignores t< e co—operative 

nature of dust inflammation. Cassel -nd Liebmann (1959) have 

studied the ienition of clouds of aluminium and Al/e alloy 

seeeres and note a fail in ignition temperatures with increasing 
eek---Cieeeeeeee, 

concentration. The eeneentration variation changes in maenitude, 

though not in sign with particle size. For the alloy particles of 

1011 and 50g were ievestieeted and it was found that for low concen—

trations the finer material requires the higher ignition temperature 

while for dense clouds tie oreer leas r_versed. If such a behaviour 

pattern were general for other dusts)  tie atelicability of single 

particle results to large scale flames woul-d be °etre:1(31y problematic, 

while t'ne assignment of values derived from an average particle size 

to a polydisperse cloud could not be a valid procedure. 

It is not inconceivable that a dust liberating a 

volatile phase should behave differently from metallic dusts, 

especially ie the ignition stage and, once inflammation has corgi enced, 

t,e sin le particle model is likely to give good agreement provided 
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suitable allowance is made for oxygen depletion and the heating of 

tLe ambient gas. Lon' has demonstrateci the comparability of small 

flame data for burning times of particles with the captive 

pErticle determinations oi -2ssenhigh. Elam, processes, however, 

devolve very largely on ignition and an apparent inability of the 

single particle approach to account for cloud ignition must detract 

from its usefulness* 
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CHAPTTIZ 3  

AI= AND APPROACIES OF PRIZE= e0RX  

3.1 Possible approaches for further study  

The possible lines of study for te investieetion can 

be grouped under four headin s. The first three folloe the 

exp:rimenal division sug-ested in Chapter 2 while the fourth is 

theoretical study. An exp,rimental prograeme may be based on 

movine flames propagating.  in tubes or ,:elleries, oe stabilised 

burner flames, or on single particle oombustion. 

Previous work on flame in tubes has demonstrated 

certain drawbacks to ti-e technioue. A vertical—tube apparatus 

suitable for laboratory work would involve repetition to evaluate 

scale effects aed would probably even then be a doubtful source of 

fundamental combustion data. Other die iculties anticipated are 

the evaluation of flow affects caused by sedimentation; the 

evaluation of radial concentration variation, and tie elimination 

of vertical concentration changes. Finally, a propagating flame 

poses the practical problems of the study of a moving test space. 

For practical as well as teeoretical considerations it is most 

convenient to contrive tee flame front as a fixed reference surface, 

Thus the use of a burner stabilised flame offers 

certain advantages. It is stationary and therefore easier to 

photoeraph and easier to analyse by any procedure involving spatial 
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resoleti,a. 	ia problems of dust distribution are minimised since 

it ie noc oily necessar)  to provide an acceptaele distribution at 

one point - the burner aouth rather than over a consideraule 

lenzta of alct. e'inal12,, a suitable bac;wround for a burner study 

project exists in the work of Lona on coal dust flames and in the 

work of Eurgoyne, ,einborg and numerous co-workers on as flaaes of 

various forms. On the other hand, the burner depends for its use- 

fulness on the experimental ability to provide the required even, 

controlled flo_ of fuel-oxidant mixture, and on the feasibility of 

proeucina a burner whose flame cold be shown to contain regions 

aita fundamental combustion prep rties accessible to study. 

Single particle combustion is only useful for obeainina 

combustion data if it can be shown t at the case history is intrinsic 

to the particle rather than to a pattern imposed by the surroundings. 

,11en a particle is suddenly exposed to an artificial radiation 

field the quantitative behavi cr of the particle may correspond to 

that exhibited by a fuel in a iurnace, but there is little reason 

to suppose that it aill represent the laminar, free-burning 

behaviour of a burning dispersion, unless the radiation field is 

specially contrived. Such a radiation field could only be produced 

with an a priori knowledge of single particle behaviour in an 

actual flame, itself the aim of the experiment. This is an altereative 

statement of the problem of sin;le particle studies being; incapable 

of dealing with co-operative ignition. 
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Finally an inductive approach is possible. In this 

approaee suitable teeoretical models are developed which can be 

used as bases for calculation. The models and their associated 

calculated properties can then be compared with existing and new 

experimental data. Thus the adiabatic flame temperature can be 

calculated on tee basis of various supposed combustion models, 

such as complete fuel combustion, combustion controlled by volatile 

components, and other models. The way in which flame temperature 

varies with stoichiometry always corresponds to tee stoichiometric 

variation of other combustion parameters such as burning velocity, 

so that a correlation found between the flame temperature variation, 

calculated on a g ticular combustion model, and the experimentally 

determined burning velocity variation is inductive evidence for 

that combustion model. Similarly inflaemability limits occur at 

reasonably well defined flame temperatuees, and again a compatibility 

test can be made with calculation based on a particular model. he  

inductive approach alloes economical use of existing data and of 

qualitative observation. 

3.2 Elementary models of possible dust flames  

In general teems, a premixed flame forms the boundary 

between reactive material and reacted products. There is a 

temperature rise associated with this composition boundary so teat 

cold reactants are separated from hot products by a region of 
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chemical reaction and heat liberation. Such a boundary is thermally 

unstable and heat will flow from hot to cold zones. The chemical 

reaction requires a high temperature to achieve appreciable 

reaction rate. It is the flow of heat in the boundary which allows 

chemical reaction to propagate into the unburied material. A stable 

flame results when the supply of reactants is such that the teermal 

structure of the boundary is maintained by chemical heat release. 

Conventionally, the flame is taken as a stationary 

reference plane)  and reactant flowed into this plane at the 

necessary propaaation rate. 1aterial and heat balances may be set 

up at any plane parallel to the flame plane* 

ror eremieed as systems the pre-fleee zone is 

characterised by simple mass and heat balances. Up to within a few 

mean. free paths of the flame-front)  chemical reactions - and hence 

boat release - is negligible; since the uses are transparent heat 

flux by radiation is also negligible, and a sie.le conduction-

convection heat balance can be drawn. 

then a dust flame is considered the situation is much 

more complex. A fuel such as coal will undergo physical and 

chemical chanties well before the flees front. These need not be 

thermally neutral even in the absence of chemical reaction; the 

evolution of volatiles may be endothermic. Further)  the dust 

dispersion forms a grey body which will absorb thermal radiation 
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from the highly luminous dust flame. The range of this heat 

transfer process may well be an order of ma:;nitude greater than 

the conductive—convective regime of an all gas flame. Then there 

are the possibilities of thermal dis—equilibrium between dust and 

gas at any point. Finally ignition — which in the gas flame 

defines the flame front unambiguously — will occur in stages 

for volatile and residue phases. 

The sophistication of the dust flame can be shown 

diagrammatically as in Fi.3.2.1 which compares idealised dust and 

gas flames. The temperatures plotted for the dust flame are 

dust/air average temperatures. The sinificant differences between 

dust and gas flames All be examined in detail in Section 3.4. 

3.3 The role of radiation 

Radiation heat transfer must occur in any dust flame. 

Its importance to flame propagation will vary between flame types. 

There is already some evidence to suggest that in small and 

especially in turbulent flames the contribution of radiation to 

flame propagation is negligible. Essenhigh and Csaba (1962) 

conclude that only in large (and idealised) plane flames does 

radiation transfer actually predominate. In all other systems 

propagation is achieved by predominantly convective energy transfer, 

either by massive recirculation or by small scale but highly 

intense turbulence as in a propagating explosion flame. 
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The simple radiation picture which can be developed 

for a large laminar dust flame assumes that the dust cloud obeys 

Kirchoff's laws, so that a common emissivity and absorption 

coefficient can be calculated, and obeys Beerfs laws of extinction 

so that the absorption can be expressed as 

dI 
dx aI 	 (1) 

ahere x = 0 is a reference plane at the flame front and preflame 

differences are measured along netive x. 

The absorption coeLTicient x can be calculated by 

various procedures (Nusselt (1924), Long (1956) ) and its relation 

to dispersion properties derived. For near stoichiometric 

dispersions of fine dust (100) 1 has a value of 0.1 am
1 
for the 

cold cloud. 

The cloud emissivity can be shown (Section 4.5.2), to 

be given by 

ct 	 Y.,-.Nr2 

where a is the emissivity (equal to the absorption coefficient, 

if th,  cloud be assumed to behave as a grey body); r is the 

particle radius, or an appropriately weighted average radius for 

poly-disperse clouds; and N is the number density of the dispersion 

in particles per unit volume. 
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Strictly N must be defined in terms of a space volume, 

which will be related to the original carrier gas volume, but 

will depart from it as the temperature rises. N will fall exactly 

as the gas density, and the particle density at any temperature 

NT, can be expressed in terms of the standard, cold conditions of 

temperature T.,. 

NT 	To/T 

The temperatere at which radiation will form the most 

efficient energy transfer process will be tat of tre hottest 

part of the flame, where Te/T may be as little as 1/6. It follows 

therefore that, even if every particle is assumed to survive to 

the region of maximum flame temperature, the emissivity of the 

cloud will have fallen to a small fraction of its original value. 

Coupled with the reduction in 17, there will also be 

changes in the particle radius r. These can result in either an 

increase or a decrease in the emissivity. In the earlier stages 

of the flame, there is the possibility of the particles undergoing 

cenosphere formation. This process can increase the size of the 

particle several-fold. Cenospheres appear to be formed by the 

partial self-dissolution, of the coal particle in tarry matter. 

As the temperature increases, the tarry material boils, producing 

thin-shelled bubbles. These structures are "frozen" by the 
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evaporation of the solvent material, leaving tenuous carbonaceous 

skeletons. This increase in particle radius must be confined to 

the very early stages of the flame. This must be so because a 

eizil flame temperature could not be achieved while volatile 

aaterial is still unburned. Because of tee extraordinarily high 

surface to volume ratio of the carbon skeletons their cilances of 

survival for any length of time in the high temperature zone are 

small. The conclusion is that oenosphere formation can exercise 

little effect on eaissivity in the high temperature rel.:me of the 

flame. 

In the hotter zones of tee flame particles will be 

reduced in size by gasification or by actual surface burning. This 

size reduction will reinforce the effect of increasine as 

temperature, further reducing a* Vith ash containing fuels a never 

falls to zero; for typical ash contents (5%) and ash densities 

comparable with the parent coal, the final particle diameter is 1/3 

of the original. An ideal, near-stoic;dometric flame burning with 

a temperature ratio of 6 would then have a product a of .0015 am 1  

if there were no temperature fall in the products region. 

Using the integrated form of (1), it is possible to 

calculate radii ion pate lengths in the various flam3 zones. 

path len te aecesar tc provide a bulk emissivity of 0.90 is about 

25 oms in the cold gas regions and 15 metres in the hot products 
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region. Even to achieve a bulk emissivity of 0.5 requires 7 cms 

cold and 420 cans hot. 

From theee values it ie obvieae that a flame system 

must have ver7 considerable radiation. paths in the direction of 

propagation before radiation can play its full role. The same 

figures provide a scale for the lateral development necessary. 

In the cold cloud entering a plane flame of infinite extent any 

elementary volume has a geometric view of the flame occupying a 

full 2 r steradians solid angle. If, however, the lateral extent 

of the flame is less then twice the mean-free-path of a photon 

in the cold cloud this maximum view factor will not be achieved. 

(In teis case radiation heating of tee cold. cloud will play a less 

significant part in the flame propagation, and the flame - if it 

remains stable - will achieve stability by conductive and convective 

heat transfer.) 

simf_lar but more stringent requirement applies in the 

hot cloud where photon-mean-free-paths are larger. Each hot elementary 

volume should "see" cold, unburned dust in a solid angle of 21t 

steradians. If this is not the case some part of the radiant energy 

emitted by the hot element wleich would, in an infinite flame form part 

of the energy cycle of propagation, is being lost. The ideal 

requirement is then firstly that the elemental volume in question 

should not be within the effective radiation path of the cloud beandary; 
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and secondly that those parts of the oloed within radiant 'sight' 

of the element should also be well inside the cloud boundary. It 

appears then that, unlike a zas flame, a dust flame muct be very 

large indeed before its behaviour will resemble that of an infinite 

flame front. 

If an ashless fuel is considered, the requirement is 

somewhat less exacting. Since no solid residue reselts from burn-

out the cloud emissivity due to soled particles does fall to zero 

behind the flame. It is possible to calculate and to determine 

experimentally the burn out time of a particular fuel (see for 

example long (1962), :seenhigh and Thring (1958) ) and hence to 

calculate flame length for a given particle size. ithin that flame 

length temperature and particle size vary and number density will 

vary, but a summation of radiant flux over the flame length is 

implicitly possible, together with the evaluation of a mean radiant 

temperature and mean (effective) flame length. If the lateral extent 

of the flame is now greater than several times the effective flame 

length, the central regions will exhibit properties fundamental 

to the flame system. For small particles (104) the burn out time 

in a cloud is probably about 5 m•  sec. - a flame thickness of about 

am. - so that the limiting radiation path will be in the unburned 

dust. 
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Since many flames will obviously not approximate to 

the ideal infinite flame, it is desirable to discuss the role 

of radiation in non-infinite flames. If the flame is small, 

radiation from the hot parts of the flame to the surroundings 

will represent heat loss from the flame system. 	The effect of 

this heat loss is partially to quench the flame, and the 

adiabatic final flame temperature is not achieved. The effeot 

on the flame depends on the temperature regime and on the energy 

of activation of the combustion reaction. 

If the adiabatic final flame temperature is high, or 

the activation energy low, the flame will be able to tolerate a 

lower flame temperature without losing its heat generating ability. 

As tA flan temperature falls, the rate of heat loss by radiation 

falls rapidly because of its 4th power temperature dependence. 

Although radiation to the unburnt phase also decreases the 

availability of conductive and convective energy transfer modes 

means that flame stability can be maintained over a wide range 

of radiant energy transfer conditions. The burning velocity, 

however, will vary. 

If the adiabatic flame temperature is low or if tee 

energy of activation of the residue combustion stage is high, 

radiation quenching may result in the actual quenching out of 

reaction on the particulate residue. Such quenching; is probably 
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only conceivable with large particles where the longer burning 

times are involved. 

The shape of a non-infinite flame can radically alter 

the radiaticn pattern. In. a bunsen type flame, for eeample, there 

are regions in the centre of the cone where an elemental volume 

may 'see' radiant flame front in almost a full solid angle in 

oontrast to the hemispherical maximum of a plane flame. 

It should perhaps be stressed that the object in this 

section has been to present the :2, havioue of the radiation mode 

per se. The actual importance of radiation to flame propagation 

can only be assessed by comparing radiation effects in magnitude 

with the effects of other transfer modes. However it has been 

demonstrated that, whatever the relative importance of radiation 

in an ideal flame, the importance of the radiation contribution to 

energy transfer must be drastically reduced when small flames are 

considered. 

3.4 Thermal equilibrium between  particles and ambient gas  

Three factors are involeed in the thermal equilibrium 

between particle and gas. These are: 

(i) the region of tree flame considered, 

(ii) heat transfer witin the particle, and 

(iii) heat transfer between particle and gas. 

Of these (i) gives ti_e direction of any heat transfer, (ii) and 

(iii) the magnitude. 
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Consider initially an ideal, plane, infinite flame. 

In the far pre-flame zone the suspension is heated by radiation° 

This is absorbed by the particles which then heat the surrounding 

gas. For this to occur, a temperature gradient must exist in the 

region of the particle. The possibility also exists of temperature 

distribution within the actual particles. Long and Murray (1958) 

have shown, however, that for the small particles involeed such 

internal temperature gradients must be neeligibly small, at least 

within the pre-heat zone. It has also been demonstrated by the 

same authors that in this zone the gas achieves 90 - 95% of the 

dust temper-ture. In calculating these values, two approaches 

are used. Firstly the particle may be considered as free-falling 

with a boundary layer roughly equal to its own radius. This 

approach is used both by Nusselt (1924) and by Long and aurayo 

The heat transfer is then calculated using a particle Reynolds 

Number. The alternative method is to assume the particle to be 

stationary with respect to its surroundings and to calculate the 

heat transfer using a Nusselt Number of 2. The first treatment 

aupears suitable for low concentration clouds, the second for 

dense clouds where the Stokes condition is certainly not achieved* 

Both treatments indicate that equilibrium is very nearly achieved. 

Closer to the flame front volatile material may be 

desorbed. This is thought to require both an activation energy 
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(or a specrula of activatioa energies - in the case of coal) and 

some energy-  of desorption or latent heat energy. The effect of this 

will thus be to slow the rite of temaeratare rise in the particle 

and, at the same time, to in:;rease the ea: 'iciency of heat tranefer 

to the surrounding gas by disrupting the boundary layer. TI,e 

Possibility of substantial temperature differences between the 

solid and the gas phase is therefore sliE,ht. 

Combustion of the volatile material probably occurs 

as soon as the fuel is present in sufficient quantities. This 

involves the rapid release of lar -e amounts of energy in the gas 

phase. The rate of combustion of volatiles is thought (Long 1962) 

to be conrolled by heat transfer to the cracking particle, implying 

a rate controlling temperature gradient between gas and particle 

surface. It seems probable that substantial temperature differences 

should occur bet seen gas and particle et this stag •e. Durinz the 

combustion of the first vol: tile material the gas phase behaves 

very much as a premixed gas flame. The gas expands resulting in 

linear acceleration. In premixed gas flames accelerations of 

thousands of "" are involved ('.einber- 1963), and it is unreasonable 

to supose that tae solid particles unless very mall indeed will 

follow this aecelerttion pattern faithfully. It seems that a spatial 

la- must occur. In terms of temperature this means that each 

particle resides ir each sta e of the rapid temperature gradient 
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slightly longer than the gas which orihinally accompanied it. It 

follows, in feet, a less exacting temperature/time path ten the 

gas, an,; is t erefore better able to follow the temperature/space 

path of the gas. 

The next pattern is that of solid residue combustion. 
eeeleeeetece,  

Here reaction is t- ou,;ht (Spalding 1951) to proceed by CO2 ox44ation 

at the particle surface with the resulting CO burnin,; in oxygen 

in the (T2 bound 2y layer. ro 02 is thought to penetrate to the 

solid seefce. dee ieat balances, aesuming pure carbon as the 

residue, are t_Ionse 

o, 	 CO
2 + 96 k.cals. 

= 	CO
2 + 52 k.cals. 

whence 

C + CO2 
	= 	200 	3 :.call. 

at the surface and 

200 	+ 02 
	 + 104 k. Gals. 

in the gas phase. 

Clearly, with this mode of solid removal, the temperature 

pattern established in the volatile combustion phase will be 

preserved and the particle temperature will only be maintained 

by heat flow from the hotter, surrounding gas. Spalding has 
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commented On the resemblance between the CO2 extraction process 

and the vaporisation of a fuel oil droplet. If carbon removal 

were by direct ox en attach as it may be in o:rtain temperature 

regimes (Beer 	) the pattern would be reversed since in this 

case exothermic reaction eould occur at tee surface. 

In the final phase, for ash-containing eels, ash and 

produot ,-eases may be expected to come into full thermal e-uilibrium. 

For non-infinite flames, the major effect is to lower 

the particle temperature at all points by radiant heat loss, the 

ash actire, as a heat sink for the 1,ot product gases. 

305 Outline programme  

The above considerations led to the conclusion teat 

the principal obstacle to the further development of the subject 

lies in the uncertainty concerning; the rate-controlling step in 

the flame process. If it could be ascertained which model and 

which step ie the complete heat release determines the behaviour 

of the flame as a whole, relevant flame temperatures could be 

calculated, stoichiemetry would become meaningful)  and the state 

of the subject would become comparable to that of a gas flame. 

The research was directed toeerds that aim. 

It was decided to attempt first the study of flames 

of finely powdered coal, by stabilising the flames on an open burner. 
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Initially flames with a cross section of about 1 inch were to be 

used. These were to be treated as flames burning under specific 

conditions rather tlian flames suitable for fundamental study. 

During this phase the practical problems of dust control and 

flame study were to be attacked, and, if possible solved. 

Secondly an attempt was made to desicn and construct 

a burner which. would all ce. the study of a flame element under 

"infinite-flame" conditions, this part of the programme having 

particular refereece to allowing for the role of radiation in 

flame propagation.. If the pseudo-infinite flame burner could be 

successfully developed investigations were to be conducted to 

discover the rateecentr_lling step in t:,.e combustion reaction, 

and hence to allocate a global thermochemical scheme to the 

combustion of dispersed coal. If not, the inductive approach 

mentioned above (3.1), was to be used to the same end. 
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CHAPTER 4  

PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT FOR DUST HANDLING  

4.1 Introduction  

In any experiment involving the study of a flame on a 

fixed burner arrangements must be made to suly the fuel and 

oxidant mixture to the burner at a closely controlled rate. The 

stability of the flame and its suitability for study are both 

limited by the success of these arran:Jements. 

It was therefore necessary to provide a flow of 

dust/air dispersion whose concentration and volume flow could be 

finely controlled. Some form of metring was also essential to 

ensure reproducibility. 

The requirements are difficult to achieve Ath solid 

fuels on a small scale. Te dust is c rctorised -1); two parameters: 

(i) chemical composition and (ii) state of division (size distribution)6 

Short term variation of the chemical composition is 

unlikely, though long term variation may vitiate reproducibility 

for chemically oomplex fuels such as coal. 

The size distribution is imposed initially by a .zrinding 

or separating,,  trocess in which the fuel is reduced to discrete 

particles. It as found to be inconvenient to combine the classify— 

ing process with the fed process, and so the dust will pass through 

an intermediate p: rind in which it is to some extent compacted. 
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One obvious question is then how far tee imposed size 

distribution is reproduced by whatever dispersion staee is 

employed to feed duet into the oxidant stream. Feed systems which 

will have a further classifying effect on the dust must be used 

with care. Some systems were found to produce good break-down 

of the compacted material at a particular throughput, but an 

inadequate break-down at smaller or larger throughputs. These 

systems required careful adaptation to the final burner releiree 

merits including a foreknowledge of the burning velocities involved. 

In designing suitable feed and dispersing appliances 

it was necessary to overcome the inherent difficulty of metering 

the floe,  of solid materials. This difficulty is a function of the 

scale of operations and of the powder-mechanics of the dust. For 

free-flowing powders v.,ita fairly precise sizing in. the sieve, or 

near sub-sieve, ranee tee scale factor is unimportant, and desiens 

which are simply scaled down versions of chemical enedeeerene 

plant function successfully on a gramme scale. ior less amenable 

dusts, particularly where there is a large variation of particle 

size, including very fine (micron materiel, and where the material 

is eie;:oly cohesive, it is no loneee possiele to secure a sufficient 

degree of floe constancy on a small scale by equipment employing 

gravity-deduced flow of the solid. 
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The systems developed in trio course of t:As proeramme 

can be divided into (i) small batch equipment and (ii) laree batch 

continuous feed equipment. 

Apparatus in the first division normally involves the 

ietroductioe of a small quantity of solid, the whole of whici is 

simultaneously in contact with the dispersing as. The lieitatiens 

of such designs are teat the period ever which feed is constant is 

obviously limited, and that the control of suspension density is 

only achieved be secondary effects and not by prime availability 

of solid. Usually such equipment suffered in kind the same 

drawback as that reported by Long (1956) — namely that they were 

only suitable for the delivery of low density dispersions. Actempts 

to extene this type of design into the higher concentration range 

(150 ilerailit plus) have not been completely successful, although 

the usefulness of particular equipment varies from solid to solid. 

The design and operational details are discussed in Section 2 of 

tole chapter. 

In the second division, control of the feed of dust is 

retained as a concentration control. Such feed of control may be 

positive — as in the pellet feed systems — or ravity—aided as in 

t'ee hopper and fluidising devices. Aeparatus in this class is 

naturally more sophisticated and experience has been ti.at while the 
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sopnistication increases control it elso increases fault liability 

which in practice can nullify the Cain. 

Once a primary mixture of dust and oxidant has been 

produced by the feed equipment, the problems of fine dispersion 

and conveyance remain. Fine dispersion is necessary because the 

feed systems involve the breakdown of compacted dust and, 

inevitably, the primary mixture contains a large proportion of 

agglomerates. Now, for cohesive dusts, the agglomerates are held 

together by large forces, and the break-up of agglomerates requires 

the expenditure of work. Usually tA.s work must come from the 

!:inetic energy of the carrying gas, although in some designs an 

attempt has been made to introduce external energy for this 

purpose. The quantity of kinetic energy which can be taken from 

the carrier gas is a function of mass flow and duct area. In 

designing the dust dispersal equipment attempts have been made to 

affect both these factors. The mass floe rate of oxidant is 

limited by the reauirements of the burner, unless some form of 

by-pass or re-cycling is employed. Both by-passing and re-ceoline 

involve the handling of dust-laden gas by valves and/or pumps, and 

both these laborations were initially rejected for this reason. 

Subsequently, the desien of both by-pass and re-cycle systems was 

undertaken as described in Section 4 of this chapter. The size 

of ducting is a possible variant throughout the system except for 
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the acual burner. The use of wide tubing involves the early 

deposition of most of the dust from the gas steean, and horizontal 

ducts of tubing of more than 1/4" bore vier° found te be impractical, 

ee tube diameter falls below this value)  dust conveyance becomes 

more efficient, To achieve the necescaey velocities, a com-einatioe 

of high operating pressures and short lines becomes necessary and 

the operating pressure becomes limiting. In practice, beOre this 

happens, the systen. becomes liable to clog due to dust deposition 

on stopping or on a malfunction of tie dust feed eeetem, Start 

ald stop routines involving the purging of the lines ti ith clean 

air have been used, but blocking of the lines still provided a 

practical limitation on high linear flow designs, 

Break-up of agglomerates ca: be achieved by inserting 

orifices in the flow lines, and these eaee - rather surprisingly - 

less tendency to cloy than longer runs of tubing. 

Even tee best dispersers tend to be slightly sporadic 

in operation with the fesult that ie a ore--pass system concentration 

variations of frequencies in the order of 2. to 5 sec
I will occur. 

Induced turbulence can do little to coereet the slower variations, 

and loop re-cycling of the dispersion was used to minimise teis 

effect. Unfortunately the re-cycling system also tends to act as 

a dust separator. the design is Presented in Section 4 of this 

chapter. 
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4.2 Pulse dust:generators  

The production of dense dispersed clouds by the 

passage of sharp bursts of air flow through loosely packed 

quiescent dust is a common obssrvstion. Duch "blast fluidisation" 

of the bed is enerally unsuitable for the direct production of 

combustible mixtures, because the flow rates necessary to disperse 

the dust are an order of ma6nitude too groat for the burning 

velocity requirements. The pulse generators used the fast flowing 

pulse of gas to cause dispersion. The dispersion was then led 

ihto the burner by a slower 'tail' flow which was metered to the 

burning velocity requirement. Enure 4.2.1 shows a simple desi7 

V
1 
 provides the metered badkgro-snd flow, measured by the rotameter. 

V
2 is an on/off valve ,lad is rotated off-on-off to send the 

dispersing pulse. R is a pressure reservoir ohared to about 50 

by way of the bleed valve V3. The flow through V1  can, of course, 

be preset irrespective of tLe state of the V2RV
3 

circuit. If the 

preset facility is sacrificed, v3  can be used as flow controller 

and V2 sequenced off-on only. In theory the latter procedure 

introduces the Lazard of flash-back into the dust vessel, and this 

modification was not, therefore, employed. 

The capsoity of the reservoir R need only be a few mis 

and a suitable len,:;th of e pressure 1.ose between V2V3 is quite 

sufficient. To vary the reservoir capacity the hose may be fixed 
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as an appendix and an optimum length tapped off by,  a screw clip 

(V6, Fig.4.2.3). 

The main drawback of the design considered is that 

stable flow conditions are only estathshed some time after the 

pulse, even if the lead, and hence the pressure drop, between 

dust reservoirs and burner, is small. The pulse is, of course, 

transmitted to the burner assembly and tends to disrupt nilotinh.  

arrangements. The hijhest dispersion density occurs on the shoulder 

of the pulse (see Fi.402.2), often at flow rates too great to allow 

laminar combustion. 

A nuelber of parameters were varied in an attempt to 

overcome this failure. These included dust reservoir size, pulse 

reservoir size (; pulse length), pulse reservoir pressure ("s pulse 

height) and geometrical configurations. After optimisation the 

performance of the device was still unsatisfactory. 

Several disadvantages could be removed if the dust 

reservoir and burner could be isolated until the pulse had collapsed, 

and the second type of pulse generator shout in Fig.4.2.3 provides 

this facility. 

3  replaces 1 in , 1.04.2.2 as flow control valve. 

V
2 

is mon/off" as before. V6 is a screw clip on the appendix tube 

and allows the bleed of flow to the atmosphere for setting flows on 

V3, and the setting of the required reservoir size for the pulse by 

moving V6  along the tube. 
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V
4 

is an automaAc isolatioi: valve between the Gust 

reservoir and the burner. Referrin, to FiL;.4.2.4 the rubber tubie 

(6) between V
3 
and V2 is held in a loop by clamping blocks AA. 

Rubber tube B contectinj the dust reservoir and the burner passes 

between the tubes at right angles. ,hen tube C is under pressure 

B is closed, promoting the isolation facility. On opening V2, 

pressure falls in C and (ultimately) rises in B, opening tube B and 

allowing flog to the burner. The opening of AA provides a 

sensitivity adjustment. 

The dust res.evoir in this case was a 1 litre 3—necked 

needle, taped for safety. The third outlet communicated via an 

, on/o/ if valve V
5 

to a pumping line with suitable filter and settling 

facilities to protect the pump. The reservoir is pumped down to a 

pressere of a few ams of mercury only. 

In operation the equipment is set with all pumps going 

V5  open, V4, V2  closed, V, closed and V3  preset. V5  and V2  were 

ganged so that openire one closed the other, so that the pulse was 

admitted as soon as the pumpime line was closed off. By suitable 

choice of ti,e pump—down pressure, the presstre eeL volume 

characterietics of the pulse reservoir, and the dust reservoir 

volume, it could be arranged that the pulse is absorbed in bringing 

the pressure of tee dust reservoir up to slightly above atmospheric. 

Thus the burner array is wholly shielded from tee pulse, the 
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baCkground flow rate set on V3  a2pearing at the burner only after 

V
4 

has ceened. 'then a piloted burner is used it is important to 

set V4  to open only when pressure in the vessel is above atmospheric, 

since failure to do this can cause the pilot flame to be sucked 

into the dust reservoir. 

This equipment provided dispersion flows of high density 

at reasonable flow rates. The device is essentially a transient 

generator which means that dust metering demands a rapid response 

system. By its nature, the device is not suitaJle for all 

applications. 

4.3 ContinuJus flow dust feed equipment  

The equipment described in this section were designed 

to provide a continuous feed of dust at a controlled and constant 

rate for periods of about ten minutes. A.th t';:ie exception of the 

fluidising equiument (subsection 5) all the devices allowed the 

control of tile dust feed independently of the flow of carrier gas. 

4.3.1 Screw and hooper device  

This device was essentially the same as that made by 

(1956). In this design the dust is stored in a wedge soaped 

hopper fitted with stirring paddles. At the apex of the wedge, the 

lowest part of the hopper, a helix of stiff wire carries the dust 

out through a circular duct. The hopper is sealed, both the stirrer 

and the screw shaft passing through gas tight glands. 
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Lore; found that the device failed to give good 

diseersions wit:-  fine eaterial at large flow rates. T is was 

though to be becEuee the interstices of the screw feed ware not 

filled by material falling from the stirred hopper. The intention 

in the present work was to explore mere exhaustively methods of 

stirrile; the bulk material in the hopper and to experiment with 

alternate screw feeds ie the hope of finding a combination which 

would alloy; the equipment to be used over a wider range. 

The original screw-feed had been a wire helix attached 

to a suitable shaft. e'_is was replaced by feedscraws made by 

twisting tein strips to various pitches, and by helices with two 

starts and a much coarser pitch than had been used previously. 

Neither of these modifications produced a worthwhile improvement 

in the quality of dispersion. 

A number of alternate stirring arrangements were tried, 

again without improvement over the ortinal. A vibrator was 

attached to the hopper but the tended to cause 'balling' rather 

than introduoing a more fluid flow. Finally the ho :per was 

remounted with insulating connections to the stirrer and screw-feed, 

and the hopper and contents were electrically charged o voltages 

in the re ion of 10 KV, the voltage being limited be' tee 

insulators in the mechanical liekages. It had been anticipated 

that charging the dust would give rise to inter-particle repulsion 

forces which would increase the fluidity of the dispersion (work 
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has been reported in which the dispersability of feel oil was 

improved by this method (Yukichi Asakawa (1956) ). So far as 

could be deteoted the oharce produced no increase in fluidity 

whatsoever. It is thought that coal dust particles may be 

strenely dipolar and that this, combined with a high resistance 

path in the loosely compacted bed, causes the electrostatic feed 

actually to bind the particles more tightly by enforcing a preferred 

orientation ot them. This enhanced cohesion may nullify or even 

reverse tee loosenine tendency of the charge distriLution. 

These experiments indicated that it was unlikely that 

a screw and hopper set could be produced which would provide those 

dispersions combining high concentration and small narticle size. 

The eeaknesees of the method appeared to lie in the fact that the 

feed of dust was not positive at all stages. 

4.3.2 1=iston machine  

To overcome the drawbacks of the screw and hopper 

,.device a machine was made in which the dusteus initially compacted 

in a cylinder. A piston, driven by a screw (Fie.4.3.1) was to 

move the dust /slug/ out of the cylinder at a controlled linear 

rate. The slue was fed onto a rapidly rotating wheel which would 

break up the slug. The feature of this design was teus a positive 

feed of solid prior to dispersion. 
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The machine was first made with a brass cylinder of 

bore and 6" stroke. Various procedures were tried for compacting 

t e dust, since the design requires a constant slug density to 

convert an even linear feed rate into an even mass feed rate. It 

was foaad 	with any except minimal compacting; the useful stroke 

of t?ae device was little more than li". '.1.aan the machine was 

filled with a larger slug of material, jamming of the slug in the 

cylinder inevitably occurred. Such jammiaa was, of course, self 

agaravating and the slug had to be removed with a drill after 

dismantling the machine. In an attempt to overcome this trouble 

the walls of the cylinder were cleaned and polished, but, because 

of the large stroke/bore ratio of the cylinder and the small initial 

bore it was not possible to produce a very high. finish. Polishing 

did produce a temporary improvement but scoring of the bore by the 

dust trapped close to the piston soon reduced the load capacity 

of the machine to a point where it was no longer useful. A Teflon 

cylinder and piston head were also used but because of the poor 

resistance to abrasion of the plastic there was no sensible 

improvement. 

It seems possible that a machine of this type could be 

made to work if the slug were preformed and not compacted in the 

cylinder. A procedure by the M.A.E.R.E. for preparing 'solid' 

samples for radiation treatment is promising. ins poader is compacted 

in a rubber tube of suitable dimensions: the tube is then stoppered 
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,i,ced in a hydraulic cylinder. Large pressures are applied, 

riekie, te) rubber onto the contained solid. When the pressure 

is released the solid remains as a coherent rod within the ru ber 

tube which returns to its normal sizes Obviously care in handling 

and a certain meohanical stren-th of the compacted dust are 

necessary* 

4.3.3 Pellet machines  

Since the problems encountered with the piston device 

were essentially those of relative motion between the dust and the 

cylinder walls a machine was designed in which the walls moved 

with the dust pellet. Two machines were made, one boin; in the 

nature of a prototype. 

In the first machine, a prismatic chamber with a 

1/4" x 11/4" rectangulae cross-section was used (rig. 4.3.2). The 

dest pellet was formed in a loop of tape of 11/4" width. The tape 

could be manipulated by a screw driven saddle and return lt-ks. 

In the first instance tapes of Teflon (PTfe) were used, the tapes 

bearing directly onto the perspex body of the machine. The choice 

of material, although ideal for minimising running friction, was 

found to be unfortunate from the point of view of even delivery, 

the tapes bailee excessively elaotio. The tapes were therefere 

replaced by cupro-nickel flame-trap tape. The tapes were tensioned 

by screw adjustment on the driving saddle. 
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The pellet was produced by paoking dust into the tape 

loop, the boo being progressively withdrawn as the packing 

progressed. The degree of compacting was kept sufficiently constant 

by manual ramming of i" layers of dust. The required constancy 

was demonstrated by 'weighing lengths of the pellet extruded from 

the machine, when the constancy of a "linear density" (mass/unit 

length) was found to be within 5%. In practice the mechanical 

break-up of the pellet is the most random process involved, tending 

to reduce the feed rate constancy more than any other factor. 

In the prototype machine several ways of breaking up 

'the pe1let were investigated. Needle jets of air were directed 

across the pellet as it emerged from the tapes; ti.!_e debris so 

produced was channelled through a nozzle to break up agglomerates. 

Ie fact the kinetic energy of the air stream was inadequate to 

disperse high oonoentratio:o clouds. Two mechanical systems were 

also tried. In the first a bottle-brush was used to break up the 

pellet. The brush was rotated by an electric motor by way of a 

specially devised air-flushed bearing and pressure seal. The 

other mechanical arran:ement was a gauze cylinder which was rotated 

against the pellet. The arrangement is shown in Fig.4.303, the 

air-flushed bearing being similar to that used with the bottle-

brush device. The cylinder was rotated at high speed, so that 

there was no chance of the transport of material by the cylinder 

being rate-controlling. The cylinder was mounted so that there was 
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only a mall clearance between it and the tape loops. in this way 

tLe maximum size of aeelomorate fraoment which could physically be 

removed from the pellet was kept to a minimum. The gauze was scoured 

by an air blast from a slit diametrically opposite to the pellet so 

that no material was carried by the cylinder for more than half a 

revolution. The rotating cylinder also produced a deeree of air 

circulation in the chamber containing it, so tieet the possibility 

of dust settling out was removed. 

The prototype demonstrated the potential usefulness of 

the pellet principle. The actual machine had several limitations. 

Firstly it was not an adequately sealed unit. Sealing of the head 

chamber was attempted by putting glands over the tapes. These 

glands eere made by compressing the tape between Teflon tape backed 

by rubber elements, and proved inadequate unless tiehtened to a 

point where the load on the driving mechanism became excessive. 

'eithout sealing the machine could not be used for quantitative work. 

Secondly the capacity was rather small. Friction forces proportional 

to the length of pellet limited the useful stroke of Le device to 

7n — 8". Since only a single loop of tape was used the lie side 

of the pellet was in rubbing contact with the containing wall. 

Finally, a more robust mechanical arrangement was required. The 

thrust of the lead screw on the prototype was taken on Teflon 

washers whose life and load carryine capacity were severely limited. 
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T: s siee  le lead screw introduced an unacceptable stressing of the 

drive saddle. 

Accordingly, a larger and more robust device was 

desianed and nade in the workshops (Fig.4.3.4). The new machine 

contained a 10" pellet confined within a rectangular section of 

3/4" x 11/4". All four walls were formed by stainless steel flame 

trap tape, fixed onto a rectancular plug. The tapes rae in a 

raes chamber and were led over steel rollers at the open end of 

te device° The tapes were terminated bv screw adjusters onto 

a saddle. The -bridge was driven by two lead screws arranged on 

opposite si'J.es. The saddle also carried the adjustable terminations 

of a pair )f chains which passed over sprockets onto the plug. 

In this way the tapes could be tensioned equally. The thrust from 

the lead screws was taken by ball thrust races. Both the thrust 

races and the distribution pinions for tee lead screws were screened 

from dust access. Drive of the unit was taaen out by a single shaft 

which passed through a graphited packing. The shaft rotated at 

twice t:_e lead screw rate. The whole pellet feed .nit was boxed in 

a 1 a aluminium shield. The joints were sealed with Bostik 

sealing strip and leak—tested by submersion° 

The pellet breakine unit was bolted through a Bostik 5 

p.ckin,; onto the pellet feed unit. The general arran;ement of a 

rotating cage was similar to that used in the prototype although in 
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this case pellet feed, ekes axis and dispersion outlet were 

arrari;ed to be mutually perpendicular. This arrangement allowed 

the cage to be supported by a second air flushed bearing. Once 

again delivery vas to a nozzle for breaking up agglomerates. 

Although the pellet feed device in its final form was 

capable of reasonable performance it is now apparent that its 

design was not a good extrapolation from the prototype. The 

factors involved maa be eaamined briefly. First it should be 

noted that both machines were used to ;Ave roughly the same mass 

flow of material. In the prototype this must have represented 

3 times the linear velocity of the pellet feed encountered in the 

final machine* Tow, irregularities in dust feed are thought to be 

mainly due to irregular break-up of the pellet and clearly the 

higher tee linear feed rate the less possibility there is for 

error on this account. The desiaal feature of a lower feed rate was 

therefore reflected in a loner standard of feed constancy. Secondly, 

the desija of the pellet breakina; head in the final form seems 

inferior in some respects to that u2ed in the prototype. The latter 

involved very little dead space, as the primitive sealing arranuaments 

allooed the rotor to come much closer to the pellet as it left the 

tapas. The sine of rotor required for the larger pellet was mainly 

responsible for both these shortcomings. Finally the larger size 

of the later design meant rather lower linear carrier gas velocities 
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at many points, and it seems likely that this again mitigated 

against excellence of dispersion. Efforts to overcome this are 

discussed under the heading of Recycle Systems, Chapter 4.4. 

4.3.4 Open weir systom  

For large scale metering of powders a form of weir 

is commonly used. A feasibility study was made to see if this 

type could be extrapolated to the small scale required here. 

Fig•403.5 shows a device of t is type. Dust is laid i•• a loesele 

compacted heap onto a tape bring in a metal channel. The sieves 

of the channel are also tape lined. The bottom tape is led out of 

the channel section by a slit. Just beyond this slit a second slit 

communicates with the air source. Beyond the second slit is a block, 

and the outlet duct is fixed over the air slit. The tapes are 

moved by a suitable electric windlass arrangement, and the mound 

of dust fed into the air blast. The quality of dispersion produced 

was extremely variable, bet the quantity available from a 1" scale 

device was considerable. (Using the device a free burning flame 

of some 4" diameter was produced. The flsme was highly irregular 
in appearance and short-lived, but its existence without pilot 

support of any sort is noteworthy. This method cannot be regarded 

as suitable for granme-scale working.) 
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4.3Q5 Underfeed fluidisation 

Lon, and others have reported t , e extremely poor 

fluidising properties of fine bituminous coals the eevice co be 

described partially overcomes t. is difficulty. Ti,e eceeeeial 

feature (F16.4.3.6) is a coaxial tube system cori,risie a fine 

inner jet and an outer turde ending in a gauze. The unit is mounted 

in the base of a sealed coal dust container. The eigh velocity 

air stream from the jet tunnels into t e dust and dust is carried 

baoe in suspension through the outer tube. The function of the 

geuze is to prevent the dust falling into the annulus during 

filling and to beeak up aeelonerates during the operation of the 

device. In prectice it eas found desirable to lead the output 

from the outer tube into a second jet wei;1 weld function as an 

attrition nozzle. 

Teo success of the device depends on tile regularity 

with which dust in tee region of the jet is replenished by gTavity. 

To help in this respect it was found necessary to agitate the.  

vessel. T: is was done by rigidly attaching a small electric motor 

to the vessel :nd fixing a variable eccentric to the motor shaft. 

The deeree of vibration could thus be varied by varying either the 

speed of rotation or the eccentricity of the rotor. To minimise 

caking, pert of the air flow through the device was by-passed 

through the bulk of the dust. Between 1/10 and 1/4 of the total 

flow was so diverted. 
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The lergest unAorfeed fluidisation device constructed 

had a 1/32" jet in a 1/4" 0.d. central tube. The outer tube of the 

device was 3/8" i.d. It was fixed into the bottom of a 2" tubular 

reservoir some 12" lonz. The device delivered dispersions of some 

CO m4tVlitre dust concentrations when a pressure of 30 p.s.i. was 

applied across the main jot and the attrition nozzle. A pressure 

drop (unmeasured) of about 1 atmosp ere was estimated across the 

main jet. This particular concentration appeared to be a function 

of the geometry of the system since varying the jet pressure, the 

degree of shaking and/or the amount of by—pass flow all produced 

negligible or deleterious results. Lower concentrations could 

only be produced sporadically. The quality of dispersion was an 

optimum over a rather small rani:;e of dust depths in the reservoir, 

which reduced the value of the device as a continuous feed appliance. 

Subsequently a smaller device was made working on the 

underfeed principle (Fig.4.307). A short 1
1/2" tube was closed by 

a plate at an angle to the tube axis. The coaxial tube assembly 

was fitted into the tube olose to the bottom angle. The airflow from 

the jet caused massive circulation of the dust sample in the 

reservoir. A typical charge would be 2-3 teaspoonfuls of dust 

giving a maximum running time of only a few seconds. Darin this 

time, however, the dispersion quality was generally good and the 

device was useful as a small scale test instrument. 
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4.4 ::;cycle systems 

There are tlo reasons for considering some form of 

recycle in t.e dust dispersal system. First a suitable recycle 

systen will provide a time—averaging of the dispersion produced 

by the enerator. In this way short term fluctuation in feed 

rate can be smoothed out before the dispersion is led into the 

burner. a recycle system of t, is true can form a self—c,ntained 

circulatory path betseen the disperser and the burner; all the 

dispersion produced by the generator will — in theory — find its 

way into the burner in due course (see fig.4.4.11)* 

secondly, the recycle system may include the dust 

,emerator in the recycle path; when this is dose the carrier as 

flow throuss the disperser need no longer be equal to the total 

flow through the burner. The advantage of this system is tiat 

fast flows can be used in the disperser 7ith a corresponding gain 

in dispersion quality. The aims of the first tyre of recycle 

system should also be achieved at the same time. 

The drawback of the second type of recycle system is 

that nc! disperser represents a considerable ocetruction to the 

flow of carrier sss and it will normally be necessary to pump the 

recyclin, material. This presents some difficulties if the 

recycle circuit is to carry dispersion. AtrIDS with glands or 

sliding parts are unacceptable because of the abrasive character 
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of the dust. Centrifugal blowers are found (Lon 195) to give 

trouble in practice. Dust accumulates on the blades and in the 

pump shell and is discharged into the flow system in an irregular 

manner. Also snail, centrifugal blowers are only capable of 

working into such small pressure heads that their usefulness in 

a recycle system is limited. 

Practically, the problem was therefore approached in 

three ways. First, the usefulness of a simple, unpumped recycle 

loop was assessed practically. Secondly a small, glandless, 

Positive-displacement pump capable of handling dispersion was made 

and tried, and thirdly, recycle systems having the atmesenere as 

a link in the recycle chain - i.e. bypass systems - were investiated. 

Fiee4.4.1 illustraes the principles involved. 

4.4.1 Simple closed circuit recycle device  

The simple recycle loop was made from ill  bore tubing 

bent into a circle of approximately 6" radius. The inlet and 

outlet to the loop were taken through 1/4" B.S.P. fittings soldered 

to fairing pieces so that the inlet and outlet tube axes were 

tangential to the loop. The inlet was a cleanly profiled jet-pipe 

of 3/64" bore at the tip. The jet was positioned with les mouth 

on the loop tube axis. The outlet tube was also mounted to have 

its mouth on the loop axis. This tube was 1/4" o.d. and its mouth 

eas belled slightly and well finished. The loop was mounted so 

that the inlet jet blew out the lowest point of the loop and the 



outlet tube was then vertical. Inevitably some dust was retained 

by the cyclonic action of tee loop but this configuration was 

found to minimise retention. The assessment of a device of this 

type on a ouantitative basis is difficult. The device ass tested 

with a flame as detector end with the photoelectric metering 

equipment described elsewhere. In each case an obvious improvement 

in suspension consistency was found when the loop was put in 

circuit but no useful nay of expressing tee improvement numerically 

was devised. The consistency it erovemen as achieved at the price 

of slight fall in mean cloud density. 

Since the loop immediately preceded the burner it was 

felt to represent an explosion hazard. To minimise the risk the 

loop was screened by wire mesh, and the loop itself was made in 

two semicircular elements jointed by thin rubber sleeves. 

4.4.2 Design of a dispersion circulatinir pump  

A pump vs produced which overcame most of the 

difficulties associated -: its dispersion pumping. Convoluted rubber 

bellows were used as the pump elements. A teo "czlinder" 

configuration as chosen so that the pump as a whole would contain 

constant volume independent of the state of stroke, To avoid 

mechanical complexity the bellows were driven by a third belloes, 

the driving bellows being connected either to the discharge or 



suction side of a small rotary comprecsor by ball valves operated 

by a cam. By suitable adjustment of the flow into and cut of the 

driving bellows, the pump could be made to deliver at a Lear 

constant floe, rate for a large pert of the pumping cycle. A 

schematic viee of the pump is shown in Fig.4.4.2. The belloos 

used were rom Lilo air mattress inflators and were approximately 

3" diameter. A 4" stroke was employed. The timing cam was driven 

at 38 r.p.m. 

Initially no pumping valves were employed, a flow 

reversal t; 	t .0 disperser bein< accepted in the interest of 

simplicity. Later fabric flap—valves were added to allow a one— 

way recycline but the gain in effectiveness w s small. t 	valves 

appeared to function reasonably well in the dispersion flow. 

TI  le only real drawback to this extremely simile pump 

la: ir tee bellows. TLese were not radially confined so that the 

bellows under high press,re expanded radially and there was a 

correspondie collapse of .*,a sucking bellows. This, combined 

with t_ compressibility of the carrier gas, allowed the two bellows 

assembly to deviate from the constant total volume requirement. 

The effect could be most clearly seen when a flame was being burned, 

,when the flame would lift slightly during each stroke and duck 

down slightly at the end of each stroke, as the suction and blowing 

bellows interchan ed their roles. There is little doubt that with 
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a more sophisticated bello,es array this type of pump would be 

very suitable for circulating dispersion at modest ambient 

preeseres. 

.4.3 Bypass systems  

If the aim is simply to increase the flow trough 

the disperser, a bypass enables the disperser to be operated at 

a throughput much greater than that permitted by stability 

requirements at the burner. Such a bypass facility is valuable if 

only in allowing flexibility in the combination of disperser and 

burner. The simple method of bleedinie part of the flow into an 

exhaust duct is unsatisfactory; the explosion hazard is 

unacceptable, and the loss of finely ground and accurately sized 

material is wasteful. _'he procedure adopted was therefore to 

bleed from the flow line, through a dust trap, and then through a 

flow meter. In practice it was found necessary to pump gas from 

the dust trap and to put a throttling valve between the pump and 

the final flow meter, welch then discharged conveniently at 

atmospheric pressure. The difference between flow into the 

disperser and flow out of the bypass line represented flow into 

the burner. 

A variant of this system used the bleeding pump as a 

circulating pump, passing the output of tee pump directly into 

the disperser. The air flow for the burner was fed into the 
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disperser as well. This arrangement proved extremely difficult 

to control in practice. Pressure in the circulatory flow path 

falls from a maximum at the pump inlet. At one point in the flow 

path the gas is able to flow to tee atmosehere through a small 

pressure drop - the burner itself. C,ntrol involves setting the 

pressure at this burner outlet point so that the pressure drop 

across tee burner corresponds to the required throughput. Alter- 

ing the requirement involves changing the whole circulation-path 

pressure-pattern to higher or lover pressures, teat is, the 

injection or expulsion of considerable quantities of dispersion. 

Only when this adjustment has been made does the flow from the 

burner become equal to tee flow into the system. Alt^flouen 

implicitly similar, the arrangement in which bleeding was directly 

to the atmosphere proved much easier to operate. 

Once bypassin,e is accented, two alt enetive erecedures 

are possible. First the dust concentration in both burner an:i 

bypass lines may be the same. -here a high fraction of floe is 

bypassed this means that only a small fraction of the solid. 

material oeieinally in t'-e disperser is passed into the burner. 

she bypass Nateeial can then be used to oharaceerise the material 

in the burner line. This possibility was used with one peotoelectric 

dust metering device (see Fig.4.4.1D) and was proposed for the "2 
measuring system (see eection 5 of this chapter). 
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T, ensure that the bypass flow should indeed be 

typical, special flow dividers were constructed. One divided 

flow on a 181 basis by a thin blade diametrically dividing the 

upper 4" portion of a 12" long by 	bore vertical tube. Flow 

was taken from the two semicylindrical chambers so formed by 

1/4" tubes soldered onto the upper end of the vertical tube. The 

second divider was to provide a 3:1 division. The diametric 

blade waz replaced by a blade bent to enclose a 90P set ant of 

the tube cross—section. The intention ie both designs was to 

avoid the possibility of any radial distribution of dust concentration 

bein reflected in the flow division. Ideally a separate divider 

would be required for every division of flow. 

Secondly the bypass can be used as a way of concentrating 

the dust into the burner stream. This is an attractive alternative 

as the production of dense clouds causes most difficulty. Such 

concentration can be achieved by using a cyclone to divide the 

flow. The bypass is then taken from the normal teas' outlet of 

the cyclone, and the burner from the normal 'solids' outlet. The 

feasibility of this was demonstrated, for a particular floe rate 

through a particular cyclone, yielding a particular flow division. 

For the burners used the flow required to produce a useful 

separation of very fine dust was impractically large, and the 

idea was not pursued. 
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Any form of recycle system is subject to certain 

general considerations. First, the system is obviously unnecessary 

if a disperser of sufficiently high consistency and reproducibility 

can be made. Secendly, even the simplest recycle system 

constitutes an additional complication in the apparatus layout. 

This is often reflected in a ,z reater poteetial e:eplosion hazard. 

As soon as any piece of a,paratus hae to b placed between the 

disperser ;nd the burner, the experimental set-up must be deemed 

less than ideal. finally it is almost impossible to devise a 

circulatory path wi ice does not haele regions which act as dust 

traps• 	e experience gained wi f almost all the systems 

investigated was that any addition to t-e dispersion flow path 

resulted in a decrease in the concentration of dispersion at the 

burner head. sot only may such depletion of the dust stream be 

itself unacceptable but arrangements must els() be made for removing 

the trapped dust periodically. 

4.5 Summary of work on dispersion production  

In section 3.3 it is noted teat the practical problem 

of dust handling required solution at an early stage in the 

investiLation of dust flames. In the foregoing sections practical 

attempts to solve tlis problem have been described. 

The production of dispersions with concentrations of 

under 10‘.) mgm/iitre is possible with any of the de-ices described, 
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using coal dust of down to micron size. None of the appliances 

offer a worthwhile advanta e over the screw and hopper machine, 

and t is is to be preferred; it can handle a large dust charge, 

and so will provide a long experimental running time; filling the 

hopper with dust was found to be easy, and no attention was 

required during a run; finally the machine is undamaged if it is 

allowed to empty itself completely during a run. 

For producing dispersions of fine dust with concentrations 

in excess of 100 man/litre the screw and hopper is unsatisfactory. 

The pellet machine was found to be the nest satisfactory from the 

performance point of view, and it alone amongst the devices 

described was capable of produoing a dense cloud of constant 

concentration over a period of minutes. The machine was inconvenient 

to operate, requiring a laborious filling procedure and attention 

during the run; the pellet feed mechanism could be damaged if the 

maceine were allowed to over run. 

imeler devices, such as the pulse dust generators, 

and the underfeed fluiAsation systems, were made in attemte to 

provide a generator which was simple to use but still capable of 

providing high concentration dispersions. The disadvantage of these 

devices is the comparatively short time during which even delivery 

of dispersion is achieved. In parts of tl.e work to be described 

this disadvantage was acceptable, and tase devices were choseny 

purely on their facility of operation. 
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Best procedures for handling dusts vary with the type 

of dust and the scale of operations, it was found. to be very 

difficult to predict the performance with fine coal dust of any 

given arranLement, so that each device described was of necessity 

made and tested practically. In the case of the recycle systems 

a large number of configurations were investigated to secure 

marginal gains is dispersion quality; only those which were 

conspicuously successful, or which illustrate a design principle 

have been noted. 

4.6 Measurement and control  

4.6.1 Introduction  

A prerequisite of satisfactory dust flame study is the 

ability to measure and control all the possible fuel/air variables. 

These include dust concentration, size distribution, chemical 

composition of dust, chemical composition of carrier gas, and flow 

rate. 

The carrier as was always either air, or oxygen—

enriched air, or pure oxygen. Air was taken from the laoorsory 

compressed ais line, or from a supplementary rotary compressor. A 

packed oil and water trap, surge volume and self—indicating silica 

gel drying column were used in air lines. Flow was controlled by 

needle valves and metered by rotametere. The rotameser calibrations 

sere sliot checked against a soap bub ale flow meter. In this the 

y-1 _lo flow is indicated by the passage of a soap film up a graduated 
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tube; the line r motion of the film was timed, and hence the 

volume floe rate determined. The gas flowed into the bubble meter 

through a water saturating; vessel, so that the measured volume flow 

included the saturation volume of water vapour. This volume was 

calculated using the measured temperature of the gas, and 

subtracted from the total to give the flow of dry gas entering the 

flow meter. Oxygen was taken from standard B.O.C. cylinders. No 

purifying train was used and control and metering were again by 

needle valve and rotameters. ;Fixing was by an opposed-jet mixer and 

a peeked column. The mixing chamber pressure was measured by a 

dibutylphthalate manometer. The volume flow rate at the burner 

was always calculated directly from the carrier gas flows, no 

volume alloesnce being made for the entrained dust (at a 

concentration of 100 morn/litre each litre of air carries 0.15 cc 

of dust). 

Various dust concentration measures are definable 

(see Long 1956, inter alia) but, for the purpose of this 

investieation, dust concentration will be considered to be that 

mass of solid eateriel which flows across a reference plane during 

the time interval necessary for a unit volume of carrier gas to 

pass the same plane. This definition is selected ae being the one 

most relevant to burner stabilised flames, and also as being the 

concentration determined by in-line measurements. The distinction 

between various concentrationdefinitions only becomes important 
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for low flow rates of carrier gas, or at large particle size, when 

sedimentation velocities and stream velocities become comparatle, 

or at very high concentrations, when carrier gas flow is severely 

influenced by the transported dust (Alliams and Powell (1959) ). 

Present conditions lie well away from any of these extremes. 

The fundamental method of measuring dust concentration 

is gravimetric. The simplest method is to arrange to pass the 

entire effluent from the burner through a pre-weighed filter pad 

and to weigh the mass of solid deposited during a set time interval. 

This then Gives a mass flow rate of dust at the burner mouth. It 

was then founcl usually to be more convenient to carry out this 

procedure with a filter which not only took in the burner effluent 

but also a quantity of extraneous air. The sampling procedure does 

not then allow the direct evaluation of concentration since no 

associate4 air volume is measured. Concentration can, however, be 

calculated from an independent measurement of carrier gas output. 

The advantage of this "free, total sample" procedure is that the 

carrier gas flow-meter and the disperser are automatically working 

under the exact conditions which would obtain during the 

combustion study. 

Under certain conditions, free-total-sample dust 

collection is undesirable. with the free-total-sample procedure 

it is not possible to measure concentration while a flame is 

stabilised, but concentration can be measured by bypassing some 



part of the flow for this purpose. ..:hen this was done, care was 

taken to ensure that the flow sapling was carried out in such a 

way that the minimum disturbance was introduced into the flow in 

the main duct. It was also found necessary to sample near the 

burner to minimise dust concentration changes between the sampling  

point and the burner. 

The dust col action requirement was similar for both 

free-total and part sampling. A quantity of dust must be collected 

which can be weighed accurately. This means that the collector 

head should be reasonably light and the possibility of other 

sources of weight change during the sampling time should be 

eliminated. The sampling time was critical. If the sample was 

collected quickly the timing accuracy with which sampling started 

and stopped was the major source of error. If, on the other hand, 

the sample was taken slowly the ability of the sampling technique 

to follow variations in te dust concentration v:as lost. Short 

term 
	1 second) concentration variations were regarded as 

inaccessible to any 6 	c,vimetric technique. 

With the "free, total-sample" system a maximum timing 

error for starting and stopping sampling was in the neighbourhood 

of - second; samples were therefore taken for periods of roughly 

12 minutes so that a 1% error in timing ..as not exceeded. The 

mass of dust collected was, typically, 1.5 - 2 gm. The sampling 

head was a 35 zAm. film tin of 11 .1." diameter and le depth. The 
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filtering medium was layers of cotton wool packed onto wire gauze 

discs. The samplin; head was weighed, and then mounted onto a 

rubber cap attached to the suction side of a centrifugal blower. 

The assembly was swung into position for sampling and swung out 

again afterwards. The head was removed, and it was confirmed 

that there was at least one clean layer of cotton wool left on 

the inside of the sampling head. The filter was also closely 

inspected for evidence of dust having bypassed the filter elements. 

The suction rate used was deliberately made to be several times 

tae flow raae of inducted dispersion so that the dust was driven 

firmla into the filter pads. The whole assembly was weighed on 

a clock Joss so that any dust accidentally dislodged was still 

included in tee weighing. 

A survey was made of other methods of measuring the 

dust concentration. The presence of dust in the gas stream alters 

many properties of the stream. The momentum of the stream is 

altered in direct proportion to the bulk density. Air density is 

1.2 gm/litre. Dust concentrations of 100 mgm/litre are considered 

corresponding to a density change from air to dispersion of about 

8%. To measure concentration to 1% requires a momentum measurement 

of + 0.1%. The thermal capacity of the stream is altered. For 

1 cc of air at normal temperatures and pressures the thermal capacity 

is about 4 x 10 4 cal/°C. 100 mgm/litre of dust raises this to 

A 4.25 x 10 ' cal/°C. Changes of these orders could lend themselves 
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to accurate on—stream measurement, but the design of a suitable 

conductivity cell would be difficult because of dust deposition. 

Certain other eroperties change in kind rather than 

degree. The dispersion has a calorific value whereas the parent 

air has none. A full calorimetric combustion of the dispersion 

would therefore provide a usable method of analysis. If the 

airstream is used to support the combustion of a :;as flame under 

lean fuel/air conditions the presence of dust in the air stream 

is readily detectable by increase in heat yield and — more 

spectacularly by an abrupt increase in emissivity of the pilot 

flame. A metering device coule be made on this principle following 

the design of a therm000uple G.L.C. detector. Such an instrument 

would be empirical in response and would receive calibration 

possibly for each particle size distribution. It .:ovule also involve 

the development of a samp111-4 system and metering conerols for the 

pilot gas flow. 

A similar arrangement might be used with a commercial 

002  analyser. 100 mgm coal produce 130 oc CO2  on complete 

combustion. A 100 mem/litre dispersion would therefore raise the 

CO
2 content 400 fold. There would be a nalber of practical problems 

ensuring complete combustion, removing fly ash, temperature control, 

et es 

These combustion methods involve the destruction of the 

samele. 	ars therefore unsuitable for on—stream measurement and 
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a calibration is only possible after continuity in flow conditions 

has been demonstrated, so tent a gravimetric calibration can 

precede or follow measurement with the device. 

Another property which alters spectacularly is the 

transparency of the dispersion. This is a change of kind in that 

t ie original ,;as stream is for practical purposes completely 

transparent. Met ejs based on this property are discussed in 

detail in the next section (section 4.5.2). Lt should be noted 

that the optical method in contrast to most of the others mentioned 

ves resulte —doh are dependent on the dust size and not 

eenlesiveiy on its mass concentration. 

The size distribution in the dispersion is a property 

wIdce reeuires study. The problem falls into two practical parts. 

Firstly, it is necessary to collect a representative sample and 

secondly, to determine t e size distribution. 	ince the flow of 

dispersion to the burner is accompanied by dust deposition, 

agglomeration, and the brean up of agglomerates, the only place 

where a relevant size sample can be taken is at the burner ,nouth. 

The sampling technique must avoid the referential capture of 

large or small material, and it was felt that a gain in reliability 

would result if intermediate stages between sampling and measurement 

were eliminated. For this reason the liquid deposition stage 

favoured by Loru was (:iscarded in favour of an all dry procedure. 

A sampler device was made (Fig. 4.5.1) in which a 

cylinder of dispersion was enclosed by spring loaded shutters and 
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allowed to settle under gravity onto a microscope slide held in 

the lower shutter. The slide was then carefully removed and viewed 

without a cover glass. In practice it was found that the dust 

adhered tightly to the slide if both dust and slide were dry; 

presumably the attraction was electrostatic. With the device 

it was possible to sample immediately over the burner port; with 

both shu -tern open there was no detectable interference with flow 

conditions. 

Tile actual sizing was oarried out by counting with a 

projectin:: microscope and graticule. In fact, the most frequent 

sizing operation involved only inspection for agglomeration and 

apparent mean particle size. Scme thought was given to non—

numerical sizing methods. These are discussed in Appendix A. 

4.5.2  The development of optical measuring systems  

(a) Light transmission -borough suspensions of opaque particles  

Since the size of the pa-cticles is small, and their 

number large for any practical test volume, the suspension may be 

expected to obey Beer's Law. It is tuerefore possible to relate 

the intensities of incident and transaitted radiz-Aion for a slab 

of thickness t by the equation: 

where I is the transmitted intensity, Io  the incident 	,e 

and a the absorption coefficient. 
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For a suspension, it is possible to find a value for 

a in terms of the physical properties of the system; a must be a 

function of the Particle kumber Density 	co l), and the particle 

radius (r). 

Consider a thin slab of unit area, and thickness St. 

Its volume will be ot, and the number of particles found in this 

volume will be /1.8t. St may be assumed to be small with respect 

to the inter-particle distance, so that the overlap of obstructions 

to the light path can be neglected. she obscured area o-.{ the slab 

will therefore be Kr2.N.St. The fraction of the slab area 

obscured will be f 	r2.N.80. This fraction, f, can also be 

set equal to the fractional light transmission: 

f = 1. 
I. 

whence -r2.N.8t 	
I 

 Io 	Io  

This eauation is of the same form as that from which 

Beer's Law is derived by integration; the auantity -r2.N.8t can 

be identified eith -a.8t, and: 

r2. LT 

Before examining the theoretical dependence of a on the 

properties of the dust it is necessary to indicate the limitations 

of this simple model. The model is strictly true for the case where 
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r is very much reater than the wave length of the radiation 

involved. Unfortunately this requirement is not strictly obeyed 

in most poly-disperse dust clouds, since these containing particles 

whose size is comparable to optical wave lengths. These small 

particles do not "cast meadows", and exhibit diffraction effects. 

This for real dispersions the model can only serve as au a„roximate 

a 

written 3m/4r se 

In general 0
s 

is an invariant for a given particle 

type, and a - f(m,r), and any system of measuring a will „jive a 

measurement of the mass concentration in terms of the approximate 

- 6  
mean particle radius, r. Putting typical values m 100 x 10 gmloo, 

s - 	gm/oc, and r = 5 x 4 am, ci is found to be 0.1 am-1 

The thickness of slab necessary to halve the transmitted intensity 

is therefore roughly 7 ans. 

For a fixed slab thickness, t, dI/dee= -io.t.e-̀x , so 

the sensitivity of the method increases .eith increasing initial 

light intensity, Iof and slab thickness t, also, since 

du/dm = 3/4 el/r the method would be most sensitive at small 

can be related to the mass concentration of dust in 

the suspension, since 4/3.7r3 
( s .N 
	m, the mass concentration, 

being the solid density of the particle. a can therefore be 



particle sizes.* 

The first optical dust meters were designed as 

transverse arran;ements, that is, the dust flow was at right angles 

to the optical axis. This configuration precluded the use of long 

slab thickness dimensions, t. The first Cesien was for a cell 

with glass windows to fit i mediately lalow the burner mouth. 

The system employed a illament lamp (12V 60w cur headlamp run 

from AC mains via a transformer) immediately behind a pinhole. 

Light passing the pinhole was colimated by a 25 am lens, the 

parallel beam so 

the receptor. A 

DC amplifier and 

type M.N.B.) was 

and working as a 

facility was used 

fluctuations. An 

windows coule _.ot 

slits. 	he slits 

formed transversed the test zone and fell onto 

vacuum photocell was used in conjunction with a 

a moving coil meter. The instrument (Baldwin 

also capable of taking the output of two plotocells 

null instrument. In later applications, this 

to eliminate spurious results caused by lamp 

acceptable standard of cleanliness for the 

be ecLieved, and the winclows were replaced by 

were sealed to gas jackets fitted with windows. 

The gas jackets were fed from the main burner feed lines, the gas 

being taken from the line before the dispersion set. By suitable 

Hodkinson and Greenleaves (1963) have recently published 

computations of light scattering and extinction by dispersions 

of spherical particles. 
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control a small pressure could be maintained across the slits Led 

the windows protected. The eas jets from the slits prevented the 

absorption cell from being mounted immediately below the burner 

mouth, but even with careful adjustment some perturbation of the 

flame was observed. This particular array was used with a large 

scale burner of 3/4' bore, the cell having an effective optical 

path of WI  in its final form. The cell formed a plenum chamber 

below the burner tube. 

To eliminate the window problems, a system was next 

constructed in which the optical path passed imesdiately over the 

burner mouth. This had the major drawback that the measurements 

could be made only in the absence of a flame because of stray light 

from the flame, and that the burner assembly hcd to be housed in a 

light-proof enclosure. These difficulties were minimised by working 

with a mercury arc light source and restricting the photocell 

r ceptor to -Vie mercury blue lines by inserting an appropriate 

eelatine filter in the optical path. :even with this arrangement 

it was not possible to work with a flame established on the burner. 

Because of the short teet path in these systems the 

accuracy of measurement available was low. 	?he systems were also 

prone to errors from slight misalignment to an extent which was 

at first sight surprising. In fact these lerrorsi arose from the 

very considerable forward scatter produced by the smaller dust 

particles. For any body the extiection produced in an incident 
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lieht beam is the sum of absorption, reflection, and scattering. 

For large non-reflecting bodies absorption predominates, and the 

other two processes may be negligible. For bodies whose 

dimensions aperoach eithin about 20 times the waveleneta of the 

radiation involved scatteriee and absorption produce effects of 

comparable maenitude, and for still smaller objects scattering 

predominates. It was decided to investigate the possibility 

of using scatter us a means of dust characterisation. The 

following advantages were envisaceds firstly a system could be 

designed in which unscattered-primary-light would be prevented 

from falling onto the receptor, and light falling on the receptor 

would be a direct measure of the number of scattering centres. 

Secondly, it aas hoped that use might be made of the fact that 

tee polar scatter diagram is a function of particle size. It was 

hoped that a system might be devised in which informetioe about 

size distribution and concentration might be obtained simultaneously. 

A preliminary experiment was set up, in which a closely 

defined parallel beam of light was passed through a dust cloud. 

The cloud was produced as a moving unconfined cylinder of about 

111  diameter and the beam dimensions were e x 1/8". Arrangements 

were made to move the photocell around a circle centred on the 

dust cloud so teat the cell was always facing along a radius. 

The results of the experiment were somewhat inconclusive. Scatter 

was found to be at a maximum about the primary beam, but no clear 
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pattern of fall off in scatter intensity with angle could be 

established. The experiment was less taan ideal ia many ways. To 

obtain readings at all on the photocell meter, a much larger test 

volume and a higher dust concentration had to be used than was 

originally intended. The angular definition available suffered 

accordingly, but, perhaps more important, the use of a large 

number of scattering centres made multiple scattering a probable 

occurrence. Under these circumstances a clearly defined scatter 

pattern would hardly be expected. A further factor against the 

observation of a clear pattern aas the polydisperse nature of the 

dust involved. An experiment in which a monolayer of dust on a 

glass plate was illuminated in the hope of projecting a scattering 

pattern as rings failed completely, presumably for this reason. 

From the foregoing it was clear tat the second 

advantage hoped for the scatter — as opposed to the extinction — 

system would not easily be achieved. It remained to establish how 

far any change in "average" particle size might vitiate concentration 

measurements. "Average", in this context, has a special meaning, 

referring to a mean size, statistically weighted both for number 

and for scattering contribution. The development of predictive 

theory for this was rapidly abandoned. The Mie scattering theory 

which has been applied successfully by, for example, Stull and 

Plass (1959) to the emission of light by carbon particles in 

flames'  is conceived in terms of very much mailer particles 
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1000A = 0.10. For larger particles, allowance must he made 

for asymmetry of the particle, as well as the size spectrum. Thus 

for any array of particles the computation would follow the stages: 

First the probability of the incident beam striking a particle 

site must be calculated from the known nember-particle-density. 

The known particle size distribution can then be used to calculate 

the probability of the encountered particle belonging to any given 

size group. Depending on the preferred size the probability of 

scattering or absorption can be assessed, and the polar distribution 

of primary scattered light calculated. The primary scattered light 

must then be used to evaluate secondary scatter by similar stages 

of calculation. 

Rejecting for the moment the idea of attempting a 

complete solution, the possibility of using scattering data to 

give even approximate analytical data is obviously remote in any 

polydisperse system. The added difficulty is, of course, that 

without the development of an appropriate scatter theory, the 

extent to which concentration measurements Ere sensitive to size 

effects cannot be predicted. Further, the selfsame objection must 

apply to any simple,  extinction measuring system. It was accordingly 

decided to develop the scatter-meter as a. device to monitor 

continuity in time alone. It was argued that a simultaneous 

alteration of concentration and particle size distribution giving 

a constant value of scattered intensity in a system of fixed 



geometry was most improbable. Therefore, a dust stream which 

recorded a fixed value of light scatter might safely be assumed to 

be displaying continuity of both size distribution and concentration. 

Because such a monitor array would only be of value 

if it could be used while the burner was functioning, the earlier 

designs were abandoned in favour of a system designed to work on 

a bypass bleed from the burner supply. The device was also 

designed to be compact and robust so that irreproducibility from 

misalignment might be eliminated. The final form is shown in 

Fig.4.5.2, A microscope objective of 35 mm focal length served 

as the only lens ie the system. &tensive use was made of 

diffusion screens to eliminate positional irregularities in the 

photocell response. The array also provides balance facility to 

eliminate errons due to light fluctuation. Zeroing was achieved 

by iris diaphragms 011 the photocells. Optically the meter is a 

low sensitivity schlieren system. No attempt has been made to 

calibrate the equipment in detail, reproducibility and steadiness 

of flow being the only information extracted. 

Latterly, interest again focussed on extinction. in 

dust clouds and a final form of extinction measuring system was 

devised. This equipment was designed to function in a bepass line 

and so it was possible to protect windows by bleeding air in at 

suitable points. The design allowed an optical path of variable 
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length, and was a longitudjnal arrangement as opposed to the 

earlier transverse arrays. 'the optical path was also made narrow, 

and confined by non-refleotinc walls so that scattered light was 

very largely lost and light passing through was to a large extent 

the depleted primary beam. In this way a tree extinction value - 

defined in terms of light removed from the erimary beam by whatever 

means - is meaeured. Light, in this instance, was provided by a 

2.5 V bulb operating from a large capacity dry cell battery of 3 V 

(2 x 1.5 V flag cells). No provision was maae for using this equip-

ment with the balance system of two photocells, because of the high 

constancy of lieht output with the D.C. system. The optical path 

vas defined by 1/4" o.d. 16 g copper tubing pulled straight and 

work-hardened. The inner surface was not deliberately blackened 

but was shown to be well tarnished and of low reflectivity. The 

length of optical path was variable to 	extent that the main 

tube was glanded at one end and could be cut to leneth and 

re-assembled easily. The design is shown in Fig.4.5.3. 

The photoelectrie meters provide a rapid-response 

measuring systen which is to some extent a necessary complement 

other, slower, but theoretically more amenable methods. Even 

with the loneitudinal flow system)  the degree of time averaging 

is 	all comeered with any other syetem, while with transverse 

ii:ht beams time resolution is limited only by flow rate past 
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the metering point, and the response of the meter. Although the 

relative reproducibility of the dust suspensions used, particularly 

as regards the state of agglomeration, has made a detailed 

calibration procedure unattractive in this case, there is no 

reason why such equipment should not be accurately calibrated for 

other applications. 
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CHAPTM 5  

OPTICAL AND PHOTOGRAPEIC TECHNIQUES  

5.1 Introduction  

The detailed study of a flame requires the measurement 

of flow velocity, temperature and composition at all points in 

the zone of flame development. In an adiabatic flame the 

temperature and the extent of reaction — "reactedness" — are 

linked by the calorific value of the fuel, and a measurement of 

the velocity and temperature and a knoeledze of intrinsic properties 

suffice for the description of the process. Reactedness is somewhat 

remote from molecular chemistry, being concerned with an idealised, 

global, exothermic reaction:— 

Fuel + oxidant 	Products + heat. 

In flames having final flame temperatures balm 200C° C 

and for those regions of other flemes *ere the tempereture lies 

below tLis value, the heat released by reaction may be directly 

equated to the enthalpy increase of the supporting gas as a fair 

approximation, or, more exactly to the enthalpy increase of tee 

residual air, fuel (if any), and products. 

The measurement of temperature in and tareu311 the 

reaction zone is therefore an eeperimental observation of great 

value. In a dust flame t. ere are two temperatures, that associated 
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with the gas phase, and a second associated with the dust residue, 

the solid phase. ehile these may be equal, at least within 

experimental limits)  consideration must be given to their independent 

measurement. 

In the present study the measurement of final flame 

temperatures may be expected to yield valuable information about 

the rate-controlling step in the flame reaction. 

5.1.1 Measurement of temperature in the gas phase  

The measurement of high temperatures in regimes of 

large thermal gradients is a problem comeon to much of combustion 

research. A basic division into Heterogeneous and. Non-Interfering 

techniques may be made. Typical heterogeneous techniques are the 

use of fine resistance and thermocouple wires for the measurement 

of gas temperatures. Such methods must involve physical 

interference with tee flame. The wires constitute heat sinks, 

which though mall on an absolute scale are still considerable in 

contrast to the gases surrounding them. The emiseivity of the 

eires is much higher than the surrounding gases, so that radiation, 

normally neglected in an all gas system, can no longer be ignored. 

Finally the wires must introduce aerodynamic perturbations irto the 

gas stream. Chemically there is the possibility of catalytic effects 

on bare wires. D7 careful experimentation both the physical and 

ohemical interference can be einimised, and Dixon-Lewis (1962) in 
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a direct comparison of interfering and non-interfering technieues 

finds strictly comparable results for gas flames. When, howevee, 

a dust dispersion is considered as the combustion medium)  the 

difficulties are greatly magnified by the tendency of any solid 

body inserted into tee stream to capture dust. Thus a fine 

theraocouple wire will rapidly become caked with dust, insulating 

it from the gas stream, and producing a progressively more severe 

flow distortion. (It should, in theory, be possible to protect 

the wire by a suitable electrostatic field, especially if the dust 

tended to acquire charge of one sign preferentially. In practice 

it was not found possible to achieve this effect, even though a 

wide range of field strengths and configurations were tried. It 

was tentatively concluded that the charging was completely random - 

and teis in spite of elaborate attempts to spray charge of a 

particular sign into the dust stream - or that the charging effects 

produced were more than offset by the existence of dipolar charge-

separation on individual particles or particle agglomerates.) 

Partly because of tee fundamental drawbacks to be 

found in heterogeneous methods of temperature measurement, and 

partly because of the severe practical difficulties encountered in 

tee dust system, attention eas turned to non-interfering techniques. 

Any experiment which allows the measurement of gas 

density alloes tee measurement of gas temperature. (It must be 
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noted that temperature may not be the only factor in a flame wldch 

produces density change. Reaction will, in general, alter the 

number of molecules in a given mass element of gas; however in the 

combustion of carboniferous materials in air under stoichiometric 

and lean mixture conditions density chanees arising from changes in 

molecular number are small enough, when compared with those arising 

from temperature changes to be dealt with by calculated corrections.) 

Density changes can be followed by following the change of the 

refractive index of the gas, that is by schlieren techniques, 

inclined-slit deflection mappine, or by interferometry. 

The development of a scAlieren system particularly 

suited to the study of highly luminous flames is described in 

Section 5.4. 
Alternatively density changes in the gas can be followed 

by observing the behaviour of "flow-tubes" pausing through the flame 

front° As the density of the as falls with increasing temperature 

individual volume elements expand; in an infinite flame this 

expansion is achieved entirely by increasing the linear flow rate of 

the gas, but in non-infinite systems acceleration is accompanied by 

lateral expansion of the flow tube. The gas motion involved can be 

-ellceed by observing the motion of the suspended dust particles. 

Such Plow Visualisation is described in Section 5.1.2. 

Finally the gas density can be deduced from an 

instantaneous count of the neeber of particles in any volume element. 
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If the number of particles in unit cold (Te) volume is known (4), 

and the number (NT) in unit volume at a hi_ her temperature (T), the 

temperature can be deduced since No  . const.( o), i = const.( T) 

and T = ( oj T)T, no  and T being the cold and hot gas densities. 

The equipment described in section 5.2 is designed for use in this 

type of experiment as well as actual particle tracking,' 

5.1.2 Floe Visualisation in dust systems 

For air—borne particles to be used for the visualisation 

of as motion they must be photographed under conditions which 

record the velocity of the particle. Since the velocity has both 

magnitude and direction it is necessary for the particle to be 

recorded for a sufficient length of time for both these properties 

to be measurable. Mere length of exeosure is sufficient to record 

direction, but some form of periodic interruption of the exposure is 

usually necessary for tee calculation of velocity. Such interrupted 

records can also allow the calculation of particle acceleration, 

in favourable circumstances. 

When particle track photographs are taken in gas flames 

the concentration of particles is an independent variable, within 

certain broad limitations. This is certainly not the case when the 

particles involved are in fact the fuel. It was found that in coal 

dust flames the particle density was very much too high for the easy 

photograph of particle tracks. (It may be noted that this is not tile 
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case for all dust flames. Mason (1962) rking with lycopedium 

dust flames was able to record particle tracks riost elegantly, 

in part, because of the much lower particle number concentrations 

necessry to produce a stable flame.) The problems involved in 

the visualisation of flee in large coal dust flames are discussed 

in detail in Chapter 6; the techni,ues Lnd some of the equipment 

developed are reported in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. 

eeelition to providing; a meaeure of gas temperature, 

flow visualisation provides data for the calculation of burning 

velocities at various points in the flame. Flow visualisation is 

therefore to be preferred to the area methods of calculating burning 

velocity, since in the former procedure edge effects are immediately 

apparent, and are not included in the average value provided by 

the latter method. Finally, Lon .  (1961) has shown how flow 

visualisation techniques can be used to produce values of the burning 

time of individual particles. 

5.1.3 Measurement of particle  temperature  

In those parts of the flame where the temperature has 

exceeded about 900°C, the solid particles can be photographed by 

their own light. When this is possible, photo—pyrometric techniques 

can bo used, and these are discussed in detail in Section 5.5. 
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Radiation temperatures can also be measured by any 

radiation pyrometer. In this investigation, use has b en made of 

a monochromatic, disappearing—filament pyrometer. It was found 

that the method suffered from a practical lack of spatial 

resolution, and from a fundamental inability to record the 

temperatures of various parts of the flame at the same time. ',ith 

a highly stable flame neither of these drawbacks is important, but 

it is hardly conceivable that a filament pyrometer could be used 

for sinPle moving particles, so that the accuracy of the 

temperatures obtained is limited by the accuracy with which a bulk 

emissivity can be assigned to Ue cloud in the region under study. 

It was felt that these drawbacks to a simple and well tried 

procedure justified the efforts descrIbed in Section 505. 

5.2 Spark and Flash—Tube Systems  

5.2.1 Introduction  

In photo:raphin:3 the tracks of dust paeticles in a 

flame irk which the dust is the fuel the illumination required is 

greater than for a gas flame. Attention was therefore given to 

producing suitable sources of illumination. 

Preliminary experiments ‘ith a high pressure mercury 

arc indicated that this source was not ideal, and the usefulness 

of other high intensity light sources as therefore considered. 

Both sparin and flash tube arrays offer the advantage of high  energy 
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dissipation for short periods without an excessive power requirement. 

Three basic erraneemants wore found useful° Firstly, 

the use of a commercial flash-tube (Siemens Sr 14) driven by a 

large capacity, low voltage condenser bank. With this arrangement 

the time taken by tee condenser to discharge could be made 

sufficiently lone for the resulting light pulse to be mechanically 

chopped, producing an interrupted particle track. Secondly, the 

same type of flash tube was used to convert the energy from a 

low cap city, high voltage condenser baAk. In this case the discharge 

time was so short that the particle scarcely moved during the 

period of illumimetion, so that chopping was impractical. Thirdly 

a spark channel was produced which could be used in conjunction with 

a high voltage condenser bank. The spark chennel offered certain 

advantages over the flash tube. It formed a much more compact 

source, the light being emitted from a region of approximately 

1 mm cube. The channel was repairable, and it was therefore 

possible to use several times the discharge energy that the flash 

tubes would tolerate. Finally the channel could be flushed, so 

teat repetitive sparking was possible. A device for achieving 

repetitive sparkine is described below. 

502.2 Description of the low-voltaee flash tube array 

The 230 V D.C. laboratory mains were used as a power 

source. The main condenser was a 2,000 mfd electrolytic capacitor 
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which was charged through a 150 Keohm, wire-wound resistor, 

The condenser was shorted throw:h the charging resistor by a 15 240 V 

filament bulb which served as an indicator light and as a "let-down'' 

resistance when the appliance was disconnected, A triggering pulse 

for the flash tube was provided by a miniature induction coil 

producing some 15 KV° The coil was energised by discharging a 

0.1 mfd condenser through the primary windiree. The condenser was 

charged to 40 - 60 V by a potential divider across the D.C. input. 

f,:lee 0.1 mfd condenser was discharged either by a remote switch or 

by the synchronising switch on a careers shutter. Care was taken to 

observe the polarity of the supply mains, and a separately earthed 

containing case was used. 

The flash tube was mounted as near the supply pack as 

convenient. Immediately in front of the flash tube was a pinhole 

which could be intermittently obscured by the teeth of a stall 

clock gear. The gear was driven directly as an air turbine by small 

jets. Its speed was measured stroboscopically and found to be 

closely constant for a given air pressure supplied to the jets. 

Chopping times of the order of 10174  second were available, if 

required, 

As an alternative the flash tube could be used with 

only geometric masking, and the chopping carried out in front of 

the camera lens. This method allowed much more of the light 
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output of the flash tube to be employed, and also had the 

advantage of chopjelg the image tracks produced in incandescent 

particles. The chopping in this case was carried out by a large 

sectored disc driven electrically, or by a small quadrant, mounted 

on a corresponding mask just in front of the camera lens, and 

rotated as an air turbine. 

5.2.3 Description of the high volta :e flash tube array  

The commercial flash tubes used required no triggering 

Alen exposed to voltares greater than 3 KV. hen. used with high 

voltages it was therefore necessary to trigger the voltaHe onto 

the flash tube. 2 mfd condensers, charged to between 3 and 10 KV, 

were discharged through a three-electrode gap into the flash tube. 

The construction of the three-electrode trigger gaps is shown 

in Fig.5.201. The object of going to the high voltage system 

,as to secure a greater power rating for the flash tube without 

grossly exceeding its energy rating. It was hoped that repetitive 

firing from a series of separate condensers would be possible, 

but the flash tube could. :IA be made to operate consistently in 

this way. The life of the tubes was somewhat shorter than with 

their designed - low voltage - usage. Crazing of the glass 

envelope occurred after 10-20 operatione but it was rare for 

failure to follow i -mediately on tI.is. 
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5.2,4 Description of the spark array, 

The high voltage generator and storage arrangements 

were the sore as for the high voltage flash tube array. The voltage 

was provided by a commercial high frequency oscillator; - transformer 

rectifier circuit. The voltae was measured by an electrostatic 

voltmeter working across the last tenth of a 15 K-megohm resistance 

chain. The condensers used were oil filled 15-KV-working 

condensers of 2 mfd capacity. Four were procured, and could be 

connected in various eays. The condensers were charged through a 

resistance network which minimised the rate of charge redistribution 

when the condensers were discharged successively. Each condenser 

was fitted with a three-electrode trigger gap, and separate leads were 

taken from each trigger-gap to the main spark gap. Each condenser 

was also permanently connected to a robust shorting bar, which 

could be left in the shorted Position when the device was not in 

use. 

The trigeerinz pulses were provided by an automobile 

induction coil. 	.is ms energised by a 12 V battery usin a 

standard automobile contact breaker. A distributor was used to 

effect the successive triggering of the conclensers. The contact 

breaker and distributor were mounted on a 1/10 h.l. electric ,rotor 

whose speed could be controlled by a Variao transformer. For 

higher interruption rates, the simple 4-lobe contact breaker was 
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replaced by two 6-lobe breakers mounted on a common shaft to 

provide 12 interruptions per revolution. The distributor ras 

remodelled on a vernier principle. The high voltage output of the 

coil was taken onto a three-lobe rotor which teavelled across 4 

static points each connected to a condenser. in one revolution 

of the rotor, each static contact las brought into contact with 

the coil three times, so that the 12 output pulses erovided by 

the contact breaker were absorbed. In practice ea., condenser has 

been triggered within 1/3 of a revolution after the trigger 

circuit has been energised. 

The spark channel chosen was of the co-axial, 'pinched', 

type. in this, tie spark is made to pass between a solid - back - 

electrode and a hollow - front - electrode, the electrodes being 

separated by an insulator wit a small hole in it. fte hole 

serves to confine the discharge. The spark is viewed through the 

hollow front electrode. Apart free a certain amount of incandescent 

metal spray, this type of gap forms a good approximation to a 

point source. Although more sophisticated materials have been used, 

the present cap was made with steel electrodes,, the masking 

insulator bein a 3/64" paxolin sheet. 'one chosen constriction 

shown in Figure 5.2.2 - allo.s the p, xolin sheet to be owed about 

and new holes drilled when the original confining hole becomes 

too large. Erosion was found to be severe at first, when the 

holes were small, but once the holes had reached a diametsr of about 

1 mm subsequent erosion was much slower. 
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If the back electrode is also h llow, it is possible 

to aurge the gap with a blast of nitrogen or arson. This was 

found a most useful technicue when it was required to use a hiji 

repetition rata. argon also eneances the geometric 'pinching' of 

the discharge to some extent° 

The spark system was developed to provide a more 

highly concentrated light source 'bean that available with a flash 

tube. For repetitive use, the spark arrannement appears much more 

flexible. 

5.3 The Moving Slit Camera  

Given certain conditions of dust concentration and 

cloud dimension, it may be possible to obtain a clear instantaneous 

photograph of a part of the cloud, showing the position of a 

large percentage of the particles unambiguously. An instantaneous 

photograph, however, gives much less information then a streak 

photograph, since the former provides no information on flow lines 

and velocities. Unfortunately, while it is sometimes possible to 

obtain a clear instantaneous picture, the range of dimensions and 

concentrations within which intelligible streak photographs can be 

recorded is much lower. The object of the moving slit camera is 

to extend the range available for recording streaks. 

Consider a particle moving with a velocity v and 

photographed by a camera at unit mananification onto a stationary plate, 
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Tee streak image on the plate is eroduced by a light spot which 

also moves with velocity v. To record a streak of length x an 

exposure of x/v is necessary. During the interval, a number of 

other particles will have moved in the field of view. Each of 

these will produce a streak record. The number at any plane will 

be proportional to the concentration, the view area of the camera 

and to x/v. As the number increases so the probability of the 

required streak being obscured or corrupted also increases. 

Now consider a modification of the system. A slit 

of aperture somewhat greater than the particle image is placed 

in front of the plate. If the slit is moved in sympathy with 

the particle image the photograpeic exposure given to particles 

whose image lies within the slit area is unaffected. However, 

the plate is only exposed ehen the particular group of particle 

images initially within the slit aperture is passing. The 

probability of observation remains proportional to ooncentration 

and view depth, but the factor x/v is replaced by parameters 

which can be controlled independently. In. principle complete 

synchronism can be achieved between particle image and slit and 

then the slit width can be set equal to the particle image 

diameter. The device will than record legible streak records under 

all conditions of concentration and depth of view which will allow 

legible instantaneous recording. 
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In a practical svotem, the particle velocities will 

not be constant; for conical flames the particle tracks ;;ill 

change direction. It is not then easily possible to provide 

complete synchronism between slit and particle image and a 

compromise is involved. The simplest modification is to widen 

the slit. If the traversed field of view has a length 10  

traversed in. time to  by one edge of a slit of width w, particles 

whose image velocities lie in the range V610/10  + w will he 

recorded for the whole transit, Vs  being the transit velocity of 

the slit. For particles having velocities outside this range the 

images are shortened streaks. From a measurement of these streak 

lemsths (see Fig.5.3.1), two possible values of average particle 

speed are deducible. These are shown* to be Vs1(1 + w) and 

Vs1/(1 — w). For riven values of particle and slit velocity 

1 . ws since the accuracy of measurement of particle velocity is 

1 a wide slit favours accurate velocity measurement, but 

increases the probability of obscuration. 

Let V
a be the velocity of tIle faster particle, and.  

Vb that of the slower: then Vs 1/(t + ta), Va  = 1/ta and 

b = Ob. Also 	= wit, and tb  = ta  + 2t. 

t + t
a 
. Os; 2t +t a 

 .t• tb; tb  =t+ 1/V ; t. w/V • and / sg 

Vb  = Vs.1/1 + w. Similarly Va  Va.1/1 w. 
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The above analysis demonstrates the minimum 

information which can be obtained under relatively adverse 

conditions. If it is possible to produce an even and 

reproducible flow of dispersion much more information can be 

extracted. If the particles are flowing in a parallel duct, so 

that the gas stream velocity is invariant, the method provides 

data for a size analysis based on free—fail velocities. The slit 

may be supposed to cross a reference plane, and to traverse a 

set distance parallel to the direction of flow in the duct. A 

number of particles will appear in that pert of the image 

immediately adjacent to the reference plane. Consideration is 

confined to the ztreaks of particles which originate at this 

plane. The total namber of streaks of all lengths provides a 

number count of the particles in the test volume defined by the 

slit width, length and the depth of field. Of these original 

particles only a number will move synchronously with the slit, and 

be recorded as full length streaks. This number of particles 

permits an immediate expression of the proportion of particles 

having the synchronous velocity, and hence belonging to a 

particular size group. The analysis can be extended to include 

streaks which, starting at the reference plane, do not complete 

the traverse. It is not possile from a single record to decide 

whether these over— or under—ran the slit motion, and two 
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velocities can be calculated. A second photograph using a 

different slit transit velocity will resolve this wr...bLizity. An 

exhaustive analysis in which the slit vol-)'ity is successively 

matched to eLch particle velocity-:group is also possible. 

\here the particle path is not perpendicular to the 

slit width measurement is confined to that component of particle 

velocity which is parallel to the motion of the slit. .ith the 

moving slit camera the image itself is not geometrically altered 

since object, lens and plate are all fixed. Thus the portion of 

the streak reach is recorded can be used to measure the direction 

of motion. This, in conjunction with a component velocity, 

permits the complete two-dimensional solution of the velocity. 

If the particles are moving in a reasonably simple 

velocity field it is possible to attempt synchronism throughout 

the field of view. For this the slit carrier is made to trace 

out a suitable velocity proramme, e.g. by means of a ramp whose 

profile could be easily adjusted. 

For practical applications there are two possible 

positions for the moving slit. The first is immediately adjacent 

to the plate. The second is on a plane conjugate with the image 

plane, involvine the use of a supplementary lens. Of these two 

possibilities the second was preferred for the following reasnes 
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(a) The final image was recjuired to be of at least unit 

magnification: therefore the slit, if placed at the plate 

would have to be driven at at least the same speed as the 

particles. since these speeds were to be of the order of 

metres per second this would be mechanically difficult. 

Using a second lens, the slit could be made to move over a 

reduced imaea, could be smaller, lighter, and slower. 

(b) It was possible with the second system to have the slit 

accurately focussed on the plate. Teis would provide a 

sharply out streak, and eliminate any problems caused by 

scatter frog~ slit edges. 

(c) Finally, the slit and slit driving mechanism could be 

assembled outside the camera enclosure .ith less restriction 

on space and greater ease of operation. 

The slit driving mechanism consisted of a saddle 

driven at a constant linear velocity on which could be installed 

suitable wedges. The slit itself could be spring loaded onto the 

wedge so that it would move in a direction perpendicular to that 

of the saddle. The saddle was mounted on a rotating member driven 

by a D.C. motor generator unit whose speed could be preset to a 

constant value by a valve feedback device monitoring the generator 

output and changing the motor field to maintaie a constant speed. 

The motor was fitted wite a small flywheel and a reduction gearing 
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to reduce the speed of the final drive to 1/6th. The rotating 

member carrying the saddle was cut with a two-start, 1"-pitch, 

thread which finished in a cf.ecelar idlin. groove. The thread 

was 1/4" wide and 3/16" deep, of triangular section. The 

saddle carried 1/4" steel balls running in holes drilled along 

a diameter of the bearin7 hole eithin whicL the rotating members 

fitted. The steel balls were backed by light brass pistons. 

In the start position, the saddle was located by a forked device 

so that the balls ran on a machined shoulder beyond the start of 

the screw threads. Vihen operated, the fork accelerated the sadA.ey 

simultaneously applying air pressure to the ball pistons. The 

saddle thus came onto the threaded portion already movin; at speed. 

The balls looked into the screw ta.eads within i revolution of tee 

rotating member and the saddle was then carried over the 2h" travel 

of the screw at a controlled and constant speed. The saddle was 

halted and located by the scree threads running out into the idling 

groove. The torque of the screw on the saddle was countered by a 

pin on the saddle which. ran against a fixed rail. Fig05.302 is 

diagrammatic. 

The optical arrangement is shown in Fig.5.3.3. The 

geometric requirement of filling the camera lens made it necessary 

to use a short focus objective lens producing a real, reduced 

image. The camera lens was of wide aperture and arranged to produce 
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an enlarged imaeie on the plate. A combination of ar f.1.9 35 mm 

achromat as objective and an f.2.5 7" Aeroektar lens ae camera lens 

was suitable. The camera lens was moanted reversed since it was 

required to produce an enlarged image. The configuration required 

a fine slit since the image it scanned was greatly reduced. Since 

t:le slit was conjugate with the plate, diffraction was not a 

problem° 

5.4 Schlieren Techniques for the Study of Dust Flames  

5.4.1 Low resolution system for dust visualisation  

The usual confiuration employed for photographing 

dispersed perticles in a gas stream uses a highly concentrated 

confined light beam waose axis is at right angles to both the flow 

direction and the camera axis. TI:As arrangement allows good 

illumination within a region_ all of which is in focus for the 

camera. The photographic record is produced by liht scattered 

by the particles. 

Small particles have polar scatter diagrams with 

pronounced frontal lobes, and a useful inorease in scattered 

light intensity can be ac'eleved by setting the camera at a more 

obtuse angle to the 	beam. This can only be done, however, 

at the expense of not having the whole illuminated rejmn in the 

focal plane of tee camera. 
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The number of particles present in an inflammable 

dust cloud is usually such that difficulties are encountered in 

taking particle track photographs by the conventional method. 

The difficulties are: 

(a) If an unconfined light beam is used far too many particles 

are illuminated, and the photographic record tends to be 

illegible, 

(b) Attempts to confine the bear,. are unsuccessful since the 

dust at the edge of the cloud may so scatter the oncoming 

beam that the intensities of primary and scattered li .t 

falling on dust in the central region of the cloud are 

comparable, and definition is completely lost. 

(C) The light scattered from the 'target' dust into the camera 

lens will undergo further, secondary, scattering as it 

passes from the centre to t.e edge of the cloud, and it is 

very difficult to achieve a sharply focussed ima7e. 

In part these ars intrinsic difficulties involved in 

recording the positions of particles in the centre of the cloud° 

To this extent the problem cannot be avoided, but some improvement 

is possible. It is obviously desirable to work at the largest 

possible optical aperture, both from the light gathering point of 

view, and also to minimise the depth of field. The effect is to 

increase the legibility of the in-focus particles by rendering 
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the images of out-of-focus particles increasingly diffuse. In 

the choice of aperture light gathering is of secondary importance 

because the available Ii at can always be increased by the use of 

more intense primary illumination. It is therefore possible to 

enhance definition further by masking the centre of the camera 

lens and using only the residual annulus. Quite extensive masking 

is possible without seriously restricting the total viewing area 

of the lens, and the depth of focus can be substantially reduced 

in this way. 

The geometry of light source, object, and camera must 

now be examined. Primary scattered light will, in general, be 

more intense than secondary scatter but this desirable distinction 

may be lost if the light is recorded in a direction corresponding 

to weak primary scatter; under these circumstances secondary 

scatter may benefit from the polar scatter distribution. This can 

be minimised by arranging for the camera to look into the strong, 

forward scatter lobes of the primary-  scatter centres. 

The arrangement suggested by these considerations is 

a lo:' resolution 2chlieren system. Camera, object and light 

source are co-linear. A condensing lens of large aperture and 

reasonable quality is placed to focus the light source through the 

dust cloud and onto the centre of the camera lens. The camera lens 

is central y masked, the mask acting as both a Schlieren stop and 
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as a depth of field reducing device. Since the depth of field is 

related directly to the object distance the camera is placed as 

near as possible to the dust cloud. As the camera is now working 

to produce an enlarged image, the lens should be reversed in its 

mounting. One system is shown diagrammatically in Fig.5.4.10 

The low resolution 'ehlieren system proved successful 

for the recording of a rested particle trades, using single flash 

or spark light impulses. The system was used with 3/4" diameter 

burner tube discharging dispersions of up to 120 mgn/litre. With 

larger burners or higher dust concentrations legibility was 

inadequate. Further it was not found possible to record particle 

tracks with a chopped or extended light source at any concentration 

of dust near stoichiometric. These limits refer to fine dust 

( -10g mean)s the range would be wider for coarser fractions. 

It was not found possible to resolve particles in the 

flame region. The arrested particle tracks in cold flow were 

taken with flash-defined exposures of under 1 m.sec; the exposure 

of the flame was controlled by the camera shutter. The Compur 

type shutter employed could not be flash synchronised below 1/100 

second, so -Let the flame exposure was 10-fold greater than that 

given by tee flash. With a conical flame, radiation from the near 

slopes sufficed to obscure the particles in the unburned region 

-within the cone. It was therefore concluded that the usefulness 

of t s7stem was confined to the cold flow regions. 
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54.2 Sohlicren system for highly luminous flames  

Apart from particle looetion a scelieren system can 

be used in its more usual guise as a means of detecting thermal 

gradients in the gas. The deflection of light rays in the 

refractive index field resulting from the density changes 

associated with thermal gradients has been fully described by 

einberg (1963) and the quantitative basis ;.f the phenomenon 

expounded. In the present work, quantitative information was not 

required, the schlieren method being used merely to show the 

presence or absence of a region of high thermal gradient corresponding 

to the flame front of a premixed gas flame. 

The most common schlieren system uses a knife edge as 

a "stop". ':;hen adjusted, the image of the source, either a point 

or a slit, is made to fall astride the knife edge. The intensity 

of illumination falling on the camera film is thus roughly 1/2 the 

total intensity available from the source. Deflection of the beam 

causes that part of the image of the source which is formed by the 

deflected light to be moved, so that more or less light falls on 

the camera film. Since the eemera is optically conjugate with the 

object producing the deflection, the increase (or decrease) of 

illumination on the film is confined to corresponding point on 

the image of the deflecting object. 

A knife edee alloes discrimination between deflections 

in the direction perpendicular to it, Deflections parallel to the 
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knife edJee are not recorded on the film; the same apelies to the 

parallel coeponent of a deflection at an intermediate ang1e. If 

directional discrimination is .riot required the knife edge can be 

replaced by an opaeua spot (in the case of a point source schlieren 

system). Deflection. ie any direction is then recorded as an 

increase in illuminatio 	Such a system is suitable when the 

"deflection" is actually light scatter from a particle; in this 

case the "deflection" occurs in all directions and the spot stop 

allows a maximum capture of scattered radiation. 

Consider now the application of a schlieren system to 

a flame. The flame must be conjugate with the camera film plane, 

and therefore, if luminous, will record its image by its own 

light, independent of any schlieren image. The schlieren stop 

will, however, restrict the aperture of tee camera to some extent. 

In fact a suitable choice of stop, e.g. one tr. t transmits only 

light deflection terough certain aneles, will allow the effective 

camera aperture ,o direct li :IA to be controlled independently 

of the aperture presented to the schlieren beam. 

then dust flames, especially those burning in oxygen 

enriched air, are considered the deree of self luminosity is 

large, and the schlioren system roust be made to provide a very 

restricted aperture to the direct lint. 

This can most conveniently be done with a "light 

;;round" schlieren system. In this case the stop is a screen with 
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a hole in it corresponding to the source image. Thus without 

deflection all the light of the schlieren beam passes to the 

camera. I,hen deflection occurs the deflectin: regions are marked 

by dark areas on the film. 

Fig.5.402 compares the normal dark ground schlieren 

(a) with the light ground system (b) for dust streams flowing 

unignited from a 1/4" burer tube. In each case a circular stop 

was used, in (a) of about i/8' diameter and in (b) a hole of 1/32". 

The exposures used do not alto':; particle resolution at the flow 

rates concerned. 

Fig.5.4.3 compares the same stop arrangements with 

pilot ignition. In (a) the flame structure is obscured by the 

intense direct image of the flame. In case (b) the boundary 

between burned and unburned gas can be defined. The hot gas 

rising from the pilot flame also produces a schlieren image. 

While the picture in Fig.5.4.3 provides a degree of 

visualisation, the system still makes no use of discrimination 

between deflections occurring in various directions. This 

discrimination can be provided by replacing the circular hole of 

the schlieren stop by a slit. A point source of light for the 

system is retained. Deflections nhich move the inane spot along 

the line of the slit do not produce any change in the illumination 

of the photoL,raplo plate and so are not recorded. Fig.5.4.3 shows 

how the schlieren image of the pilot flame can be almost eliminated 
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FIG. 5.4.2 (a) 
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FIG. 5.4.2 (b) 
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using a vertical slit as a schlieren stop. In (c) there is no 

dust passim; through the burner tube: in (d) a dust/oxygen 

mixture is burning with a lifted, apparently pre-mixed flame front 

which is clearly visible. The flame in question was highly 

luminous to the extent that it was painful to look at it directly. 

The smpll effective aperture offered by the schlieren slit to 

direct light has made tile flame brush invisible on the photoraph. 

The use of a vertical slit eliminates the pilot flame schlieren 

image because the small annular flame has almost all of its flame 

surface perpendicular to the gas flow; it is in fact stabilised 

over a matrix somewhat like a Meker-burner flame. The schlieren 

beam is deflected downwards by the thermal gradients of pilot 

flame-front, but such deflection does not cause the source image 

to pass outside the aperture of the vertical slit and no record 

is produced. The boundary between the hot pilot flume products 

and the surrounding air is however a horisontal thermal gradient 

and the deflections produced here are recorded. 

This schlieren system, then, offers great advantages 

where highly luminous objects are concerned. It can be made to 

discriminate deflection directions wit the same ease as the 

normal system. Finally, it is found to reuire much shorter 

exposures since much_ less of the schlieren beam is lost at the 

stop. In Fig.5.4.2 the dark ground pictures required 1/50 second 

whereas the light ground pictures were taken at 1/250 second, using 

the same continuous light source. 
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5.5 OoticaL rometer Tem erature littores for Dust Flames 

5.5.1 frtroduction 

The te'iperature of a body hot enough to emit appreciable 

radiation ise tL,e visible part of tee spectrum can be measured by 

observation of t:.e radiation. To do this, two approaches may be 

adopted. T'tle total radiant energy omitted by the body can be 

recorded, or the spectral distribution of the emission analysed. 

Lac') method allows the calculation of temperature on assumptions 

of emissivity and instrument response parameters. Both approaches 

lend themselves to comparative methods which do not involve such 

assumptions. The way in which comparison methods result in 

implifications is clearly shown in the normal disappearing filament 

pyrometer. In this, the brightness of the high temperature source 

is compared with that of a standard sources  the filament. To 

eliminate receptor inaccuracies the measurement is made using only 

li-Lt (34' a narrows  usually reds  wave band. 

Temperature becomes less easy to measure optically if 

the source is non-uniform ors  worse, transient. Both these 

difficulties are encountered in dust flames. The observation of 

a temperature contour by filament pyrometry requires an extremely 

stable flames  and an instrument of high optical and mechanical 

precision. The measurement becomes impossible if the flame cannot 

be maintained precisely in position. 
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To oveicome these difficulties instantaneous 

photo :raoeic or electronic methods have been sought. If the 

flame be photographed the density of the record is a function of 

the energy falling on the plate from particular parts of the flame. 

hoeever with moving subjects ambiguity is introduced because of 

the identical effect on the emulsion of brightness and exposure 

time. Specifically a single, cool, slow particle may trace a 

path of equal density to a faster, hotter one. Ideally, the 

speed of the particle may be known independently and hence it is 

implicitly possible to correct for this effect, but, even with a 

corrective procedure introduced, t:,e method is still liable to 

fail from purely photographic difficulties such as that of 

achieving linear film response. 

To be truly accertaUe a photographic process must 

work on the direct comparison of image density on the same emulsion 

so that the densities compared are similar, and hence subject to 

the same photographic and processing histories. 

5.5.2 Colour temperature methods  

To overcome what may be called the speed ambiguity 

procedures evre investigated in which the spectral distribution 

of the energy ami t?et by the flame was used as a temperature 

parameter. This method follows the traditional two colour 

temperature method. Photographic images of the same source formed 
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by radiation confined to wave length bands are recorded simultaneously, 

and their intensities compared. In this way the "blade body" 

temperature can be deduced. The same photographic precautions 

must be observed, and, if wave length bands Wl, and 12 are 

considered, the method is most satisfactory when I%  al  

where I refers to the intensity of the photc:raphic image of the 

particle. The tempeeeture for which this is true determines the 

choice of the wave lengths used, the effective f numbers of the 

optical system producinL the two images, the spectral response of 

the emulsion used. In practice, a comparison source would be 

used, preferably with a distribution of temperature along it. The 

temperature of the central part (i.e. medium temperature zone) of 

the comparison source would be adjusted to the estimated value 

required. The source would then be calibrated by a commercial 

pyrometer of the disappearing filament type. From this calibration 

a temperature vs. distance diagram for the comparison source would 

be constructed. The experimental optics must now be set to give 

equal image intensities for two wave length bands at the point on 

the images corresponding to the median temperature zone. Once 

this has been done, the apparatus is ready and, without disturbin,; 

the settins, photographs can be taken of the flame. From the 

photographs, the fleme zones having the target temperature can be 

reliably recorded by densitometer measurements. Adjacent 
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tempera ere zones, i.e. zones producing Ix  = 	+ 
1 	'2 

can also be assessed by comparison, but film response puts a 

limit Oh / beyond which the method becomes unreliable. Ideally 

the method should be internally standardising and the two 'colours 

images both of the test zone no the comparison source should be 

on the same photographic plate and hence subject to the same 

irregularities of emulsion, exposure and development. 

The practical requirement must now be exarrin.,?:I. First 

n optical system is required which will permit the simultaneous 

recordin on a single photographic plate, of two ima3es of the 

target, and two images of the comparison source. It was found 

possible to do this using a beam splitting device which dissected 

the image formed by a single camera lens. 

Secondly the light forming the images must be filtered 

so that each image is formed by light of only a certain wave 

length band. This was done b:7 inserting gelatine filters into 

the optical path of the rays forrain;t e two images. 

Thirdly a facility for varyin independently the 

photographic exposure of the two imaLes is desirable. With this 

facility it is possible to bring the black—and—white image 

intensity of the two images to comparable values. This is necess ry 

so teat both images shall be exposed in the same region of the 
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film response curve. The first requirement pro: .bits the use of 

different exposure times for the two ice as, se it was necessary 

to arrange that the effective aperture of the camera lens could 

be varied for each image, 

5.5.3 Image splittine. systems for two-colour recording;  

The first requirement presents real practical difficulty. 

The object of the exercise is to photograph extremely small 

particles and hence outstanding optical resolving power is essential° 

This is coupled with the fact that the target is three dimensional, 

and it is obviously needful that the two 'colour' images should be 

of the same object. Finally the particles, although powerful 

emitters may appear, from the point of vie: of the plate, loe 

energy emitters, simply by virtue of the considerable velocity of 

the point image and the overall f number of the system must be 

kept small if there is to be any recordable image to insp ot. It 

was decided to use a single, high quality lens and a constant 

optical path beam splitting system*. This beam splittine device 

is shown in schematic form in Fig.5.5.1a. 

Iech slab has the effect of displacing the image 

produced by lieht passing through it; by using two slabs as shown, 

* A similar beam splitter is described by W.R. Darling (1962). 
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each covering half the aperture of the lens, the image can be 

split. The degree of splitting is varied by altering the 

inclination of the slabs. In practice, with a 10 cm lens, 

separations of the order of a millimeter were produced by 

inclinations of 5 - 1CP, using ;' perspex slabs. The presence 

of the slabs alters the physical image distance, and so bota slabs 

must be set at eaual angles to the optic axis of the lens. Fbr a 

single, small particle or other object on, or near, the optic axis9  

this system is quite satisfactory. Once, however, the system is 

extended to larger targets, two problems emerge. First, images 

produced by parts of the object remote from the an is in the 

direction perpendicular to that of image splitting produce images 

whose intensities are functions of position, 	difficulty can 

be overcome by the use of circularly symmetric slabs formed by 

concentric cylinders with their ends cut to appropriate skew areeless 

the construction is indicated in Fig.5.5.1b. A splitter of this 

type was constructed, but proved not to be of a sufficiently high 

optical standard to be of experimental use. 

The second difficulty arises from the possibility of 

image overlap between different parts of the displaced images. 

The overlap of particle images is rare and easily detectable. 

That is less easy to detect and, in fact, more likely to lead to 

erroneous observations, is the superposition of a particle image 
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on a zone of slight fogging caused, perhaps, by gas emission of' 

optical imperfections. This second difficulty was overcome by the 

use of a second lens and a ruled grid. The second lens, an 

objective, produced a first, real imae in the plane of the grid. 

The srid was made to pave a 50% transmission area so that half 

the image was eliminated by the opaque parts of  t:e grid. The 

second lens now imaged the grid and first image throuch the 

splitter. The splitter was set so that one image of the trans 

parent part of the grid, and hence of the original object fell on 

the dark part of the other image. Inspection of the resulting 

composite image thus showed each section repeated alongside 

itself. The introduction of a second lens naturally decreases 

the overall transmission of the optical system and some care was 

taken to ensure efficient light utilisation. A 25 mm Cooke 

microscope o-cjective was used as tLe objective lens II7oducing a 

greatly reduced image on a Ronchi crating replica. The second 

lens was a 7" f.2.5 AorolTktar lens set so that the final image 

was about life size. A shutter was included in the region of the 

first image plane and the region from this shutter to the 

photographic plate uornprised the light-tight camera. TL° image 

splitter was made fres,  two sets of microscope cover _glasses end 

was made with appropriate screw adjustments. The splitter was 

placed between the first image and the second lens. In this 
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position the object for the second lens is small and almost on 

the axis so that the rectanL;ular—block system can be used 

(Fig.5.502). 

It was intended that the comparison source should 

also be in the first image plane. A small filament bulb could 

be accommodated here. 

In theory the two colour method depends on the 

comparison of narrow wavelength bands in different parts of the 

spectrum. In practice the small amount of energy actually 

contained in any narrow band makes this idealised technique 

workable. However, once a comparison procedure is accepted, there 

is no theoretical obstacle to usin; the whole seectrum and simply 

dividing it beteeen the two optical paths. The film emulsion 

chosen was PS (late made by Ilford Ltd. Teis has a spoed ratiru 

of 400 ASA. It is a panchromatic plate with roughly even response 
0 	0 

between 3500 A and 6500 A approx. The range of spectrum useful 

in the experiment is therefore limited to these wavelengths. 
0 

Gelatine filters giving a reasonably sharp out at 5500 A were 

used in the beam splitter. The filters were mounted in Canada 

balsam between the pairs of microscope cover glasses. Equalisation 

of the energy passing the two filters was then achieved by moving 

the splitter across the field of the lens so tat more or less of 

the field was covered by one colour. 
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Tee results obtained with this system were not 

unreasonable but resolution suffered from the multiplicity of 

glass surfaces in the optical path. The production of hi; h 

optical quality components was not considered immediately 

necessary. 

The problem of slightly diffeeent optical paths 

producing one image slightly out of focus is perhaps not as 

serious as might appear. The plate is to be scanned by a 

microdensitometer ::hen the image of the particle will be recorded 

as a transmission peak on the record trace. If the particle 

eere sharply focussed this peak would be steep -sided. If, houever, 

the particle were not absolutely in focus the imaLe eould be 

slightly diffuse. In this case, the record will show a shalloe 

peak. The redeeming factor is that the squares of the areas 

under both peaks provide measures of the incident energy even if 

the heights of the peaks do not. Once again the non-linear emulsion 

response can corrupt the measurement where peaks of widely different 

heights are to be compared. 

The split-image system described was developed to 

fulfil the ideal of mapping the temperature of a large part of 

the whole flame structure at one short exposure. how important 

this ideal is depends crucially on the stability and reproducibility 

of the flame system. Where a degree of reproducibility comparable 
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with the overall experimental accuracy cen be ac'eleved a full, 

instantaneous determination can be dispensed with, and methods 

offerine either greater resolution or experimental eese can be 

considered. 

5.5.4 Spectrometric methods  

The direct recordine of emission spectra offer-: a 

potential method of studying; temperature variations in one 

dimension. The system is shown_ in Fig.5._.3. 

In practice only the zeroth order La one let order 

spectrum are recorded. The use of a slit allows the recording of 

variation along a line parallel to the slit. Each section of the 

slit produces a temper-tare spectrum which may be resolved by 

traversing the densitometer in a line perpendicular to the slit. 

The ruling of the gratine  is p rallel to the slit. The position-

ing of the components behind the slit is, o. course, crucial and 

the components were rieidly mounted. The whole "spectrometer" 

was calibrated with a mercury arc, the precision and resolution 

bein ; insufficient to justify the use of a more sophisticated 

procedure (e.g. iron arc spectrum). Fig.5.5.4 shows a trice 

recorded from a tungsten source at 2500°K. The spectral response 

of the emulsion dominates the trace. It may be compered with a 

calculated enereer distribution. The spreading of the energy on 

the film also means that longish exposures are recuired (about 
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second at f.3.5 with EPS 400 ASA) and so the possibility of 

resolving individual particles is lost. Nonetheless the method 

offers a useful way of followinc the change in ambient particle 

temperatures over the flame zone. The method is apparently self 

standardisire4 and it is not necessary to record the standard source 

on the. same plate provided similar development procedures are 

employed. This advantaee arises from the fact that deductioe of 

temperature is based oe the shape of the spectrum density curve 

and not on its absolute values. For precise work a standard 

source could be included by focussing a strip lamp on a portion 

of the object slit. 

5.5.5 Colour film 

Methods dependong on tde use of colour film tc,  record 

the flame, followed by oubEequent colour anelrois well, reviewed. 

The procedure appears to be unworkable because of the dependence 

of record colour on exposere. A coloured objeot will be recorded 

in different colours depending on the exposure time and aperture 

used. I-  seems that the colour balance as well as the monochrome 

density, i.e. the colour intensity, is affected lel exposure. The 

result of this is that the colour, and hence the spectral colour 

temperature, of a particle will be a function of particle velocity. 
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ClIAPTell 6  

Preliminary 1"xporimental iork on Dust Upes 

6.1 1122  burner experiments  

A preliminary investiation of a purely qualitative 

nature was made using 2 on diameter pipe burners with various 

pilot arrangements. The burners  were mounted vertically with the 

mouth upwards and fed with coal dust/air suspensions produce in 

the worm—feed equipment described by Long (1956). The Siikstone 

coal dust used was not closely classified but had a mass mean size 

of about Nu. 

The first observation was that it was not possible to 

achieve a freely burning flame within the range of concentration 

and flow rates available. As has been noted, concentration and 

flow rate are not wholely independent variables, there beinL:, in 

practice, a minimum flow velocity necessary to transport any given 

dust concentration. It was thus possible that the flame propagation 

conditions under these geometric conditions lay in the direction 

of richer mixtures and slower flows, i.e. the available flow condition 

as aL7ays outside the blow—off limit. To resolve this, repeated 

attempts were made to eZfect a stopped flow ieznition. In these 

experiments a dense, rapidly flown; suspension was arrested by 

suddenly cuttin off the air floe. A gas taper was applied before 
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the flow was stopped. iiith the 3/e column no ignition leading 

to propagation was observed, even with dust concentrations of an 

estimated 200 mgm/litre. 

In this stage of the programme, the ignitability of 

clouds with ooncentrations from zero to twine stoichiometric in 

terms of total fuel, with flow velocities from zero to several 

hundred centimetres per second were investigated. In all oases, 

the size of icnition source was varied up to a gas flame of 

dimensions oomparable with the effluent cloud. High voltage 

sparks and hot wires were also tried as ignition sources. The 

sparks were generated by a motor driven magneto and had a a'ap of 

up to 1 cm. The sparks produced local ignition of a few 

particles but no propaL;ation. The use of Kanthal \.ire heated 

to 1300°C  as an ie;niter was unsuccessful. The conclusion was that 

there was no ignition leadie to flame propagation under any of 

the conditions employed. 

Ths burner was therefore equipped wile an annular 

pilot jet of 1 mm aperture. This jet could be fed with a premixed 

coal gas/air mixture, and the size of the pilot flame could be 

varied over a wide range. The performance of the burner was 

investigated by (a) fixing the pilot size and varying dust 

concentration; flow rate and pilot composition being fixed, 

(b) varying pilot size with a fixed flow rate and concentration 
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of dispersion and (c) varying the pilot composition while keepinc 

the dust flow constant. The ignition worie sive:Gated that -ny 

observations would be very largely a function of the burner size 

and so no quantitative assessment was attempted. 

The pilot flame produces an envelope of hot product 

_.vases 	surround the central dust effluent. There is 

interdiffusion of hot products ana cold, dust carrying air. 

Even with a minimal pilot flame and a very low dust concentration 

this interdiffusion brings dust particles into contact with hot 

gas, the particles are heated to incandescence, and the combustion 

of these particles is presumed. This aepears to maintain the 

particle temperature for a snort period, but probably vitiation 

of the gas does not allow the combustion to go to completion. 

This type of combustion is quite characteristic. The luminosity 

is strictl-.; confined ts.  the particle which appears to retain its 

ilentity. As tae desL cencentration is increased, the number of 

glowing particles also increases, and the boundary at which a 

perticle will appear as incandescent intrudes into the unburned 

suspension seree.e. It is possiole for the whole dust ef:fluent 

to pass through this boundary at its ultimate intrusion, unner 

certain pilot flame conditions. This may happen without the 

appearance of any other behaviour pattern, and cannot therefore 

be considered as propagatin, comoustion of the dust. 
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Alternatively, a new pattern may appear with 

increasin' dust concentration. This usually appears near to the 

pilot flame first and shorts as a diffuse luminosity reminiscent 

of a cool, sooty flame, for example of benzene vapour and air. 

As enrichment proceeds a second region appears, 'bids tine at the 

centre of the dust stream. This is frequently observed as a 

globule of flame apparently only tenuously coniected with the 

pilot annulus. Further enrichment extends the central and 

aneular regions until a conical combustion region havin, the 

appearance of a flame front ie observed. These diffuse oo:thustion 

regions appear to represent a coneustion mode quite distinct 

from that noted previously. The lulthiosity cannot be associated 

.ith individual particles; indeed the tracks of individual 

particles can be sear superimposed on the diffuse glow. One 

interpretation of t e diffuse glow is that this represents the 

burning in the hot gas of perticles too small to be resolved. 

This explanation is unacceptable, however, because the tglowl 

caused by small particles burnin can be deteoted under other 

conditions and it clearly represents a much lower temperature 

occurrence. Small particles (about 1 micron) cause a reddish 

coloration when introduced into a supporting flames the colour 

of the aloe formine  in tee central region of the dust column is 

yellow/white. There is therefore some reason to suppose that 
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true co-operative flame propagation is occurring. It is?  however?  

observed that until a pilot flame of a certain size had been 

provided no combination of flow- and concentration-condition would 

suffice to produce a flame over the burner port which was a 

continuous surface. This strongly suooests that the pilot flame 

was being called upon to do more than stabilise an inherent?' 

inflammable system. 

A burner ,as equipped with a central pilot in an 

attempt to establish flames of the inverted cone type. Again?  

although ignition of dust within the hot products stream of the 

pilot flame was observed?  there was no evidence of free propagation 

away from the ignition source. This oonfiouration offered no 

advantage over the porio.oral pilot system in terms of the energy 

input necessary to stabilise an apparently propagating flame. 

6.2 Other burner desions 

The next proolem was to assess the suitability of the 

present flame system for quantitative measurement, It was 

considered necessary to be able to measure flame properties :ot 

various positions within the flame. If this could be carried cut 

the extent to which the influence of the pilot flame intruded into 

the dust flame could be assessed. If it wore not possible to do 

this?  any data determined woull be an iad fio bly weighted average 

of the properties of dust flames with differing degrees of piloting 

by gas flames. 
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It became apparent that the simple pipe-burner 

stabilised flame was most unsuitable for this sort of measurement. 

The regions within the cone were almost inaccessible to observation 

Lnd there appeared to be little chance of makinL: useful measurements. 

A burner was therefore constructed to overcome these 

difficulties. This was a modified wedge burner (Reek and ,einberg 

1957). This burner utilizes a nozzle to replace the Poiseuille 

velocity profile in developed laminar pipe flow by a profile in 

which the stream velocity at points ecross the duct is very nearly 

the same. The flame produced has flat sides (weige-shape), since 

at all points the approach velocity v is constant and can be related 

by a (presumed) constant burning velocity SL  by a common angle a 

between the flow line and the flame front such that v cos a . Ste 

It is therefore particularly suitable for flames which are to be 

studied by the particle track technique. A circular leae-in 

section is contracted by a modified Mach-Bebra nozzle profile into 

a rectangular mouth. That chosen for this work was of 1 cm width 

by 3.5 am lengthy contraction being from a 40 mm tubular section. 

Pilot slots were arranged along the long side, but no ignition was 

provided on the ends of the slot. Viewing along the line of the lon;• 

side of the burner it was therefore possible to see a wedge shaped 

flame without the unburned portion below the flame being obscured 

by radiation from the ends. Observation was to be confined to the 
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central plane of the burner so that the pronounced edge effects 

which would result from the open ends would be eliminated. Because 

of the small distance between the pilot strips it was possible to 

stabilise "flames" on this burner with a fairly wide range of flow 

conditions. 

One use of this burner was intended to be the detection 

of burning velocity variation with distance from the pilot flames. 

The burner could be constructed and tested with a premixed gas 

flame to show that the nozzle profile did indeed give a flat—sided 

flame when the burning velocity of the combustible mixture was 

constant. If the same burner was now used with. dust and the 

resulting flame was no longer flat sided, then obviously burning 

velocity eould be varying with position in the dust cloud. It is, 

however, necessary to confirm that flow conditions are indeed 

constant in the -two cases. The deposition of dust on the nozzle 

can upset tae aerodynamics of the flow, and indeed there was 

evidence to see est that this did occur. Flow in the nozzle 

approach can result in a concentration of dust in the outer flow 

stream lines so that any observed variation in burning velocity 

might well be due to concentration variation rather than the pilot 

flame influence. Much of this could be resolved if the flow lines 

in the flame region could be followed accurately. It was found that 

existing techniques were not adequate for this to be achieved with 

the geometries emJoyed. 
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6.3 _eLp riment with a 5 cm burner  

The conetruction and utilisation of much larger 

burners was not seriously considered because the difficulties of 

suppleing dispersion, and the apparent impossibility of making 

detailed observations on larger flames were thought to outweigh 

the possible advanta, - of size. Towards the end of the 

investigation, a crude 5 cm. burner was built and tested with 

dispersion supplied by the weir feed device described in Section 

4.3.4. It was found possible to produce flames which did not 

require pilot stabilization on this burner. The inadequacy of 

th disperser limited stability to a few seconds, and prohibitel 

t'ee ,evalopment of anything approachine a regular flame but flames 

eere noted which were self maintaining. The concentration of dust 

employed was greater than stoichiometric. 

6.4 Summary of work on lar-er burner!! 

There were tree main conclusions of this stare of the 

ork. 

Firstly, the 2 cm burner had been shown to be incapable 

of supporting a self maintaining dust flame with. Silkstone coal as 

a fuel. 

Socondly, the flames produced with pilot support had 

been shown to require the presence of quite substantial pilot flames, 

t.eir stability ranees beiree closely linked with the size of the 

pilot flame. 
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Thirdly, it had been found that the sort of precise 

observation necessary to resolve, inter anal  the role of the 

pilot flame could not be made with this size of flame using existing;  

techniques. 

These conclusions strongly indicated that an exp rimental 

programe based on burners of this size would be unsatisfactory 

for coal dust flames. Two lines of development were therefore 

adopted. The first was to develop techniques for the production 

of mudil smaller coal dust flames which should nonetheless be self 

maintaining. Secondly an inve, tigation would be made into other 

fuel/oxidant systems to find a system which tould produce self 

supporting; dust flames on apparatus of this scale. 	periments 

with this object are described in Section 7.5.3. 
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CHAPTER?  

The Teldiation-infinite Dust Flame  

7,1 Introduction  

Peeliminary investigation had shown that a 2 cm burner 

as an unsuitable tool for duet flame study. The failure to secure 

a self-propaeatin3 flame under conditions -ehick would apparently 

have yielded a stable flame on a larger scale, indicated that the 

burner eas in combustion terms - too small. O t yc other hand 

attempts at observation in the "flames" produced with pilot suiTort 

suggested that the 2 cm burner was - in experimental terms - too 

large. 

The 2 cm burner represents a large burner measured in 

molecular mean free paths. In fact a gas flame with energy feed 

back occurring predominantly by conduction acquires properties 

appropriate to an infinite combustion wave as soon as the dimensions 

of the burner exceed a few millimeters. The apparent scale effect 

on the 2 cm burner cannot therefore be explainDd in terms of 

quenching by molecular transfer processes. It was argued therefore 

that the flames must be quenched by radiative energy transfer. If 

this is the ease, the dimensional unit to be used in fixiree the size 

of the flame is not the molecular meanfree pate, but the mean--free 

path of a -photon. The distance necessary for radiation from a 
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radietine centre to be fully absorbed in a grey medium is strictly 

infinite because of the exponential form of Beer's Lew, but figures 

can be calculated representing the distance within which effectively 

complete absorption occurs. The calculation, which it set out 

in Chapter 4.5, involves fixing a bulk emissivity at - say - 0.9 

representing 90% absorption and solve for a slab thickness t. 

Only when the dust flame exceeds 2t in width will the central element 

begin to"become unconscious" of its surroundings and be. eve as an 

element of an Infinite flame front. The critical flame size so 

defined is a function of the dust concentration and particle size, 

but for lOn dust et 120 reem/litre concentration of a flame Some 

10 an across is indicated 

Now the procedure for calculating flame size is based 

on the premise that almost all radiation leavir, the central element 

is absorbed on the way to the cloud boundary. This radiation may 

be thermal or it may be scattered - as, for example, when the cloud 

is illuminated by an external light source. It therefore follows 

that just as an element of flame approaches the infinite-flame 

environment requirement so it automatically becomes inaooessible to 

optical observation. The production of larger flames with intent 

to make detailed observations of flame elements far enough from 

the edge to behave with infinite-flame character must therefore be 

regarded as fundamentally intractable. 
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Yost flames involve reactions of such a strpnily 

exothermic nature that the flame is energetically very stable. 

It is usually possible for the flame to tolerate quits extensive 

heat losses without extinction occurring. The porous plate burner 

developed by Spalding (Spalding and Botha 1955) can be used to 

demonstrat 	point. .hen such partial quenching occurs, the 

flame reacts by reducing its propagation velocity an its final 

flame temperature. Consider now the case of a dust flame. 

Radiation heat transfer is much more dependent on final flame 

temperature than either conduction or radiation, and it is tierefore 

quite conceivable that a partial quenching which might be tolerable 

in a gas system would here so reduce the efficiency of the energy 

transfer cycle that extinction would result° :men if this did not 

occur the flame would seen depart markedly from its "adiabatic" 

behaviour. 

It was therefore decided to consider ways of stabilising 

the radiation pattern of -Lie flame, preferably by exactly compensating 

for radiative heat loss from a small, (c 1 am), and hence "observable" 

flame. 

7.2 Reflectin_ enclosure  

A hot object placed within a perfectly reflectir; 

enclosure cannot lose heat by radiation. It follows that a small, 

highly radiative, flame -placed “ithin a perfectly r,;flectin,- enclosure 

should behave as if it were part of a very large radiative flame since 
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all heat loss by radiation should be eliminated. 

If the reflector is perfect, a surface giving diffuse 

reflection would be ideal, since no geometric factors need then be 

taken into account. In practice, specular reflectivity of over 

90% is difficult to obtain, which means that 5th and subsequent 

order reflections are making very little contribution, see Fig.7.2.2. 

A polished reflector was therefore selected. 

Initially, a glass enclosure with an aluminized surface 

.:as made. A "Pyrex Visiflow" pipe element of 3" nominal i.d. and 

12" length fitted with a 	i.d. side arm was enployed, the whole 

interior being surface-aluminized by vacuum deposition. To test 

the overall efficiency of the reflecting enclosure, an electric 

heating element capable of approaching flame temperatures was used. 

Crucilite manufacturered by the Morgan Crucible Co. can be heated 

for short periods to over 150000. The element was mounted vertically 

and, power/temperature curves plotted both with the element 

unconfined and fitted inside 	enclosure (Fig.7.2.1 shows the 

result of this test). The heat loss from the element is both by 

radiation and by a conductive/convective process. To isolate the 

radiational contribution the conductive/convective term is put 

equal to Qv  and 

Qc 	hvA e T 
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where 
T 1/4  

he 	0.28 (z) 

and A is the surface area, T the temperature difference between 

the element and the surroundin. air and do  the element diameter, 

units beiree calories, °C and feet. when the element was placed 

within the enclosure the ends were partially enclosed by loose 

fitting asbestos boards to minimise any "chimney effect", and the 

same correction applied. This convection correction is one strictly 

appropriate to vertical steaa pipes (Perry 1950) and its extra-

polation to these conditions can only be juctified in retrospect by 

the good e:;reement found between the curves for the element operating 

unconfined with convection correction applied and the calculated 

radiant heat loss from the element. The correction is seen to be 

of the order of 10%. 

At any temperature, the two curves of corrected radiant 

heat loss with and without the enclosure can be correlated to give 

an overall reflective efficiency for the enclosure. Thus at 1500P 

(measured by optical pyrometer) the wattage absorbed by the 

enclosure e. neglecting the ends of tee enclosure - is seen to be 

1070 watts (Curve 'A'). However, the wattage falling; on the 

enclosure (Curve 1131), must be 1620 watts, so the effective 

reflectivity is 

1620 - 1070 	550 
1620 = 1620 = 34% 
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T.eis fieure derives from tLe actual reflectivity of the enclosure 

walls but is also influenced by the geometry of the system. It 

represents a weighted average of all orders of reflection oontri— 

butilv to the return of radiation to the element. Now the element 

is essentially a black body (e) = 0.89) in contrast to the low 

emissivity of a small dispersion element° The performance of the 

enclosure with a dispersed radiator will be inferior to that recorded 

eith the solid element because of the increasin contribution which 

multiple reflection must make. The simple aluminised cylinrical 

enclosure could not therefore be regarded as satisfactory and a 

second enclosure was desiznad. 

The second enclosure was made of brass and was designed 

to provide both a better reflectivity by using a silver sierface 

and a better geometry. Fig.70202 shows the way in which surface 

and design increase the effective reflectivity of the enclosure. 

For both aluminium and silver upper and lower reflectivities 

corresponding to fresh polish and slightly tarnished conditions 

are noted. Although the fall in reflectivity with exposure encountered 

wiVe silver is marked, and unfortunate, it should still be possible 

to obtain a two—fold improvement over much of the multiple reflection 

range. It may be noted that without a high reflectivity the 

geometric efficiency of the design is of little value bocuse of 

the multiple reflections required. 
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The new enclosure was of 10 cm diameter and 12 am high. 

The end plates were pierced by 1" holes and were held slightly 

away from the cylindrical section. In use, suction was applied to 

the upper end of the enclosure by a 1" pipe fitted. with the top 

plate, thus introducing a scavenging draikht which kept hot 

combustion gases and dust off the silvered surfaces. 

This enclosure was found to behave very much more 

efficiently than the earlier one. The method of testing was _gain 

using a Crucilite element. It Las found that when the element 

eas supplied with 430 watts with free cooling, its equilibrium 

temperature, determined by a radiation pyrometer, was To  = 1213°Ks 

in the enclosure, with the same wattage, the equilibrium temperature 

was fie 1513°K. If K is a constant embodying emissivity, area of 

element and the radiation consant, and if the heat loss from the 

element be entirely due to radiation the equation 

(1 — r T7' ' -a 

where r is the effective reflectivity of tee surface. From this 

result r s 59%. In this first experiment the surface of the 

enclosure vas not specially prepared. Shen the experiment was 

repeated with the surface meticulously polished immediately before 

applying current to the element a value of r = 73.5% was achieved. 

430 
	KT.4 
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The enclosure was now used with a 1 am burner fitted 

nith a central pilot. The flame was observed by projection using 

a 35 mm f 14,4 lens fitted into the side of the enclosure. The 

arrangement is shown in Fig.7.2.3. The experiment involved fitting 

the enclosure with a black paper shroud, observing the flame, and 

then removing the shroud so that the reflecting surface was exposed 

and re-examining the flame. 

The apparatus was used with a wide range of mixture 

compositions and flow rates but in no ease was an increase in 

stability observed in passing from black surround to reflecting 

enclosure, and in no case was it possible to retain the flame when 

the pilot was extinguished. 

The calibration experiments with the electric element 

indicate that the enclosure should have greatly increased the amount 

of radiant energy transfer iii the cloud of dust. The fact that no 

increase in flame stability was observed means that either the 

importance of radiation has been exaggerated, or that the results 

obtained in calibrating the enclosure are not strictly applicable 

to the burner and flame system. The latter explanation cannot be 

wholly ruled out, and it is necessary to examine the differences 

between the calibration system and the actual. 

Two main differences are apparent. First the clement 

is a near-black body, and as soon as a ray is reflected into the 
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element the reflection path is terminated. In the case of the 

dust cloud the cloud has a low emissivity, and even a ray reflected 

into the cloud is largely transmitted, the reflection path of 

the ray being protracted. In a geometrically ideal enclosure of 

fixed specular reflectivity, decreasing the emissivity of the 

test object increases the average number of reflections any ray 

may expect to undergo for any fractional decrease in intensity, 

Secondly there is a geometric effect. The power 

dissipated by the electric element is the sum of the power dissipated 

et all points on the elements heated length. Therefore so long 

as reflection leads radiation back to any point on the heated 

elements surface it is effective in reducing the power required to 

maintain a given temperature at tee elements surface. In the case 

of the dust cloud power is not continuously dissipated, and, for 

reflection to be effective, the radiation must be returned either 

to the emitting zone (the flame)  or to the unburned dust. So long  

as the flame area is suei)orted on an opaque burner and has a short 

brush length neither of these requirements is efficiently achieved. 

Attempts were made to lift the flame with no unambiguous success. 

The experiments with the reflecting enclosures 

established two results. Firstly the radiation quenching of the 

small dust flame was not a marginal effect since, had it been so, the 

enclosure — although inefj:icient — -would have been expected to make 
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an appreciable effect. The performance of the reflecting enclosure 

may be compared with a high temperature furnace. If the 73% 

reflecting efficiency were achieved with a flame burning at 20000K 

this would correspond to a wall temperature of 1850fK. If the 

reflecting efficiency were only 35% this would correspond to a 

furnace wall temperature of 1540PK. Secondly it had been shown 

that the desin of an efficient enclosure, and its characterisation 

would be a formidable task and quite probably impossible with exist-

ing materials and finishes. It was therefore decided to direct 

attention to the construction of a radiating enclosure in which a 

radiation surround was generated and maintained by an external 

energy supply. 

7.3 Radiation enclosures - dust burners  

After tae exp riments deecribed in the previous section, 

enclosures were desiened waich would surround the dust burner by 

sources of radiation at or near tee calculated final flame temperature 

of the dispersion. 

The observation that radiation reflected eack onto the 

flame was insufficient to enhance the flame stability, althoueh it 

corresponded to a furnace wall temperature of well over 1000°C, 

meant that no conventional furnace with solid walls could be 

considered. 
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The first desians employed burniee  fuel dust as the 

emitting agent. This is shown in Fig.7.3.1. It consists of a pipe 

burner with both an annular pilot burner and a diffusion section, so 

that the pilot gas/air mixture was mixed with the outer zone of the 

coal dust/air mixture. The central tube was a fine steel capillary 

of 1/16" o.d. the upper end of which was ground square. That this 

burner could. be  made to function in a variety of ways was demonstrated 

eith lean ethylene/air mixtures. Flow rates high enough to make the 

flame blow off in the absence of stabilising, systems were employed. 

If the annular pilot was used, a noreal, conical flame could be 

stabilised. If fuel was injected into the central capillary, local 

enrichment of the combustion mixture occurred and the flame struck 

back onto the capillary. The flow of fuel in the capillary could 

now be stopped when the flame would persist as an M section flame, 

stability at the centre beine aerodynamic. The flame could be 

reconverted to a conical shape by injecting air through the 

capillary: alternatively, if the annuler pilot is shut down, a V 

sectioned flame can be produced, anchored to the bluff end of the 

central oapillary. 

The reL.tive stability of the M and V confieurations 

constitute the crucial exp riment with dust and the purpose of the 

design. If, for given flow conditions, the V configuration can be 
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shown to be unstable, but the M section can be stabilised, the 

central portion of the M must be stabilised by radiation from the 

outer portions. Unfortunately in the case of failure to stabilise 

either the M or the V section flames the experiment is not definitive 

because this can be attributed to either insufficient radiation from 

the outer portion, or to the qualitative inability of radiation to 

effect stability. This indefinite result was in fact recorded, and 

since it did not appear possible to assign quantitative values to 

the radiation flux from the outer portions, the experiment was 

discontinued. (The flame could be held on the M form by gas 

injection at the centre but this observation is without new 

significance. 

In the next design, an attempt was made to boost the 

emissivity of the outer, jacketing portion. It was now necessery 

to previde a view path to the central test flame region, and the 

desie shown in Fig.7.3.2 was evolved. The burner was fabricated 

from copper sheet and copper tube and was intended as a prototype. 

The problem of supplying and stabilising the large nankin,. flames 

was not satisfactorily overcome, and the proximity of the flanking 

flames to the test burner was considered unsatisfactory. Both 

these problems were tackled in the next design, but at the expense 

of the large emitting volume of flanking flame. The structure is 

shown in Fig.7.3.3. 
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To overcome the loss of emissivity involved in the 

use of the thin, fish-tail flames, arran ements were made to 

boost the radiation output of these flames by oxygen enriohment, 

thereby raising the temperature of the incandescent dust. hitherto 

the radiating enclosures had ben designed to radiate from a temnorature 

which would approximate closely to the adiabntic final flame 

temperature of the dust. The use of oxygen enrichment represents 

a departure in that much higher temperatures are now available and 

for the first time the possibility of not only providin: adiabatic 

surroundings, but surroundin ;s in which the radiation flux exceeds 

the adiabatic condition for the test flame exists. 

Although this design was a marked improvement on its 

prototype, it was still an unsatisfactory burner from the operational 

point of view. The supply-of a solid fuel to the jacket flames and 

the distribution of solid fuel, oxygen, and coal gas to four burners, 

nhich were, after all, only ancillary equipment to the main burner, 

made exnerimentation tedious. In addition, the use of solid fuel 

precluded any satisfactory system of flame-trap installation. 

Partial blockage of one burner could lead to flash back conditions 

which were made hazardous by the presoree of the manifold chamber. 

It was not found possibLD to carry out exhaustive tests over the 

whole rarue of composition and flo-L conditions but, in the range 

investigated, no evidence of radiation-enhanced flame stability was 
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recorded. Once again the procedure was 	establish a flame with 

pilot support, light the jacket burners and look for differences 

in flame appearance and stability on extinguishing the pilot. In 

no case did the flame survive the extinction of the pilot, and no 

obvious change with respect to the pilot stabilised flame was 

detected. 

At this state an unambiguous result on the role of 

radiation in stabilising the dust flame was still lacking. In 

all cases the lack of certainty which surrounded the output of 

the radiation enclosures made a definitive statement impossible. 

Effort was therefore devoted to producie a facile, stable and 

reproducible enclosure which could be analysed with a deeree of 

certainty. Such an enclosure was found in the propane/oxygen 

diffusion flame burner which is described in the followeng section. 

7.4 Radiation Lncloeures - Diffusion flame s. Stem 

hen hydrocarbons are burned in an atmosphere of oxygen 

under flow coneitions which lead to creckin2 of the fuel molecules 

outside the oxygen envelope, finely divided soot is produced as a 

transient intermediate. Much carbon may burn completely (non-smoking 

luminous flame) or be le rtly conveyed into the exhaust of the flame 

(smoking or sooting flame). Using air as an o xidant, the regime 

in which luminosity eithout sooting can be achieved is limited, but, 

with oxygen, a wide region is found in which flames of high la ieosity 
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are available without free soot being produced. -ith oxygen and 

a medium molecular weight hydrocarbon (e.g. propane) an intense 

white flame could be produced and radiating temperatures were 

measured pyrametrically up to 1800°. Using a fish-tail flame the 

temperatures measured with an optical pyrometer from the side and the 

end indicated that the emissivity of tie flames viewed from the 

side could be as high as 0.6*, Such flames therefore held out good 

promise as r diators for the stabilisin4 of dust flames. They were 

controllable, reproducible, and the fuel and oxidant oere readily 

ovailable. 

The burners were made from a nuo,ber of co-axial tubes. 

A central tube to earry the dispersion was surrounded by tubes 

forming respectively an annulus for nitrogen, an oxyoen annulus, a 

propane annulus, a second oxygen annulus and a chimney tube. Ooite 

* The pyrometer was supplied -with tables which would allow the 

calculation of an actual temperature from an observed temperature 

measured on a grey body of known emissivity. ..9nce the flame 

could be assumed to have the same temperature irrespective of the 

angle from which it was vieoed these tables could be used to indicate 

the emissivity of the flame viewed from the side in terms of its 

end-on emissivity. The end-on emissivity was assumed to be unity. 
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large amounts of fuel eere burned so that the heat liberated in the 

burner was considerable and some cooling arrangements were found to 

be necessary. Two burners were ectually constructed, the second 

being designed to provide a wider nitrogen annulus than the first. 

The nitrogen annulus controls the point at which hot oxygen diffusion 

into 	dust stream becomes appreciable. The structure of the 

second burner is shown in Fig.7.4.10 The arrangements providing a 

view path to the centre should be noted. 

In use, propane; air eas ignited on the burner, air being 

admitted by a one--way check-valve which prevented oxygen passing 

back into tee air supply as oxygen was admitted. The propane flow 

was then increased until sooting just occurred, then the oxygen flow 

was increased, which sometimes eliminated sooting, and finally 

propane and oxygen flows were set just below sooting conditions. 

Under favourable conditions limited by deposition and local melting 

of metal parts a flame of up to 5 ams high and 6 ams mean cylindrical 
diameter could be produced. It was shown that a spherical element 

placed at the cen re of this cylinder would be exposed with over 

half (0.64) of its spherical solid angle filled with radiating 

surface. 

The enclosure was calibrated by two procedures. The 

first was to suspend a thermocouple on the cylinder axis and plot 
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t_e equilibrium temperature of the thermocouple head as it was 

traversed through the enclosure. The second involved the use of a 

flow caloeimeter. 

The thermocouple was a bu-t -elded Pt/PtRh element 

made in 0.2 mm wire. It was suspended from a screw movement at 

its upper end and stressed by a small brass weight at its lower 

end so that it hung freely in the burner tube. Connections were 

taken by light leads from mascive brass connectors to eliminate 

second junction e_ ecs. The upper connection wee carefully 

shielded from the hot gases generated in the burner. The thermo—

couple is in thermal equilibrium under the influence of the neat 

transfer processes of radiative exchange with the surround, 

conduction in the lead wires and convective cooling by the nitrogen 

jacket. 

It is unfortunate that convective cooling should be the 

least readily calculable of the heat transfer processes concerned. 

The experimental plot (Fig.704.2) shows clearly the major influence 

of convection on the temperature of the fine wire. At first sight, 

a permissible approach would seem to be to set up generalised 

equations for convective cooling.'  apply the assumption that the bulk 

gas temperature is unaffected by the hot wire, and that similar 

convection regimes apply to all points of the wire, and to solve 

for the thermal equilibrium condition of the wire with the aid of the 

theoretical view factor curve for the enclosure. However, the 
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assumptions involved are an unsuitable basis for assessik; the 

enclosure performance reliably. 

The second method of calibration was therefore used. 

This involved the use of a flow calorimeter which could be suspended 

within the enclosure. The calorimeter was designed to occupy the 

space which would be occupied by the test dust flame. The 

calorimeter consisted of a blackened copper tube fixed at either 

end to polished tubes. The copper tube was equipped with thermo-

couples to measure the inlet and outlet temperatures of the water 

used as a heat transfer fluid. The copper jacket was 7 mm o.d. with 

7 cm between inlet and outlet stations. The tube wall thickness was 

reduced to approximately 0.55 mm by etching in nitric acid. The 

etchirve also provided a suitably rough surface for blackening to 

produce a black-body finish. The inside of the jacket was filled 

with copper shire clippirves to stir the coolant flow. The connecting 

tubes were glass and were fixed. onto the copper calorimeter with 

Araldite. The thermocouples were located, but were not in metal 

contact with the jacket. The cooling flow was controlled by a 

constant head tank and a nozzle. Flow was measured by collecting; 

the throughput for a period of 1 minute. The temperature rise was 

never more than 30°C so that 50°C was a maximum calorimeter 

temperature. At this modest temperature it was thought reasonable 

to neglect all heat loss from the calorimeter other than by liquid 

cooling. 
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It was found that the cylinder was absorbing some 

325 watts of radiant energy. The result was reproducible within 

+ 2 watts and showed no systematic error 4th the temperature of 

the calorimeter over the range 30° - 50°. If an average value of 
the radiation view factor be applied, and assuming the pyrometrically 

determined temperature of 1650°C, an. "emissivity" of 0.82 is found 

for the diffusion flame*. This could not readily be equalled by a 

solid-wall furnace. 

The enclosure was no'.; used to test the inflammability 

of Sillestone dust in air on a cm burner. The field of flow 

velocity and mixture composition was extensively explored but in no 

case was stability enhanced or induced by the radiation. field. 

7.5 Sue-elementary :xeeriments  

The failure of a coal dust flame to propazata in a 

radiation field which must have been considerably more intense 

than any previously attempted in the absence of effectively 

infinite flame conditions is further discussed in the following 

chapters. The result was, however, quite unexpected, prompting 

certain supplementary experiments. 

The "emissivity' here Toted includes corrections for the view 

factor. Its high value indicates that the flame size taken as a 

basis was too snall4 
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7.5.1 Jxperiteents with hot ,as Lenition  

It had been observed with tee flame radiation jacket 

that dust burninia occurred at the point at which the hot oxya-en 

from the jacket flame diffused into the dust stream. A small 

burner vas therefore made in whic 	lean bras flame could be used 

to produce hot gas into which a cloud of dust suspension could be 

injected. The experiment resembles that of Friedman (1962) but, 

instead of single particles, a column of suspension could be 

injected. With the burner it was possible to adjust the Le e'at of 

the dust burner tube relative to the hot gas generator, a facility 

not offered by the previous burners with annular pilots. It was 

observed that small (1/4") flames could be 'stabilised' by hot gases 

1.nry easily, and it was possible to con:el= that the flames 

observed in the radiant enlosure were indeed a product of this 

mechanism, and not flaaes burnin on a cloud which had by then 

received a sufficient dose of radiant energy. 

7.5.2 Coal quality testizae  

she `Alkstone coal used for the experiments described 

in this Chapter had been stored in tins for an alereciable time. 

Since there was a possibility of the coal haviee altered in 

character with storage, and thus rendered less inflaa,abley a 

sample was tested for moisture coment and volatile content by the 

B.S. procedure. The result of this test ids: moisture 2.01% and 
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volatile matter, less moisture, 33.75. The results of a similar 

analysis carried out on the coal when fresh were lj and 36%. 

Doisture uptake and loss of volatile material indicated by these 

results are not unexpected but would new an inade4uate explanation 

of the apparent lack of inflammability. 

7.5.3 Other fuel/oxidant systems 

The failure of coal to ignite promoted a lielited 

investigation into the inflammation of other combustible dusts in 

the radiatinc enclosure. 

Lignite was found to inflame on a 3/4" burner when 

dispersed in air. Flames could not be stabilised on the 1/4" burner 

either in the radiatirk: enclosure or in the open. 

Charcoal soaked with cyclo-hexane (an attempt to 

simulate the volatile and carbonaceous phases of coal synthetically) 

inflamed both inside and outside the enclosure on a 1/4" burner. 

The process of flame propagation was certainly linked to the burning 

of the adsorbed cyclohexane. The type of flame depended very much 

on the way in which the fuel had been prepared. One procedure was 

to place the charcoal in a Buchner funnel fixed to a water pump. 

ith a low rate of suction, cyclohoxane was poured over the charcoal 

mass until it was fully compacted. The resulting cake was then 

dried by increasing the suction rate, and allowing air to be 

aspirated through the mass. After a comparatively short period 

( to 3/4 hour) the cake wes sufficiently friable to be dispersed 
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into dust in the equipment. If this were done, and a flame 

produced with the effluent, the flame quite clearly comprised a 

pre-mixed vapour/air flame, in the tail o chic.. tee charcoal dust 

could be seen burnine. A substantial part of the cyclohoxane 

burned in this case was thought to be held in the powder interstices, 

rather than being adsorbed on individual particles. This trapped 

cyclohexane would then be available as soon as the dust was 

dispersed. 

If the we'ted charcoal were dried much more thoroughly, 

or, if it were stored in t3)e open for a few days, much of the trapped 

cyclohexane was lost. ,hen dust treated in this way was burned 

ne coherent vapour flame front was produced, the cyclohexane 

burning as a blue mantle around individual dust particles and 

agglomerates. In practice it was difficult to produce the dust 

reproducibly in a state where flames of the type described resulted. 

It was possible to carry out a limited test pro:reel-le, proluoin 

flames both within and outside -Lee radiating enclosure. The 

presence of the radiation field did not seem to increase the  

otability of the flames. 

Linstone coal dust dispersed in oxygen propagated 

flame quite readily. Indeed, the main problem with this system 

was controlling the propagation to an extent where destructive 

back-flashing could be avoided. On one occasion a flame flashed 
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back from a 1/4 pipe bulmor, aloe some 2' of 1/4" o.d. copper tube, 

and initiated a destructive explosion in the dispersing unit. 

:several other cases were noted when back—flashing occurred. The 

circumstances under which the flame vas able to propagate virtually 

excluded the possibility that propagation was to any major extent 

brought about by radiational heat transfer. 

A series of experiwents were conducted to find a 

suitable coal dust—air—oxygen mixture which would propagate fiane 

without introducing the violence of the dust—oxygen system. in 

fact no suitable composition could be found, the transition from 

air—type (no flame) to oxygen type (flumes liable to flash back) 

occurring sharply at an oxidant composition very close to pure 

oxygen. 
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CHAPTER 8  

Inauctive Analysis of the Mechanism of Propagation of  
the Goal Dust Flame  

In the previous chapter an account has been given of 

attempts to stabilise small dust flames in regions of high radiation 

flux. It was found that radiation alone, even in intensities very 

much larger than those apparently successful with larger diameter 

systems, was not sufficient to stabilise small flames in flowing 

dispersion. In this chapter models of the dust flame propagation 

process will be developed. Flame properties will be predicted for 

each model and tested against experimental observation. 

A flame draws the energy necessary for its propagation 

free,. chemical reaction. The stages of the oxidation reaction 

whereby fuel is burned are temperature dependent, the rate of 

each stage being governed by an exponential function, exp(-E/RT), 

where E is the activation energy of the reaction step. This 

exponential dependence means that, provided the mechanism does not 

change, most of the reaction will occur in that part of the flame 

where the temperature is highest. The maximum rate of the 

reaction will be determined by the actual value of the maximum 

temperature achieved. The flame temperature should therefore 

be faithfully reflected in the magnitude of the propagation rate, 
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and the stoichiometric propgation limits will occur at the usual 

characteristically low flame temperatures. 

Any adiabatic flame temperature represents that 

temperature at which the heat liberated by the flame reaction is 

equal to the enthalpy increase involved in bringing the combustion 

products, and any excess oxidant or fuel, to that temperature. 

For simple fuels there are two composition regimes whici. must be 

considered. In to first regime oxidant is in excess, and the 

whole calorific value of the fuel is available. In the second 

regime fuel is in excess and the whole calorific value of the 

fuel is not realised. The reLions meet at the stoichiometric 

composition, where the available calorific value is applied to the 

minimum quantity of oxidant necessary to produce full combustion. 

The highest adiabatic flame temperature should be produced at this 

concentration, but the position of maximum temperature may be offset 

by differences in the enthalpy of products and excess oxidant, and 

by the energetic differences between dissociation reactions which 

may occur in lean or rich mixtures. The second of these factors 

will only come Lto prominent effect when the flame temperatures 

rise to over 2000°C. 

For two—component fuels, such as those having both a 

volatile and a residue phase, it is possible to visualise 

stoichiometric models corresponding to either, or both, fuel components. 
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For exam0.e, in a coal system, a total coal stoichiometry can be 

evaluated, but a concentration which is etoichiometrio with. respect 

to the volatile phase alone can also be fixed, ignoring the 

combustion of the solid residue. (Theoretically a stoichiometric 

point for the solid residue alone is also conceivable, but it is 

unlikely to be of any practical significance.) 

Only one of these stoichiometric models can be directly 

relevant to the flame propagation process. If it is the stoichio-

metry of the total fuel which governs the flame propagation then the 

propagation rate should be a maximum at the concentration giving a 

total-fuel stoichiometric mixture. On the other hand, the whole 

flame propagation process whereby coal dust burns may depend on the 

combustion of the volatile matter. If this is so the concentration 

of dust which will produce a stoichiometric mixture of volatile 

material and air eiil be the concentration exhibiting the maximum 

burning rate. The limits of flame propagation will also reflect 

the controlling stoichiomotry, being disposed on either side of the 

relevant stoichiometric point. 

bloichiometry influences propagation rate primarily by 

its influence on the reaction temperature. hot only will the curves 

of propagation rate and temperature against mixture composition show 

maximum values at approximately the same, stoichiometric composition, 

but their variation with concentration at other compositions must 
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show similar pattern:. A comparison of a practically obtained 

burning velocity vs. composition curve an3 a calculated reaction 

temperature vs. composition curve will therefore tort the validity 

of the stoichiometric model from which the reaction temperature is 

calculated. 

If propagation is controlled by the burninG of the 

whole fuel, then the relevant reaction temperature will be the 

adiabatic flame temperature. If, on the other hand, the combustion 

of coal is controlled b: the burning of the volatile matter the 

relevant temperature is less obvious. It is in fact a partial flame 

temperature. 

In theory the volatile matter can be divorced from the 

rest of the coal. Mixtures of volatile matter and air would burn, 

producing; flames with characteristic adiabatic flame temperatures of 

their own. These t mperateres can be calculated and their variation 

with the stoichiometry of the burning mixture predicted. These same 

flame temperatures could also be measured experimentally Vt222, 

volatile matter were indeed divorced from the coal residue. In the 

actual dust flame it is not easy to measure the flame temperature 

of the volatile matter combustion because subsequent combustion of 

the residue will further raise the actual temperature of the dust 

flame. Supposing the combustion of the volatile matter to control 

behaviour of the whole dust flame it is the temperature generated by 
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volatile matter combustion, the partial flame temperature of the 

volatile matter, which must be compared with practical propagation 

data. 

For coal there are three main composition regions to 

consider. Region "A" is lean, with respect to both total fuel and 

volatile matter stoichiometry. Region "A" ends at the stoichio—

metric concentration for the total fuel. (This concentration is 

marked as S1 in Fig.8.2.) Region 
ur is still lean with respect 

to the volatile matter stoichiometry. In this region there is 

sufficient oxygen to burn all the volatile matter, and a progressively 

decreasing fraction of the soaid residue. Region "Y' ends at the 

stoichiometric conoentration for voletile material alone, where the 

oxidant allows tae complete combustion of the volatile matter only. 

(This point is marked S4  in Fig.8.2.) In ragion "C", oxidant 

starvation affects the volatile phase as well as the residue, none 

of which is now burned. In practice the division between "A" and 

"B" is the only sharply defined one. For example it is difficult 

to conceive of 002 produced by volatile oxidation persisting in the 

presence of a hot carbon residue. Gasification of the carbon as 

CO would be expected with a corresponding loss to the system of some 

of the calorific value of the volatile material. This may be 

illustrated by consiecrira; the oxidation of methane in the presence 

of carbon at a temperature sufficient for carbon gasifications 
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CA4 + 	202 m CO2 	+ 	21120 	+ 	193 K.cals. 

C + 	02  = CO2 	+ 	96 K.cals. 

CO 

whences 

+ 	i432 m CO2 	+ 	52 K.cals. 

and. 

+ 	CO2 2C0 	- 	8 K.cals. 

C1144  + 	C 	+ 	202 2C0 	+ 	010 	+ 	185 K.cals. 

Region "B" may be further subdivided to demonsteate the 

influence of the lower oxidation state. If ,X)2  is the only permitted 

carbon oxidation product, complete gasification of the residue 

carbon cannot occur outside Region "A". The region of poesible 

gasification is extended by the prodection of CO. There is therefore 

a composition within Region "B" which represents the maximum dust 

concentration at which total gasification of the residue to CO is 

still possible without the reduction of any carbon dioxide produced  

by the combustion of volatile matter. (This composition is marked 

as S2 in Fig.8.2.) Reduction of the products of volatile matt 

combustion allows still further gasification of the residue, a final 

boundary composition being that at which all carbon from the total 

fuel appears as eerbon monoxide. (This composition is marked as 

S3 in Fig.8.2.) 

There are thus four main stoichiometric models which 

may be considered in detail. The first (Type I) pre-supposes that 
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the combustion of the volatile material will be the controlline 

process. To test this model, partial flame temperatures, based on 

tie complete combustion of the volatile material to carbon dioxide 

and water vapour, were calculated. In this model, 	solid residue 

was assumed to be absent, so that it represented neither a heat sink, 

nor a further source of combustion energy. Practically, this would 

occur if the rate controlling combustion step were so fast that the 

solid residue presented too great a thermal inertia to participate. 

The full heat release would then be applied to the gas phase during 

the crucial propaoation stage. Tee calculations were extended to 

allow for the reduction of product carbon dioxide by the residue. 

This formed tee basis of the second model (Type IA). Once ahain 

the temperaturescalculated were partial flame temperatures. The 

second model is therefore a refinement of the first; it still pre-

supposes that volatile combustion is controlling, but accepts that 

the presence of the residue may alter the apparent stoichiometry 

of the volatile combustion. The reduction of carbon dioxide by 

surface reaction would be influenced by the surface/volume ratio of 

the dust. 'eduction would become more important with decreasing 

particle size. 

The third model (Type II) also involved no heat release 

from the solid residue. The residue was, however, allowed to act 

as a heat sink for the combustion of the volatile material. The 
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model is a practical analojue of Type 	and tests the ability of 

the volatile material to maintain the flame without any energetic 

supi;ort from the residue. This would become relevant when very 

small particle sine ailca. s heat transfer to the solid. to proceed at 

a rate comparable with that of heat production. Temperatures were 

again calculated on the assumption of total combustion to CO2  and. 

RiO. If this model were in fact representative of the practical 

case the temperatures calculated should be actual final flame 

te laratures, and measurable. 

In the fourth model (Type III) the controlling process 

is supposed to be the combustion of the total fuel. The temperatures 

calculated are based on the complete combustion of fuel to carbon 

dioxide and water vap_ur, where this is stoichiometrically possible. 

Volatile material is always assumed to burn in preference to the 

carbon residue conditions. 

The temperatures were calculated by a novel, graphical 

method which is described in detail in Appendix B. 

Temperatures were found. to lie generally below 2000°C, 

so that it was in order to ne1ect the dissociation of the products 

in making the oalculation. 

The results of the temperature calculations are plotted 

in Fig.8.1. The ran. e plotted includes the total fuel stoichiometric 

composition at 116 mgmilitre, and the stoichiometric composition with 
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respect to tie volatile material at 340 mgm/litre. Both Type I 

and Type II models predict a maximum temperature at the latter 

stoichiometric point. The Type III model predicts a temperature 

maximum at 116 mgm/litre. The Type II model may be dismissed; the 

temperature predicted under ideal conditions are too low for 

plausible flame temperatures. These temperatures would be reduced 

still further if allowance were made for the reduction of carbon 

dioxide by the carbon residue. 

For the particle sizes studied it may be concluded that, 

if the combustion of volatile material is controllin.;, the rate 

controlling step must occur before heat transfer to the partThles 

can appreciably reduce the ges temperature. 

In Fic.8.2 the temperatures predicted on the Type 

Hype IA, and Type III models are ~lotted together with limit data 

obtained at ef.R.I2. (Maguire and 'eilliams (1962) ). The limit 

data wore obtained in a 14.2 as vertical tube; the results are 

expressed as a probability of flame propagation following ignition 

at the end of the tube with a gac torch. Burning velocity data obtained 

by bong (1956) on an open burner are also plotted. Both the limit 

and the burning velocities were obtained with coal from the same 

source as that considered in the calculation. 

Both the limit data and the burning velocity data are 

incompatible with the predictions based on the combustion of the 
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total fuel as the rate controlling process. Burning velocity is 

shown to be increasing with dust concentration in a region where 

.hat would be the controlling temperatere is shown to be falling. 

Similarly the region of maximum temperature- and hence maximum 

reactiveness - lies outside tae lover limit of inflammability. 

The limit data are much better explained if the reaction 

is supposed to be controlled by the combustion of the volatile 

material. The variation of burning velocity with composition is 

also shown to parallel very closely the Type IA temperature curve, 

that is, the curve in which allowance is made for CC2 reduction. 

There is therefore very considerable evidence from this 

inductive approach alone to suge;est that the combustion of a coal 

dust suspension is controlled by the combustion of the volatile 

material. This would mean that the burning of the volatile matter 

acts as a pilot flame for the combustion of the residue; if, for 

any reason, the combustion of the volatile matter is hindered or 

suppressed the combustion of the residue would not be a self-

maintaining process, and conversely whether or not conditions favour 

the continued burning.,; of the residue is immaterial to the propagation 

of the flame. 
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CHAPTER 9  

DISCU2SION 

I_ the previous chapters an account has been 'iven of 

extensive :aperillmts desizned to stabilise dust flames in 

radiation fields. The way in which radiation was applied to the 

dust streal was specifically arranged so that heat transfer to 

the dust by any mode other than radiation would be eliminated and 

the radiation flux exceeded that in any furnace avail:,ble. The 

result of these experiments was that under the experimental conditions 

involved it is impossible to stabilise a small dust flame by thermal 

radiation alone, even at temperatures comparable to the adiabatic 

flame temperature. This finding must now be related to the 

results of other workers and to the oossible mechanisms of 

propagation. 

Done; (U56) succeeded in stabilising flames without 

pilot support in a furnace heated to 1000°C. He reports that 

clouds of 1=ilkstone coal dust were self—igniting in the furnace 

so long as the furnace temperature was over 800°C, and suu,ftsts 

that with it:nition by sonic other moans flames could have been 

stabilised at still lower furnace temperatures. In the present 

exp.)riments radiators of over 1500'0 were employed, and attempts 

were made to i nits the dust b-,,r a as torch, stability being 
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assessed by whether or not the transient flame survived the removal 

of the ignition source. Comparison may be made between the 

present radiator and that formed by Long's furnace. Three factors 

are involved. The energetic effectiveness of the enclosure must 

follow the 4th power radiation law. The lowest temperature at 

which Long; observed ignition was under 1100PK, in contrast to 

180011°K employed in the present work. The ratio of the 4th powers 

of the temperatures is 1.4 s 10.6. This ratio will be countered 

by the second factor, the emissivity of the radiator. The furnace 

walls would approximate to a black body whereas the emissivity 

of the radiating enclosure flames was shown to be 0.6. Finally 

there is the factor of view angle. The furnace was aepeoeimately 

9" high by 6" diameter, the burner mouth being near the bottom 

of the furnace. The furnace could, therefore, subtend no more than. 

a hemispherical solid angle from the burner. In the enclosure 

the dust was discharged near the centre of the cylindrical enclosure 

flame. Using the flame size noted in Chapter 7 it was found that 

the enclosure flame subtends 0.64 of a sphere to dust emerging from 

the burner port. 

Summarising .ese factors it is possible to write an 

expression for the ratio of the radiation encrey transfer in the 

two experiments: 
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E, 
kfurnace) 

 

1.4 x 1 x 0.5 
(enclosure) 

 

10.6 x 0.6 x 0.64 

1/5.8 

It must therefore be concluded that the trensfer of 

radiant energy from tee flame—radiating enclosure to the dust 

cloud far exceeds the radiant energy transferred in the furnace 

experiment. 

Long was able to produce flames in the furnace with 

total—fuel/air ratios between 0.7 and 1.1 x stoichiometric. Were 

a quenchine. pleomenon responsible for the ebeerved differences 

in inflameability between the two experiments it would be expected 

to manifest itself by are indrawing of the experimental inflamea—

bility limits; the likelihood of pausing right outside the 

inflammability region would only arise if there wore a large 

discrepancy in the radiation influx. Fais again strongly suggests 

that the observed differences cannot be explained in terms of a 

quantitative difference in radiant energy environment. 

It is therefore necessary to seek an alternative 

exrlanation of the experimental observations. 

The main distinction which emerges between tee present 

work and the furnace experiments is that in the latter no 

provision appeae's to have been made for shielding the dust streee 

as it left the burner. The possibility that tae eefluent streae 
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might entrain gas from the body of the furnace therefore exists. 

Any such entrained gas would be heated by contact with tee furnace 

walls)  since a flow pattern in which gas passed up the centre of 

the furnace and down the walls would result. If this did happen 

then the edge of the dust stream would be heated by direct mixing 

with hot air. 

The ignition of a coal dust suspension by interdiffusion 

of hot air is an easily verifiable observation. In Section 7.5.1 

experiments in which dust particles were injected into hot gas 

behind a lean, premixed coal gas/air flame were described. It 

seems likely that mall coal dustiair flames stabilised by pilot 

flames provide other examples. Finally)  in the radiating enclosure 

experimenes dust inflammation was observed at a point which clearly 

corresponds to the intermixing of the dust stream and the hot 

oxygen of the inner annulus of the diffusion flame array. This 

intermixing was delayed by the nitrogen sheath which surrounded 

the dust jet, and the level at which inflammation did set in could 

be controlled by varying the nitrogen flow in the sheath. The 

observation was rendered unambiguous by the fact that it was oxygen 

which acted as the hot—gas igniter, the resulting flame being the 

characteristic, white—hot, oxy-coal dust flame. 

There is an obvious mechanistic)  similarity between 

the ignition of a coal dust stream by the application of hot gas 
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to the edge of the stream and the ignition of coal residue particles 

by the hot gases of the flame of burning volatile material. The 

self generated coal-gas formed in the hot dust stream can provide 

on a small scale just the form of ignition pilot which experiment 

suegests to be necessary on a larger scale. 

There are other observatio s which support the 

suggestion that, in the furnace experiments, hot gas is the flame 

stabilising medium. The suezestion provides an alternative 

explanation of the "lifted" flames noted. Lone suggested that the 

flame stabilises at some distance above the burner port only 

because there is a delay period involved during which the cloud 

absorbs sufficient radiant energy to undergo ignition. The lifting 

could alternatively reflect the aerodynamic flow of hot gas in 

the chamber, although an ignition delay would still be involved.* 

The delayed ignition of liquid fuel droplets has been 

extensively studied. Mullins (1955), and others have carried out 

experiments in which droplets are carried in hot gas streame. 

El-nSkil (1962) has investigated the exposure of captive droplets 

to hot air. In all cases both physical and chemical delays are 

observed; the two delays overlap, so that the total delay is not a 

simple addition. 
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The lifted flames were also observed to be basically 

conical, apex uppermost. If stabilisation were by radiation, and 

the lifting of the flame a device to allow time for the absorption 

of radiant energy, it would seem that the centre of the column 

should ignite first. It is insulated from the (presumed) cool 

surrounding gas, and, since the burner port was water cooled, it 

would also have an earlier, effective, view of the furnace walls. 

These effects might be expected to reverse the "normal" flame shape, 

or at least produce a flame in which the parabolic velocity profile 

imposed by the burner pipe was repressed rather than accentuated. 

It may be noted that lifted flames appear to be a 

characteristic of heterogeneous mixtures burning on open burners. 

Both oil sprays (BUrgoyne and Cohen (1954) ) and lycopodium dust 

(Mason (1961) ) have been observed to burn in this way as self-

supportina flames, i.e. without any stabilising device. The precise 

reason for this is not definitely established, but it could well 

be that time is required for the production of an inflammable 

mixture of volatile material. Such lifted flames are often somewhat 

irregular with a fluctuating appearance attributable to irregularities 

in fuel mixing. In the case of the lycopodium flame the flame brush 

is almost non-luminous, and radiation cannot be supposed to play 

any major part in flame propagation. For coal-dust the calculations 
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of Long end Murray (1958) and of ssenhigh (1962) show that 

radiation from any source by a small cloud with the low absorption 

of a eta ichiometric coal-dust in air dispersion must be extremely 

small. Because of the relatively low temperature of the furnace 

used in Long's experiment, the energy absorbed from the furnace in 

the short distance of the flame lift can only be a small fraction 

of the energy absorbed from the hot flame brush. The view angle 

for the flame brush in the preflame cloud is not greatly influenced 

by the burner tube; it therefore seems unlikely that the lifting 

of the flame can be caused by any radiation effect. 

The foregoing considerations most strongly sug:est 

that all laboratory scale, laminar, coal dust air flames are most 

easily stabilised by admixture of hot gas. This is evidence to 

support the suggestion that the primary mode of flame propagation 

is by way of conductive-convective energy transfer chain; that is 

by a process crucially involving the burning of the volatile 

material as a rate controlling step. Energy transfer by radiation 

may then lay a small, and possibly negligible part. 

Other experimental evidence to support this conclusion 

emerges from the present work. The schlieren pictures of coal-dust/ 

oxygen flames - flames which are self sustaining without pilot 

support - show a very sharply defined flame front, a region of high 
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refractive index - and hence thermal-gradient. The similLrity 

between this and the fl-me front found in a simple, premixed, 

gas flame is most striking, and is a cogent qualitative argument 

in favour of supposing the two types of flame to be basically 

similar. Because of the exposures involved the schlieren pictures 

could show none of the fine structure which might be expected if 

there were discrete flame kernels around each dust particle but 

the sharpness of the apparent flame front suggests that this is 

rot occurring, and that the "front" in the dust flame is indeed a 

premixed gas flame front. 

The coal-dust oxygen system has also been shown to be 

capable of propagating flame through tubes of such small cross 

section and such tortuous shape that radiational heat transfer 

could not be important. This particular case is not one of a free 

burnin,4 burner stabilised, flame, but the fact that tie system can 

propagate flame under much less favourable conditions where propagation 

could only be achieved by conductive-convective transfer of energy 

suggests that these two modes would be adequate for stability on an 

open burner. 

The burring velocities which have been measured for 

laminar coal dust flaoies (Long (1956) ) have values which are in 

good n.,..:Te(_,,rnent with those t:Dical of premixed gas flames of 
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hydrocarbons. The burner velocity of a combustion wave is a 

measure of the efficiency with which energy can be transferred from 

the hot parts of the flame to the unburned regions. I- lea,' 

hydrocarbon/air flames, burning velocities tend to be, to first 

e.uroximation, independent of the fuel, the transfer properties 

being largely those of impure nitrogen. .hen the fuel possesses 

unusual transfer properties, "abnormal" burning velocities result. 

Hydrogen is a good example of this effect. The fact that dust 

flames show burning velocities similar to tLose of hydrocarbon 

flames therefore sugests that the controlling mode of energy 

transfer is also simnel?. The observction$ is incompatible with the 

importance of an additional, long range transfer process such as 

radiation. The same chain of argument also supports the suggestion 

that the type of chemical reaction which controls the propagation 

of the flame must also be similar. T: .is can only be so if the 

dust flame is controlled, and "piloted", by a premixed cas flame — a 

flame of volatile material in air. 

It must be stressed tleet the data from -:hick these 

deuuctions have been made wore all obtained on small, laminar, coal 

dust flames, or under conditions in which small laminar flames were 

to be expected. The deductions are therefore limited to this class 

of phenomena, and any extrapolation to large scale events must be 
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carried out with great caution. The recent work of Essenhigh (1962) 

using a large scale burner to investigate a theoretical analysis of 

the role of radiation suggests that for systems of under 1 metre 

characteristic dimension, radiation transfer cannot play its full, 

theoretical, part in flame propagation. Ebsenhigh, however, also 

suggests that in certain industrial applications where firebrick 

radiation was thought to provide a stabilising influence, the major 

factor is in fact entrainment of hot gas. The change from a laminar 

to a turbulent regime might be expected to increase the em‘hasis 

on transfer processes not involving radiation. 

In the previous chapter it was shown that an inductive 

approach based on flame temperatures controlling combustion on 

various models leads to precisely the same result. The existing 

data for the propajation of flame in dispersions of Silkstone coal 

could best be explained if it were assumed that the rate controlling 

process in the propagation reaction ohair aas the combustion of the 

vol atile material. 

The deduction that the major factors in flame propagation 

for small dust flames are molecular transfer and gas phase reaction 

must be examined in the context of coal structure. It is now 

necessary to suppose that the volatile material initially present 

in the coal plays the major part in producing a coherent flame front. 

The volatile material, unless it can diffuse away from the particles 
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at concentrations lower than those required to propagate flame, 

must burn either in bulk before the carbon residue, or must do so 

around individual particles. It is a probable criterion of flame 

stability that the volatile material must be evolved in sufficient 

amounts at a certain stage in the flame development. If the influx 

of energy at a particular particle is insufficient to establish 

the required volatile matter/air mixture quickly enough, or if 

volatile material is lost too rapidly by diffusion as, for example, 

in the small jets used in the present work, the particle may escape 

combustion. This requirement limits the form of supporting energy 

source which the flame will tolerate. Stabilisation will be most 

easily affected by an energy source which favours the correct evolution 

of volatile materials. This explains the facility of flame stabilisation 

by pilot flames or other hot gas sources, together with the apparent 

impossibility of producing stability with an energetically similar 

input of radiant heat. 

In the present chapter a great deal of direct and 

indirect evidence to support this combustion model has been assembled. 

For large flames, radiation may provide the energy to promote the 

evolution of volatile matter, but the necessary concentration of 

volatile matter may equally be established by some other, extraneous, 

process. In the case of seall flames radiation is insufficient to 

produce the necessary volatile evolution pattern. The small dust 
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cloud may loose its• volatile material without ever establishing 

the correct concentration pattern, and hence viithout ever establish- 

ing the condition necessary for flame propagation. names in 

such clouds can only be stabilised by directly influencing tLe 

crucial volatile/air flame stags. 
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APP=DIX A  

Particle Sizing  

If two negative photoraphic images of a single particle 

are superimposed, and then displaced relative to one another the area 

of overlap decreases, vanishing when the distance of displacement 

xv  is equal to the diameter of the image, 2r. 

For particles having a circular projection, the area 

decrease can be expressed theoretically. Fi. A.1 illustrates the 

symbols used, A being the overlap area. 

and 

Note that 

A 	. 	2r20 - xr sin P 

cos p 	= 	x/2r 

A 	= 	2r2((3 - cos p sin p) 

dA 2r
2 cos 20 

c14: 

0 only when 2p 	0. 

Values of A can be plotted against x, when a curve is 

produced which interce-Jts both A ancl x axes, the curve approximating 

to rectangular hyperbola. For a single particle the intercept 

A = 0 occurs at x = 2r, the x . 0 intercept bein at A 

If the image is one of n equi-sizeC imaes, and A is 

now the total overlap area, ti carve passes throu:;h the points 

(0,n r2) and (2r, a) . The curve therefore allows the analytical 

deduction of both r and n. 
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The next case to be considered is that in which the images 

are of n particles of differing sizes. In this case the only data 

which is immediately available from the curve is that of the A = 0 

intercept, which now defines 2r for the largest particle present. 

The other intercept indicates the total area of all particles of all 

sizes. A synthetic approach does allow an approximate solution 

however. The portion of the curve nearest the A = 0 intercept must 

be duo to the largest particles present. It is therefore possible to 

calculate a matching curve, usinz the known particle size, and 

determining the number present by trial and error. The departure 

of the synthetic curve from the e2rparimental curve indicates the 

presence of a further, smaller fraction. The x co—ordinate of this 

break in the curve indicates the size of this fraction. Once ai:ain 

a curve can be synthesised, and ad:ad to the first synthetic curve, 

the resulting curve bein'; again compared with the experimental plot. 

This process of numerical analysis can be repeated until a complete 

size distribution is obtained. 

Fig. A.1 shows a series of logarithmic plots calculated 

for several hypothetical dust samples. Curve A is that for a sample 

of ten particles having radii of 1, 2 .... 10 units. Curve 3 is for 

a set of particles, again with radii 1, 2 	10, but not/ occurring 

in numbers such that there would be equal weights of dust in each 

size fraction, i.e. the smaller particles are progressively more 
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numerous. Curve 	is for particles with radii 1, 2 .... 10, but now 

with numbers of particles such that the mass of material in each 

size follows a distributions 

Radius: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 2 5 10 100 100 10 5 2 1 

`filo logarithmic plot is more useful as an aid to 

visualising the shape of the particle distribution, but for the 

deduction of particle size the lack of a good intercept at log A = 0 

detracts from this form of analysis. 

The estimation of overlap area can be made by a 

photometric technique. If the two, superimposed photographic images 

of the sample be evenly illuminated then the quantity of light pass—

ing through the overlapping, transparent, particle images will be a 

direct measure of the overlapping area. 

The examination of large samples is to be undertaken by 

the following staaess first, photography of the sample, through a 

microscope, if necessary; second, production of a master positive 

(particles dark) .pith the required magnification and the required 

high contrast (particles black and background clear); and. third, 

the production of working negatives (particles clear, background 

black). These negatives must, of course, be to identical scale and 

should be made with high contrast emulsion. 
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The degree of enlargement is critical. Images of 

finite size are required to make the measurement of x 2r possible 

on the smallest fractions. A.3ainst this, the number of particles 

to be examined must, for statistical reasons, be large, and they must 

not be too crowded. In fact, the minimum particle separation 

distance, drain, 
 must be greater than the maximum particle diameter 

2rmax or particles will'interfore: 

Non-spherical particles can be treated by.  a method 

giving a mean diameter. The particle images are displayed 

successively in different directions. Two mutually perpendicular 

axes are sufficient for approximate work but a better average - 

i.e. an average taking; more faithful account of particle shape - can 

be echieved by using more than two curves. 

Particles having concave profiles (kidney shaped) will 

lead to anomalous results, but a statistical treatment for correctin 

this already exists. 

Optics of the type shown in Fig.A.2 might be suitable. 

Readings of photocell current against displacement are plotted. 

The stage must be rotated about en axis in the paper to deal with 

non-spherical particles. 

Photocell peculiarities are eliminated by point focussing; 

the correcting filter evens illumination. 
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The use of a direct comparison technique would render 

the graphical synthesis staee redundant and so increase speed and 

probably accuracy. A sir►1.le system which achieves this end is shown 

below (Fig.A.3). 

In operation, the sample is matched against standard 

slides of known composition. This design would be useful to check 

consistency of sameles but would have limited value as an 

analytical tool since a vast number of standards would be required. 

The coeparison standards can, however, be produced in 

situ:- a pair of slides is prepared having a large number of 

particles in each of a required number of size ranges. Particles 

are then blacked off, beginning with the largest sizes until the 

photometer indicates correspondence at all stages of the overlap 

cycle. The method of operation would be to track the slide out of 

register until complete black-out occurs on the sample slide. 

This defines the largest particle, and all larger than this on the 

comparison slide can be obscured. The largest surviving standard 

particles are now treated, blacking off progressively and tracking 

the slides over the outer end of the extinction curve until 

correspondence is achieved. The process is then repeated for 

succeeding fractions. Once each fraction has been adjusted, it 

remains in adjustment automatically durirke the rest of the tracking 

cycle. 
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The design of a single treckinc; slide is shown (Fig.A.4). 

Needless to say the production of an instrument catering for, say, 

ten size fractions within the aperture of the necessary lenses is 

difficult. The rigid coupling of t_e sliding members and the 

accurate aligning of the individual fraction slides must be accurate 

to less than the minimum particle size to be measured. 

The rows of 'particles' can be replaced by suitably 

profiled neutral wedges. These can be produced (see Fig.A.5) from 

a single pair of circular stops and a master negative could be used 

to give photocopies of any required size. 

General criticism of appliance  

In principle the device eliminates entirely any 

numerical counting sta;e in particle sizing. Aftor routine 

adjustments the number of particles in fore-chosen size ranges can 

be read directly from calibrations. 

The device is p< rticularly suitable for checkink; 

reproducibility of repeated samples. An undeveloped equipment with 

simple standard slides would be sufficient for the purpose. 

In general, for a sizing machine the statistical depth 

of the samples is linked by the aperture of the system and by its 

ability to oope with small (less highly magnified) images. This 

design is severely 	in this respect. If no scanning system 
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is employed the aperture is limited to t at of good Quality lenses 

and mirrors (say 2" diameter). Further, the degree of magnification 

necess .ry for si3all particles is defined by the available precision 

of mechanical linkages and movements, as well as by the precision 

of manufacture of the comparison slides. 

NOM A recent and extensive survey of rlethods of particle size 

analysis has been produced by S.Z. Lei in (1962/3). 
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APE-11Di/ B  

Calculation of Coal Dust Trial Flame Temperatures 

To permit the calculation it was necessary to define 

the ohemical oomposition of the volatile phase. Burgess and 

heeler carried out a series of experiments between 1910 and 1913 

in which they determined the influence on the composition of tie 

volatile phase exerted by the rate at which the coal was heated. 

Since they worked with Siikstone coal, their data were adopted as 

a basis. The rates of heating used by Wheeler were very much 

less than those which would be encountered by a particle exposed 

to the temperature rise near a flame. It was therefore necessary 

to extrapolate, and then to compromise the extrapolation so that 

the predicted oomposition did not violate the requirements of 

the ultimate coal analysis. 

The method of finding the flame temperatures which 

was adopted was one which was designed to minimise the calculation 

involved. Two parameters were equated graphically on an energy vs. 

temperature plot. The parameters were a so—called Net Heat Release 

Value (NERV), and an Oxidant Enthalpy Value (OEV). Both these 

values were related to a standard system of 1 litre of dispersion 

containin a given concentration of dust expressed in afpillitre, 

the dust being assumed to occupy a negligibly small volume. 
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The NBRV was defined as the heat energy produced by 

the combustion of the given mass of fuel at 298°K less the heat 

energy required to raise the temperature of any unburned fuel—stuff 

and of all combustion products to a specified temperature. It 

follows that 

NI MV 
	

f(T)(m) 

where T is the specified temperature, and n is the mass concentration 

of dust. 

The 0.7 was defined as the neat energy necessary to 

raise the temperature of t,e residual oxidant from 298°K. to a 

sp?cified temperature. The only material involved in the OEV is 

nitro gen and unconsumed oxygen; all other gases fall under the NHRV 

term. Because of the oxygen term 

OEN 

also. 

Since NNRV must decrease with T, and OEV increase with 

increasing 11, heat energy/temperatures curves plotted for constant 

values of m will intercept to define the adiabatic flame temperature 

(see rig. B.1). 

This method of calculation has several advantages to 

recommend it. It is particularly suited to the use of a desk 

calculating machine since it involves the calculation of selected 

terms reLer than the solution of equations. Enthalpy data can be 
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calculated for a few fixed to peratures rather than evaluated for 

a different temperature for each composition. The method helps 

in error-detectin,, the slopes and positions of the curves following 

gradual chan:2-e patterns which highlight any error. On the other 

11,) gliite a large number of computations are required, and the 

actual plottln3 of the curves is time consuming; the method could 

not compete with any form of automatic calculation. 

Data 

The composition of volatile phase has been found by 

extrapolating the values of Burgess and Wheeler (1917) to conform 

Lith the observed volatile/residue weight ratio. Deduced 

composition of the evolved material is, by volume: 

H2  -50.0% C
2
E - 1.78% 

- 20.56% 02E2  - 0.22% 

co - 06H6 - 2.01% 

C2H6 3°57' 
002 7  1.33% 

SO2 
- 	3.57% 2 - 2.23% 

Heats of" combustion are taken from Speirs (1961) as: 

2  - 	58.601 02H6 - 343.698 

a - 193.383 C
2  H4 

 - 317.819 

CO - 	51.929 02H2  - 300.908 

C6H6 - 7590958 

all in K CalAtoleo 
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Col:43 - 8.050 K Cal/gm. 

Prom these data, and assuming complete combustion to 

CO29 
H2O for all fuels, tLe fol ovin are obtained: 

Heat release (298°1.  from volatile material in 1 wrl coal  

2.5914 calories. 

Product yield: co
t - 1.372 x 10.

-5  mole 

H20 - 2.564 x 1075 t: 

SO
2 
- 0.082 x 101 

N2 - 0.051 x 1075  

  

and 

Heat release  (298°) from the coke residue of 1 m,m coal  

• 4.7832 calories. 

Product yield: 	CO2 - 4.982 x 105  mole 

Ash - 0.0551 mgm. 

From t.le preceding tables, values of the NHRV for 

coal burning under various limiting conditions can be evaluated. 

The values obtained are given as follows: 

Column I : Net heat release from 1 mg, coal produced by combustion 

of the volatile materials only, only gaseous products 

being heated to the final temperature ash and coke 

being left in the standard state - 298°. 
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Column II s YEA heat release from 1 mkt coal produced by 

combuc4tion of the volatile materials only; gaseous 

products, ash, and unburned coke being heated to the 

final temperature. 

Column 

	

	Net heat release from whole coal, all products being 

heated to final temperature. 

Temperature 

400 2.556 2.203 7.265 

600 2.481 1.596 7.041 

800 2.399 0.882 6.790 

1000 2.314 0.131 6.535 

1200 2.222 -0.444 6.261 

1400 2.127 -1.222 5.975 

1600 2.028 -1.985 5.683 

1800 1.926 -2.755 5.386 

2000 1.322 -3.449 5.087 

2200 1.716 -4.204 4.787 
2400 1.608 -4.930  4.484 

2600 1.499 -5.060 4.179 



of 	 Temperatures in Degrees Absolute Mon  
coal 400  600 	800 1000 1200 1400 11600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 

138.8 
185.1 177.8 
231.4 222.2 212.7 
277.7 266.6 255.2 
324.0 311.1 297.8 283.9 
370.2 355.5 340.3 324.5 

400.6 382.9 265.01 346.7 
444.4 425.4 405.6 385.2 

467.9 446.2j 423.7 
486.7 462.2 
527.3 500.8, 

539.31 
577.8' 

20 
40  
60 
80 

100 
120 
140 
160 
180 
200 
220 
240 
260 
280 
300 
320 
350 

51.1 49.6 48.01 
102.2 99.2 96.0 
153.4 148.9 j143.9 

198.5 191.9 
239.9 
287.9 

400.8 
437.3 411.8 
473.7 446.21 
510.2, 480.51 450.2 
546.6! 514.8 482.4 
583.0 549.11 514.6 419.7 
634.6 597.2  559.6 521.6 

Net Neat Release Values for Combustion of  Volatiles onl 
060 Column 

Values iY calories 



Mgm of 
coal 

Temperature Mgm of 
coal 

400  600 800 1000 400 

20 44.1 31.9 200 

40 88.1 63.8 35.3 220 

60 132.2 95.8 52.9 240 

80 127.7 70.6 260 

100 t  159.6 88.2 280 

120 191.5 105.8 300 

140  223.4 	123.5 320 

160 25.4 	141.1 21.0 350 
180 287.3 	158.8 23.6 

Temperature 

600 800 JOCO 

1176.4 126.2 

A.94.0128.8 
211.7 31.4 . 
229.3 344 
247.0 36.7 
264.6 - 39.3 
282.2 41.9 
306.9 45.6 
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17et Meat Release Values for Combuction ciaalLuLa22ILL  
See Column II  

Al__ values in calories 

Fie.B.1 is a plot of part of the data for Type II 

combustion. 

In prLotice it has been assumed that total combustion 

occurs while stoichiometrioally possible. A concentration of 116 mgm 

per litre corresponds to the stoichiometric point for the total coal. 

If the combustion of tle carbon residue is artificially suppressed, 

1 litre of air provides sufficient oxygen to burn the volatile material 

from 350 mgm of coal. Thus, in practice, it would be expected that 

the whole of the ooal would be burned up to concentrations of 

116 mem/litre, and that in richer mixtures all the volatile material 

%:ould be burned, together with as much of the residue as possible. 
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At any river concentration the combustion pattern can be 

expressed as the sum of two processes, defined in columns II and 



Yet Heat Release Values for Combustion of Total Coq; (20-10C mgm)  
Q.11LaL)101P111.2smialiLI122IYELee...122Et.1121a/ 

11071 of Temperature in Degrees Absolute 

  

1 
coal ' 

' 400 
	

600 	800 laic, 1200 1 1400 

20 3.45.3 , 140.8 	135.8 	130.7 	125.2 

40 290.7 , 281.7 271.6 	261.4 	250.4 
60 407.4 392.0 	375.4 
80 500.9 
100 

120 

140 

160 

180 

200 

220 331.4 

240 256.2 
260 317.7, 181.6 

257.01 106.3 

300 196.8 	31.7 
320 369.1 	136.0 

340  328.8 	76.0 

350 	308.7 	45.8  

160o 	1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 

11307 

227.3 	215.5 

340.9 323.1 305.2 287.2 

454.6 430.9 	406.9 383.0 358.7 

568.3 538.6 	508.7 478.7 448.4 417.9 

514.0 475.1 

456.2 	400.0 341.2 

400.1 321.2 	247.1, 

284.5 185.5 

169.7 

119.5 

239.0 

35905 

478.0 

1 

382.41 

278.4 1  
191.8,  

96.11 
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Table of enthalpies of "air" (Oxidant Enthalpy Value) showing 
the effect of progressive oxygen depletion by the combustion of 
increasin amounts of coal. The enthalpies (OEV) are tabulated 
by Absolute Temperature, and by the depletion produced by the 
combustion of the volatile material only in the indicated weight 
of Siikstone coals 

Enthalpy of 112  

Enthalpy of 02  

Total Enthalpy (OEV) 

Temperature 

(i)  

(ii)  

(i) 
) for indicated weight of coal 

600 	800 	1000 1 1200 

N2(i) 

02 

(1)+(ii) 
20(ii) 

28.47 85.81 145.37 2•1.49 271.79 

	

5.53 	16.99 	29.06 	41.75 	54.67 

	

5.21 	15.99 	27.36 	39.31 	51.47 40 
28.15 84.81 143.67 205.05 268.59 

	

60 	4.85 14.91 25.51 36.64 47.98 
27.79 83.73 141.82 202.38 265.10 

	

80 	4.53 13.92 23.81 34.20 44.78 
27.47 82.74 140.12 199.94 261.90 

	

100 	12.92 22.11 31.75 41.58 
81.74 138.42 . 179.49 258.70 

	

120 	12.02 20.56 29.53 38.67 
80.84 136.87 195.27 255.80 

	

140 	10.85 18.55 26.65 34.89 
79.67 134.86 192.39 252.00 

	

160 	9.77 16.70 23.98 31.40 
78.59 133.01 189.72 248.50 

	

180 	 14.85 21.32 27.92 
131.16 187.06 245.00 

67.89 
337.67 

63.92 
333.70 

59.59 
329.40 

55.61 
325.40 

51.64 
321.40 

48.03 
317.8,  

43.33 
313.10 

39.00 
308.80 

34.67 
3°4.40 

22.94 	68.82 116.31 165.74 X217.12 269.78 



1200 1 1400 600 	80o 1000 

24.72 30.7o 
241.80 300.50 

21.52 I 	26.72 
238.60 1296.50 
18.03 

f 22.39 
235.10 292.20 
14.86 18.41 
231.58 288.20 

11.30 14.08 
228.42 283.90 

8.10 10.07 
225.22 279.85 

4.66 5.78 
221.78 275.50 
0,00 0.:)0 

217.12 269.78 

200 

220 

240 

260 

280 

300 

320 

350 
22.94 

	

13.15 	18.87 
129.46 184.61 

	

11.45 	16.43 
1127.76 182.17 

	

9.60 	13.56 
!125,91 179.30 

11.16 
176.90 

8.49 
174.23 

I 6.09 
• 171.83 

3.50 
169.33 

0.0,0 
68.82 116.31 165.74 

0 

100 

120 

140  

16fj 

2000 	2200 2400 	2600 1600 1800 

323.41 378.34 433.59 A-5.16 545.38 601.92 

66.64 
390.00 
61.88 

385.30 
57.55 
380.90 

51.92 
375.30 
4 .73 

370.10 
54.55 

432.80 

-228- 



1600 i 1800 	2000 	2200 	2400 	2600 

18, 

200 

41.54 
364.90 

36.78 

48.49 
426.80 

42.93 49.19 
360.20 421.20 482.78 

220 32.02 37.38 42.82 
355.43 415.72 476.41 

240 26.83 31.31 35.88 
350.24 409.65 469.57 

260 22.07 25.76 29.52 
345.48 	404.10 463.11 

280 16.87 	19.70 22.57 
340.30 	398.04. 456.16 

300 12.11 	14.14 16.20 
335.52 	392.48 449.79 

320 6.93 	8.09 9.26 
330.34 	386.43 442.85 

350 0.00 	0.0k., 0.00 
323.41 	,378.34 433.59 

40.49 
529.65 

33.31 
522.47 

25.47 
514.63 

18.29 
507.45 

499.62 

0.0 
489.16 

37.13 
,)62.51 

28.39 
573.77 

	

20.38 	22.51 
565.76 624.43 

	

11.65 	12.87 
557.03 518.79 

	

0.00 	0.00 
554.38 601.92 

-229- 
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